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CHAPM~ IV

flTRODUC TION

(C) In 1965, the mission of US forces in the RVN was to assist
and support the RVNAF in their efforts to defeat ccmunist subversive
insurgency, and to accelerate effective GVN control over the country.
this required that the VC be defeated militarily, or otherwise per..

suaded to discontinue their efforts to overthrow the GVN.

(C) During 1965, the VC retained cmplete control over areas of
SVN and maintained their grip over other areas by terrorism. This
situation called for carefUl application and conduct of military for-
ce at all times as the people in VC-dominated areas could not alwys
"be presumed to be pro-VC. Whle xaziim effectiveness in operations
was desirable, a conscious effort was made to ainiie noncambatant
casualties, requiring a high level of leadership, judgent and re-
st•aint not previously expected of US forces. These principles gov.
erned the tactics and techniques used in the conterrnsurgency efforts
of the RVNAF, US forces, and FW ,.

TYPES OF OPFRATIOKS

(C) CC(WJSACV conducted operations which involved ground, air
am naval forces, Ground operations were primiarily of three types:

1) Search and destroy - operations in VC dasinated ter-
"Atory aimed at neutraliAing the eany's main forces and destroying
his supply and operational bases.

2) Clearing - operations in enumy-cotrolled areas designed
to rmove pasamtly those en forces rauining in the aream

3) Secring - operations to etabilise and maintatz con-
trol. of a cleared area.

(C) Itch of these three types of ground operations was supported,
when needed, tby reserve/reaction forces. Ground operations were
assisted by close air support and artiller fire and, thwen apprWiate,
tV naval Wifire and 0-52 strikes.

(C) Air operations consisted mainly of close cmbat air su:pprt.B•..5 strikes,, and inter action operatis In , VN and IVU.THIS PAGE RcGqAODEO I-NCLASSIFIE[)
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(C) Naval operations consisted of DAGGER, THRUST amphibious opera-
tions, naval gunfire support, and surface surveillance. The naval air
am had essentially the same tasks as, and was integrated with, the
land-based air elements of USAF, USHC and VNAF.

(C) The US forces in SVN durlng 1965 had a unique challenge.
Guerrilla fighting vas not really new, but now, for the first time, the

kerican fighting• an found himself participating in civic action, in
political warfare, advising and teachfug-in ahort, he was helping to
pacify, secure and rebuild a nation.

US NARINE OPERATIONS

(Cc) After the 9th NEB landed at Da Nag on 89 Nrch 1965 (see
""hapter Ii), it was prinaril, engaged In esecuring its assijed area.
A defensive perimeter was formed and aggressive patrol, ambuah, and
search and destroy operations were conducted within the TA(R. Be-
cause of the brigade's limited sine, it did not coafdut any large-
scale crobat operationse. A• the 9th NM gorw in strongth, it was re-
designated the III NAW in the spring of 1965 and conducted many bat.-
ulon and larger-sise operations.

(C) All operations cooducted in I Corps in 1965, whether uni-
lateral or combined US(C/ARVN/VWC, had a search and deatrq7 mission.
The first alai icant eampaign, Operatimn UMJ KET - 40 began on 28

' JW4y. The task force consisted of the VI 3d Ba (Rein); the ARM
3d Bn, 5let Rgtt and the US 2d Rn, 4tb Narinee. Wl ement be-
tram CG, III NA? and AO, I Corps, the operation was epduoted under
the tactical direction of the COo 4th Xarizo RegAment.' (for a di.-

eussion of the scops of tactical direction see chapter Io Combinei
Cmman Relationships.) This was also the fir at land-baed combined

oeMti"on ttdliaing USKC and ARVN forces

(C) Operatic. STARLMQIT which began on 18 Ai~uptt was planned
then IanteM oac reports indicated a bildup of VC farces south of
the ChMm li (Quang Rgai hoviaee) TAOA hhq were Identified ab the
VC let Regt# and an attached infmntr7 battalion, roinfoecd with Mmrn
mirtars and 57-a•d 75-4 IL The operetical plan called for BL, 2/4

Sto designated l " snes (WaLs3W 3/T to conduct an mphlbibiu
"iSwault and LT 3• t Itn Isi ather& W aboard si

Asltiog of X Co, /, located north of% nTrng village, asese from
the Nat An Ha Poninsula. The operation proceeded as planned. Afterthe lUk-up, the two battalions swept north, up the peninsala, do-

s te VC • n ther pat 1W" qratua ended on 2, August &M
maalted In ap~S~. 704 VC IL; it had thw&Ard an incipient
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attack on Chu Lai. O(eraticc STARLMI? demonstrated the great value
of intelligence gained from the people s, a result of civic action

t efforts eud ifli.stated that a tint, asa-based position, such as Chu
Lai, which could not be outflanked, would oblige the VC to msas tO
destroy it frontally, ýw, it provided a secure base for an air/sea
attack on the VC forces+

(U) The Marine victory at Chu Lai was widely applauded by the
US press. '"American military professionalism is starting to tell
in Vietwam," the Kansas City S said on 19 August. "One victory
dosen't win a war for us, but a defeat such ae this for the Viet Cong
wl drive it h•ow to him there are no eay pickings in Southeast
Asia,' said the Detroit News on 22 August. Mark Watson of thi Bal-
timore Sun mote, on 24 l-jst, that 'this operation is recognized
as a true text-b-ock example of an air-sea-land Attack under ideal
conditions." But James Reston of the New York Tis. writing from
Saigon on 22 Aug3t, said the-victory wae not "speotacular news" for
the Vietnnes people&

Military vlotories, particularly at lonely military bases
along the coast, will not win the country. In fact, it is al-
wot- a cliche to say in Saigon, not only in the American %bassy

but evn in the American xLJtary compound, that while victory
at CMmn I. ias Important and even essential, it l1 neWes-
esas in th. end to win the people in order to Win the n.

(C) PMA (7--1 Svwsber) ws a four-day search and destroy
operation on the Dantanta Panansula, M0 miLo south of the Chu Iai
TACO. The planw as similar to that of SARUMif rtAlt it wae a
combined afr-eea-grouad capaip uwing BLT 3/7- as the helicopter
landing force and BL? 0/7 as the *aphiit foc, Intelipcce had
indicated that two VC main farce battaltuneo e stretched across
the eight miles of the peninsula a , but subsequent oprations re-
valed that the aem forces had witht-wz fram the laediate area
prior to D-Day. As the asault d w,*ntua, more and sore VC
wre contacted. $pondie bat spiritmd Lirefights resulted in 196 VC
114, 38 VIA (voutded -in t ) saW 265 VC saspects detained. US
Mivne casualtie vwere *ot XA end eight WIA, an example t the
superiority of US tona onr the TO) A igtnificant aspect of PIR-
AMA was that noe of the aWroxdaate!y 3,300 dwallng in the III
W pwtion of the obab Win area was destroyed and only 2 civilians

"wre nundoe' hims #.e direct regult of troop ndcotination and
the prjtsnt uo a supnig is

(C) S"or*1 MM flUST operations were conducted during the
tafl end wU*ter, usuallY with the 7th nit SIP acting as the esphib-
Il** Ulei free. These opwatlos normafly lasted oiw to two

a. and an almd at the destruotica of VC Installatios and cap-
taring or destMroyi VC 110 =0 pes nelsd as *askmerwCnieASd nt~~~ RERLI UCLASSIFIED
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of both surface and helicopter elements, ard were supported by naval
gun fire (N ) and taotical air power. &NaW resitance was usually
negligible.

(C) Operation GOLENM FLEECE was a regimental-sizej unilateral
operation by III MAF during September 1965. Conducted in thD southern
portion of the Da Nang TACR, its mission was to prevent the VC from
seizing the newly-harvested rice along the Song Cau Do, Song Yen SongBau and Song Vian Dien Rivers. GOLI FLECE consisted of search and
destroy operations, continuous patrols$ and ambushes in the riceeharvest are,. The operation was highly successful in protecting the
dfamers during the harvest and dio pron d the rice to the VC, The first

S~of a series of similar operations# it positively demongtrated US/FW/

VWN intent to provide security for the rural populace.,

(C) Operation BLUZ MARLIN was the first combined 3lI WA/VNM
amphibious operation. In the first phase, one amphibious force would
land in the vicinity of Tam Xy village (between Chu Lai and Da Nang
in ian Tin Province), and move south to the Chu LI TAOR searching
for and destroying eneW erces. Upon completion of this operation,
the fore would reeabark upon the transport ships. The second phase
would coneist of another azphibious assault in the vicinity of Hai
An village near tho location of the first landings followed by a
search and dostroy operation up the coast to t he Da Nang TAOR. The
forces involved were the VNKC 3d Bn and III NAF WLTts 2/7 and 3/3.

(c) On D-Dq (10 November), BLT 2/7 landed as echeduled, and
covered the landing of the VNE 34 n. The VNM battalion conducted
search and destroy operations as planned. OA D plus 5# the VN•
battaLion landed after BLT 3/3, and carried out the second phase.
BLT 2/1, 7th Fltfs SIF, the landing force reservep was pepared to
U-4 by heflcopterp to reinforce or to exploit gains by the landing
forces or to provide a block•ng force if required. As the operation
developed, the *aected engagvent with the VC did not occur and
there was no need for the reserve. The operation eaded with negli-
gible casualties in both eanam and frienly forces." The most impor-
tent a"pect of the operation was the exposure of the VMOC to oper-
ations with their American counterparts. The operation seead to
inereAse the confidence of the VM and revealed their campetince to
partcipate actively in future amphibious operations. 1 0

(C) Operation HARVEST KOCH was scheduled to last 10 days and
began on 8 December. It was an ARVN/USXC search and destroy operatiwa
in the ••ip We - Que Son - Viet An aea in qwW Nm Province. III
"MP unite consisted of BLT's 3/3, 2/7 and 2/1. ARVN units consisted
of 11th Raogr 9h; lt Ba, 5th Regt; and 13t Bn# 6th Regt. N• ý-1a;,
the flth Ranger Ba ts hit ýy VC ft-qes estimated at *qt boatti41ion.
The VC allowed the Rawer battP :•on to approach vithin 20 Ptrer of
their positit1 before 1,&_ '•a heavy VI, Of 1uWeoat1t weapons
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and small arms fire. Apparently, no security was provided by the
ARVN forces. The VC executed a double en•velopment and overran the
Ranger battalion. Attempts by the 1st Bnt 5th Regt to reinforce the
Rangers were halted by enemy small arms fire and inadvertent friendly
air strikes on the ARVN positions. The reaction force, lst Bn, 6th
Regt, was heli-lifted into the battle area while the lst Bn, 5th Regt
maintained its position." B-52's struck suspected VC positions on 12
and 13 Decemhar. Areas struck were exploited by III MAF ground units.

(C) BLTfs 3/3 and 2/1 met only sporadic resistance during the
operation. BLT 2/7 made a significant contact on 18 December toward
the end of the operation., In this engagement, the VC 80th Bn suffered
at least 105 KIA and lost numerous weapons.

(C) The operation resulted in 407 known. VC dead and possibly 636
others. Large quantities of VC stores, equipment and manufacturing
installations were 6aptured or destroyed 1d many tunnels and caves
in the battle area were rendered uaeless., A complete evaluation of
HARVEST MOON was still pending at year's end.

(0) During autumn, III MAW units were utilized as reaction/
reinforcement forces for several assaulted outposts in the I CTZ.
An example was the Song Ve 6-Thach Tru operation, in which elments
of BLT 3/7 were dispatched on 23 November to sweep the vicinity of a
beleaguered outpost of the ARVN 37th Ranger Bn in Quang Ngai Province.
The VNMC 3rd Bn and 413th APC Troop were the reaction forces. USKC/
ARVN/VNMC casualties were 71 KIA, 74 WIA and 2 NIAA. ARVN reportedly
accounted for 300-400 VC KIA for the total operation, but USMC body
count confirmed only 175 of these casualties. •

(C) During 1965 thousands of night and day patrols, hundreds
of ambushes and small unit offensive actions, and scores of battalion
and regiuental-size operations were conducted by III WAP ag'dnst the
VC. The primary mission of these actions was to seek out, destroy
and disrupt insurgent strength. While some operations were spectacu-
larl3y successful, the objectives of all actions were largely aet. As
a yardstick of assessment, III MAF expanded from a six square-mile
TAOR on 8 March 1965, to a TAOR of 600 square miles by year's end.

(C) As the III MAF's TAOR expanded several new factors arose.
First$ open ations were extending closer to VC dominated territory.
Secondly, participating forces became less ablo to effect mutual Lap-
port. It was epoted that these factors would cause the VC to be-
come more aggressive and employ larger size forces. The forces
available to III MAF were considered insufficient to provide the
necessary base security, conduct extenjd tactical operations against
the 7C and maintain adequate reserves. 4

(C) The desired solution to this proble was to obtain andIt-US PAGE RFGRAP',-,') UNCLASSIFIED,
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train adequate numbers of RF/PF to take over the peace-keeping and
village security tasks so that III MAF forces could concentrate on
offensive actions elsewhere in I CTZ. Until a suitable solution
was realized it was considered necessary to limit extension of the
TACH. The expected increase in US!C forces and improvement of the
RF/PF situation in 1966, provided hopeful indications that pacifi-
cation efforts and offensive operations against the VO could be
accelerated.' 5

US ARMY OPMATIONS

(U) Early in 1965, as VC forces boldly struck at targets
throughout SVN, it was apparent that US Army forces were needed to
assist in stemming the tide. The deployment of these forces and
their comnitment are discussed in chapter II. The overall concepts
governiig their employmant are discussed in chapter III. The mis--
sions of USA forces in RVN were: 1) to defend bases vital to US
interests; 2) to provide a highly mobile reserve to be used as a
reaction force for RVNAF. 3) to search out and destroy enemy bases
and storage areas; and 45 to search out and clear selected areas of
SYN and assist the. GVN in pacification efforts. The 173d Abn Bde,
which was the first USA ground combat unit in SVN, initially pro-
vided base security at Bien Hoa and Vung Tau, III CT¶o The arrival
of the 2d Bde, let Inf Div and the lst Bde, 101st Abn Div freed the
173d AbnBde from its security roles and allowed it to become a high-
i• mobile reaction force (see Chapt II). The arrival of the remain-
der of the 1st Inf Div and the 18t Cay Div (AM) opened the way for
large ecale search and destroy rissions, and USA foross shifted from
a .primarily defensive role to the offensive, a role which they main-
tained throughout the rest of the year. Discussed below are some of
the more significant offensive USA actions during 1965.

(C) During May, and until the latter part of June, the 173d
Abn Bde engaged in an almost continuous series of small-unit &ctions
in defense of its assigned TAOR and the air bases. Ln mid-June, the
battalion which had been stationed at Vung Tau rejoined the brigade
at Bien Hoa. That$ coupled with the arrival of the let Bn, RAR, in
early June and its attachment to the 173d, gave thlbrigade three
infantr7 battalions for the conduct of operations.

(C) During the period of 27-30 June, the 173d Abu Bdo partici-
pated in a large-scale search and destroy operation in War Zone D
(see Figure 1-4). This was the first time in over a year that
friendly forces had penetrated this VC base area and was an impor-
tant "first" in fulfilling COMUSMACV's conoept of dering freedom
of action to the VC in these "safe havens". The operation was oon-
.ducted in conjuaetion':with two airborne battalions of the ARVN Abn
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BdeM the ARVN 48th Regt, and the 1/BAR. It resulted in over 25 VC
KIAs, 200 tons of food and supplies destroyed and the recovery of
approximately 50 tons of rine for distribution by GVN auth 8.lUes.17

(C) On !0 August the 173d, with the 2d&Bn, 18th Inf of the
2d Bde, 1st Inf Div, moved to Pleiku, II CTZ, as a ready reaction
force for RVNAF units in that area. Earlier in the month the VC
had attacked the special forces camp at Duk Co west of Pleiku and,
in response, AAVN units were conducting large-scale search and des-
troy operations in the area. Patrols were conducted around the
Thanh Binh Pass area on Highway 19, and on 17 August the 173d pro-
vided protection for ARVN units withdrawing through the pass. After
patrolling around Kontum the romailer of August, the brigade re-
turned to Bien oHa on 6 September. 1A Selection of the 173d for this
mission was appropriate because of its mission as general reserve
for all of Vietnam. The recently arrived brigade of the 101st
Abn Div was not yet ready to assume this mission. Selection of the
2d Bn, 18th Ihf to accompany the brigade was due to a need to
strengthen the 173d with another battalion (the 1/BAR being con-
fined to operations in the III CTZ).

(U) Operation HIGHANDI, begun by the let Bde, 101st Abn Div
in the latter part of August had the mission of opening Highway 19
fro* Qui Nhon to An Khe and seouring the base area at An Khe to
facilitate the deployment of the let Cay Div (AM), The brigade

A planned to accomplish its mission in four phases: 1) move to a
forward assembly area near Binh Khe (on Highway 19 between Qui Nhon
and An Khe, Binh Dinh Province); 2) open Highway 19 by combat opera-
time to permit convoy movemint frca Qui Nhon to An Khe; 3) provide
continuous convoy security along the highway and secure the base
area at An Khel and 4) relinquish control of the base area to the
let Cay Div (AM) and return to hore base.

"W(C Phases I and II were aocorplished without incident. During
phase fT, Operation GIBRALTAR19 was planned to destroy a VC main force
battalion believed to be operating northeast of an Ahe. A ground/
airmobile operation, it began on 18 September with the landing of
battalion elements which were to push forward to the ground blocking
forme. After two oompanies landed, however, the VC opened up an
extr•mely heavy volume of fire, causing the remainder of t* battalion
to abort* The blocking force omander was ordered to move his unit
to aid the surrounded force, Another force consisting of US troops
and ARYN Rangers was lifted to an LZ approximately 1500 mter. east
of the battle area, The ground force and the helilifted force were
unable to link up before dark. At 0615 the next day link-up was
effected and the beleaguered force extracted. Throughout the opera-
tion, over 100 tactical fighter sorties were flown and over 11,000
rounds of artillery fired. Although surrounded and outnumbered, the
two caspanies held their perimeter and inf34eted heavy losses on the
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VC. Friendly losses were 13 XIA and 44 WIA, compared to VC losses of
226 KIA and 9 captured. 20

(0) On 1 October the 1st Cay Div (AM) assumed responsibility
for Highway 19 and the An Khe base area. The let Bde, 101st Abn Div
continued to conduct search and destroy operations in the area
until that time. Total friendly casualties for operation HIGH-
LAND were 22 KIA and 108 WIA while the VC lost 261 KIA and 57721

captured. The brigade closed on its home base at Bien Hoa on
6 September, completing Phase IV.

(C) The VO attack on the Plei Me Special Forces Camp, Pleiku
Province, on 19 October triggered a month long campaign by both
ARVN and US forces. Operation SILVER BAYONET, conducted by the
1st Cay Div (AM), was designed to provide security and artillery
support to ARVM forces around Plei Me. This operation began on
23 October with the commitment of a battalion task force which soon
expanded to reinforced brigade strength. On 27 October this force,
the 1st Bde, was given a search and destroy mission between Plei Me
and the Cambodian border. On 1 November the brigade, having contacted
a large enemy force, began to pursue VC/NVA forces west of the Plei
Me camp, moving along the SVN/Cambodian border. During this pursuit
the VC/NVA forces lost 216 KIA, 117 captured, and 18 suspects detained.
Friendly losses were 55 KIA and 194 WIA.

(C) On 14 November, after the 3d Bde, lot Cav Div (AM), had
relieved the 1st Bde in the vicinity of Plei Me and Pleiku, the
most significant phase of SILVER BAYONET began. Aizmobile search
and destroy operations were initiated, which resulted in very heavy
and intense contacts with YC/NVA forces. C(4US4ACV requested a
series of B-52 strikes to support ground operations in the vicinity
of Chu Pong Mountain. 2 2 These strikes were delivered on 16 November
(see US Air Opns, this chapter).

(c) Three US infantry battalions were closely engaged, sup-
ported by tactical air sorties and artillery. The VC/NVA forces
which exceeded division strength, continued active resistance to
the US forces from well-entrenched positions. The battle of the 3d
Bde against numerically superior VC/NVA forces continued until 18
November in the vicinity of Chu Pong and the Ia Drang Valley. Fighting
was often hand-to-hand, with many small units temporarily out off
from their parent organization,

(C) On 20 November, the 2d Bde, let Cav Div (AM), moved to
Ploiku to relieve the 3d Bde. The VC/NVA had lost 1,286 KIA, 19
captured and approximately 1,000 weapons destroyed or captured,
US losses were 217 CA, 232 WIA and 9 MIA (missing in aotion),23
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(U) In commenting on the action around Plei Me, CWUSKACV
-stated that the conflict was unprecedented in intensity and the
degree of success achieved by friendly forces. He said:

the performance of the American troops and the
Vietnamese have been magnificent. At nu time during
the campaign have American troops been forced to with-
draw except for purposes of tactical maneuver. When
the dust of the battlefield settled, the American
troops were present to clear the battlefield of killed
and wounded, both friendly and enemy. The enemy had
fled the scene. American casualties were heavier than
amy previo a engagement but small by comparison with
the enemy.U

(C) The final phase of the battle around Plei Me began on
18 November, with three battalions of the RVNAF Abn Bde conducting
a search and destroy operation west of Pleiku. The operation,
titled THAN PHNG' 7, made light contact with the VC for two days.
On 20 November, a force of unknown size was engaged and over 180
enemy were killed. When the operation terminated on 26 November,
there were 265 VO KIA and 10 captured. The ARVN units, which
lost 21 KIA and 61 WIA, also captured 49 individual and several
crew-served weapons. 2 5

(U) Press commentators in the US hailed the results of the
Plei Me and Ia Drang operations and discussed the implications.
The Washington News said on 30 October:

Plei Me is not exactly Stalingrad nor the bank of
the Namne nor Gettysburg, Pa. It is a miserable col-
lection of lrets, trenches and barbed wire in the Vietnam

4- highlands. Yet in a strange way, it may mark a turning
point in the Vietnamese war just as surely as did those
famous battlefields in other conflicts.

The New York Journal American editorialized on 28 October that
Plei Die was

a big psychological victory for the South
Vietnamese and American forces, and a big psycho-
logical setback for the enemy. The battle is
heartening as an example of the revitalized morale
of the South Vietnamese troops that has followed
the buildup of American strength.
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The New York Herald Tribune of 19 November said the battle's
significance uas that "the war is developing more and more into a
contest between the armed forces of the United States and those of -•

North Vietnam, with the Communist and anti-Communist units of
South Vietnam assuming a correspondingly lesser role". The Newport
News Press editorialized in their 23 November issue: *Unhappily,
we-must face the possibility that Plei Me and the Ia Drang Valley
will prove to be the forerunners of more costly actions. .a
lessening of the US military effort could only encourage Hanoi to
push harder". The New Orleans Times-Picayune of 22 November said:

One significant aspect was that the encounter
proves conspicuously that at least the portion of
Cambodia nearest the battlegrounds is a secure haven
for Communist troops. . . .Now, it appears, regular
units of the North Vietnamese army are sheltered
there despite Cambodian Prince Sihanouk's categorical
denials.

(C) On 5 November, the 173d Abn Bde began another search and
destroy operation into War Zone D. This operation, named HUMP,
marked the fifth time the brigade had been in War Zone D. Three
task forces, built around three infantry battalions and one artil-
lery battalion, were formed. These forces had the mission of
launching ainnobile assaults into the operational area and con-
ducting search and destroy operations to find, fix and destroy
VC personnel, supplies and installations.

(C) Intelligence developed before the operation revealed
that there was a VC stronghold surrounding the Junction of two
rivers in the operational area as well as two VC battalions equip-
ped •ith the latest family of Soviet and CHIC* weapons. Addi-
tionally, the VC had the capability to mass approximately 8,500
troops from contiguous areas within 48 hours.

(C) The operation began with two airmobile assaults by the
lst Bn, 503d Inf and the I/R.A into separate LZWs against light
enemy resistance. The two forces then established base positions
in their operation areas without any major action. For the re-
mainder of D-Day, and the next two days, the friendly forces con-
ducted search and destroy operations. They found numerous tunnel
systems and fortifications as well as several huts but no signi-
ficant contact with the enemy was made.

(C) On 8 November, acting on intelligence acquired late on
]. plus 2 that a VC force of unknown size was located approximately
2,000 meters west, the let Bn, 503d Inf moved toward the area and
made contact at 0800 with •comPany-size unit engaged by a VC
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battalion. Diring the ensuing battle fighting was at such
close quarters that supporting fires could not be employed on
the line of engagement but were used to seal off the battle
area. i request for reinforcement from the 2d Bn, 503d InW,
the brigade reserve force, could not be honored due to the lack
of heli-6oPters. The VW's repeated assaults against the perimeter
of the airboxne troops were repulsed with heavy VC casualties.

(C) The main battle ended during the afternoon, with spora-
dic machine gun and sniper fire on the US units throughout the
remainder of the day and night. The 1/MAR, south of the Dong
Nai River, contacted a well-entrenched VC force of about 10o
men during the late afternoon. During the following fire fight,
four VC were killed before the VC broke contact.

(0) On 9 November, the let Bn, 503d In. cut an LZ into
the dense jungle through trees up to 250 feet high, to enable
helicopters to evacuate the friendly forces. This was completed

L by 900 that evening, ending operation HUMP.

(0) Supported by 1,747 helicopter sorties and 117 USAF
tactical air strikes, the operation resulted in 403 VC KiA,
200 additional possible XIA and five VC captured. Lossee
by the US and Australian troops were 51 KIA and 89 WiA. 26

O (C) On 4 November the CO of the ARVN 5th Div requested
that the US let Inf Div clear and secure Route 13 north of
Ben Cat, Binh Duong Province, and provide artillery fire in
support of 5th Div operations beginning on 11 November. This
request was granted and the mission was assigned to the 3d Bde,
let Div, which was stationed at Lai Ihe, just north of Ben Cat.
The 3d Dde further assigned the mission to the 2d Bn, 2d Inf
and attached to it an artillery battery; a cavalry troop; Co
A, 2d Bn, 28th InW; and engineer elements. This operation was
named ROAMMIE.

(C) The reinforced battalion cleared and secured Route
13 on 10 November and emplaced artillery to support the move-
ment of the ARVN 7th Regt. Advance parties of the ARVN elements
passed through on the afternoon of 11 November and the battalion
fomed a perimeter for the night. Early on 12 November an
estimated VC battalion launched a heavy mortar and automatic
weapons attack, followed by repeated infantry assaults against
the perimeter. Despite direct fire by artillery from within
the perimeter and tactical air strikes, the VC remained in
contact for six hours. After coordination with ARVN distriot
offioials, a nearby village, which was sheltering the VC, ras
destroyed by air strikes. Friendly losses were 21 KIA and 103( WIU, with VO losses 198 IAL. THIS PAGE REGPA0c[)
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(C) After completion of operation ROADRU1 9, the 3d Bde was
ordered by the CG, ist Inf Div to conduct search and destroy operaý-
tions south of the Michelin zubber plantation, Binh Duong Province,
from 14 to 17 November to follow up and exploit B-52 strikes sched-
uled for 14 November. This operation, BUSHMASTW, was later extended
to 22 November. Intelligence reports indicated that three VC regi-
monte and a separate VC battalion had base areas in or near the
operation area. The operation beGs' on 14 November and continued
with sporadic contact until 20 November. Late that day, while friend.-
ly elements were conducting a tactical search toward their base areas,
they were attacked by VC from a village to their front and from both
sides of the road. A perimeter was formed and air strikes directed
against the enemy positions. This action resulted in 70 VC KIA.
Friendly losses were six KIA and 38 WIA.

(C) BUSW'= , which teminated on 22 November, resulted in
the ;apture or destruction of over 100 weapons, 100 tons of rice,
and large quantities of ammunition and supplies. In the total opera-
tion 277 VC were killed, five captured, and 350 estimated wounded.
Friendly forces lost 27 KIA, and 176 WIA. 27

r (u) During the year, as more and more USA combat forces ar-
rived in SVN, the emphasis in USA operations shifted from passive
defense of key installations with occasional forays into enemy held
territory to small scale search and destroy operations. These seeach
and destroy missions grew from battalion operations to reinforced
brigade operations supported by ARVN and other services. In their
role as reaction forces, USA forces increased the scale of commit-
ment from company standby reserve to reinforced brigade pursuit
operations. By the end of the year continuous USA offensive opera-
tions coupled with constant harassment from the air had uprooted
the VC from many of their once unpregnable strongholds and had caused
them to seek new sanctuaries, and increased their vulnerability to
further attack. THmdreds of tons of war materiel and foodstuffs
were either captured or destroyed. Thousands of VO/M troops be-
came casualties, lowering their offensive capabilities and their
morale. The enemy lost the initiative in many areas and was faced
with increased pressure from USA operations &s 1966 arrived.

US NAVY h2D VNX OPATIONS

Market Time

(0) At the beginning of 1965, VNN forces were not sufficient to
Sprevent enemy infiltration of men and equipment by sea. The INN

wan funlishing an average of 16 Sea Force ships and 200 Coastal
Force junks for ooastal .urveillanoeo However, since junks nozrally
traveled in pairs, thre, was in effect only the equivalent of 100
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junks on patrol each ~ ffort was not sufficient to adequate-
"ly prevent suspected i W by sa from 0jy,28

(s) Due to the inability of the VIN to effectively counter in-
filtration efforts by the insurgents it was determined that additional
help in the form of USN boatse9 planes, personnel, equipment and facil-
ities was necessary. With this in view a gradual bdillup of forcen
(discussed in Chapter II) and planning for coordinated operationsa4by
the USK and VIN began in January 1965. This culminated in the for-
mation of MARKET TIME operations in Mareh. From that point on the
USK and VIN became a composite and effective force in the w&L. effort.

(C) Flights conducted by USN SP-2 aircraft during January proved
the feasibility of effective communication between US aircraft and VI
patrol units for fast reaction in developing operational and intelli-
gence information. The flights also demonstrated to IVI flight obser-
vers that the patrol elements of Sea and Coastal Forces were not carry-
ing out their anti-infiltration mission# a fact long known by CHNAVGP,
but not previously substantiated to the satisfaction of VIN authori-
ties. Improvement began shortly after Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(DONO) VIN observed this evidence first hand. 3 0

(C) The major development which occurred subsequent to inception
of MARKET TIME was the announcement, during April, of the decision of
the WCM (see Chapter II) to transfer operational control of MARKET
TIME forces from CINCPACFLT to CENAVGP9 as agent for C(1MUSMACV. The
"decision was based on NAVGP's location in-country and experience work-
ing with VEX plus the direct impact of n T TIME on COMUSMACYts re-
sponsibilities for the overall war effort.

(C) The Coastal urveillance Force (TF 115) was activated on
30 July, On that day, operational responsibility for MARKET TIME was
passed from CINCPACPLT to CCOSUAC and operational control was as-
signed to CTF 115 (CMAVGP). This marked the creation of the US
Navy's first comand integrating sea, air and shore-based units for
the primary mission of countering sea infiltration. CINCPACFLT re-
tained logistic support responsibility for all surface units, through
c32LT.2

(0) Prior to 11 May, US personnel participating in MAR•T TIME
were prohibited from boarding any vessel. But due to pressure on the
GYV by C1NAVGP and CCMUM4ACV authorization was approved by OV3 on 11
May for TF 115 forces, to stop, search and seize vessels not clearly
engaged in innocent voyage vithin a zone extending out to 12 miles
offshore. Outside that zone, vessels were liable to search with com-
pensation paid by GVN if suspicions proved unfounded. All boarding
parties were to be led by a VNH liaison officer stationed on each MAR-
KET TIME vessel. This change in the rules of engagement contributed

II
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measurably to the efficiency of the patrol by making it unnecessary

to call in VIN units to investigate each suspicious ship. Much de-

lay was avoided and both USN and VIN wer able to search a larger
number of vessels in any given time. 33

(C) A new type of infiltration ship, reported by a VC captured
in June, caused a realignment of MABET TIPM forces to place emphasis
on the area from the 17th parallel south to Phan Thiet in Binh Thuan
Province. 'NN likewise shifted forces to the area whre the ship
was reported to be located. The information regarding this new
type steel hulled ship, motorized, seventy feet long, with a sixty-
ton capacity, was of sufficient consequence to fxpedite the formation
of US Coast Guard Squadron One and proourement of Swift boats to
combat this type of infiltration ship (see Chapter 11).34

(0) The R8S3 was the only land area under the control and
responsibility of VYN. It was assigned to VIN because of its
inaccessibility by land. The RSSZ commander, a Lt Cdr, was placed
directly under DCWO (N-3 operations) in July, which was to insure
that RSSZ would receive proper attention. Other steps were also
taken in July to improve the situation in the VC-saturated areat
all ships were forbidden to transit the zone at night, and twice-weekly
mine-sweeping operations were begun. 35

(8) During the November visit of the SECDF2 the evaluation
of MARMET TIME program was again discussed (as it had been in
July, see Chapter II). CtU•(ACV inoluded in his November
evaluation the resources involved and a general discussion of
problems involved in a coastal surveillance system in an area
where numerous coastal boats, junks and larger vessels were
operating. The difficulty lay in distinguishing the innocent
fishermen from the infiltrator. Various regulations were
inaugurated such as a curfew, and no junks were allowed in cer-
tain areas. Although these regulations were restrictive, they
could not be adequately enforced because many fisherxen lived in
some VC-controlled areas and required access to those fishing
grounds. As a result of this situation the district chiefs re-
served the right to modify these restrictions a" they deeomed

(0) CCHSKACMts conclusions as presented to the SECDPF were
1) in terms of reliable potential from available resources, the
MARK T • effort was satisfactory; 2) the planned operational
concept was sounds 3) the primary deficiency of inadequate shallow-
draft vessels would be corrected by the spring of " when 54
Swifts would become operational (see chapter II); a. ) the 'YN
effort was leas than optimum both in patrol aggressiNsness and
reporting accuracy. This last situation could be improved only
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by patient and deliberate advisory efforts- the - had made in-
roads on the problem of watercraft regulatory measures# but thde

clarity, promulgation and enforceability thereof would require
further improvement. COIKUSMACV concluded his evaluation by recom-
mending that MARKET TIME continue as planned. No major changes
were necessary and none were anticipated so long as prorammed

forces materialized.36

(C) During November, CHNAVGP recommended that a more ade-
suate system of ship inspection in the Saigon River be initiated.
At that time, a ship's captain simply declared his cargo and no one
questioned him furtherp This caused a great deal of tax revenue to
be lost. The CHNAVcP suggested that these vessels be "convoyed" to
insure control of their movementsh This suggestion was not well
received by GVN authorities, because thei wanted the movements of
foodstuffs and produce to reach their destination without delayo
So this proposald which would have created a systeh of ascertain-
So this propos w here carohing contraband, wa still pofding at the

end of the year. 3 7

RVYAF Amphibious Operations

(c) Prior to April 1965 the amphibious warfare capability of
Vhis three LST's and seven LSH's had seldom been employed because
of other conmitments. The potential value of the capability be-
came more apparent after the Vung Ro Bay infiltration incident as
attention was focussed on possible infiltration points located in
coastal VC areas. In April, RVNAF JGS directed CINCYIIN to develop
a permanent capability for amphibious raid operations. Initial
plans called for the complement of IX 502 to begin amphibious
training and to be available for operation in the latter part of
fay. Tentative proposals for force assignments included a VNN
3-inch gun ship# a USK destroyer for gun fire support and the L4
(H) hospital •,tl, for medical support and paywar activities. It

was anticipated that a INN Sea Air Land/Undorwater Demolition
(SMAL/UMTr team would be aasigned to the landing force. The major
hurdle was the assignment of troops. Special Forces and local
troop units not available for operations outside their own area
were discussed as possibilities,. Chances were die-ror obtaining
more than a compazy for use on a permanent basis.d

(C) During May the plans for company-sized amphibious raids
were overtaken by concepts of a grander scale. JOS stepped in to
take a leading role in planning. One significant step forward was
the designation of units of the VINC as the landing force, rather
than the miscellaneous ARVI, RF or WF units which had been pre-
viously considered. It w" hoped that by mid-June JOS would begin
battalion-aize operations employing each of the five VInC battalions,with VNN sealift and VMF'/USAP air support as required. it was
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planned that from August to early October operations would be oon-
ducted using two or more V= battalions with TI naval forces aug-
mented by USN sealift and naval gunfire support (IGFS). Considera-
tion was also given to combined V1MC/UVSC operations, preaumably be-
ginning in November, bat JGS desired to commence amphibious operations
unilaterally. Corresponding to this "go it alone" attitude was the
little interest shown in US offers to conduct demonstration landings
with III MAP landing forces. The major problem confronting the YN
in carrying out their unilateral intentions was the diversion of the
VNN LST's and LM's to amphibious operations would place a heavy
strain an the already critical logistics situation in SBN. The log-
istic Missions and the capacity of Military Sea Transport Serv e•.
(MSrS) to take on any additional mission was severely limited.19 '

(C) This planning was overtaken by events in June 1965. The
drastic increase of VC activity began to absorb reserve strength
throughout the eountxy. An the VIRC wa part of the general reserve,

this comitment precluded their use as the landing force for planned
amphibious operations. As a result, all plannin was postponed indef-
initely. The only amphibious operation during the year was conducted
on 10 November when the combined USKC/VMC operation BLUE MaRLIN was

executed (see USKO Operations). With the advent of additional LST's
and LI/LWSL ' during 1966 th re was a probability for renewed inter-
est in this type of varfare. 4"

Naval Gufire Operations

(C) On 17 April, the GV1 and USG spreed in principle to the use
of US 1O? in support of anti-sea infiltration efforts and in support
of RVIA and US ground operations (verbally transmitted to the US
Ambassador 17 April).

(C) uring April 1965, CIXCPAC, in anticipation of authorization
for amphibious operations and IOYS in RYI, requested COWSACV and
C1ICPACIPM to develop and submit plans for these operations on a pri.-
ority basis. CMMUSICV replied on 19 April with his plan concerning
the employent of IS N01S in RYE. This plan outlined a general con-
cept for NJPS operations usin8g MAM Tim ships and, from tim to
time, other 7th )it ships against selected VC targets and in support
of US and ARYE amphibious and pround operations. At this time, CCR-
U•ICT inquired as to the availability of an Air, Naval Ganfir Lia-
ison Company (ANGLIaO) for ON.

(S) lsprmssntatives from CINCPACPVT, COMULT, CetCV,
MPAC, and III NP, met in Saigon 3-5 fay for the purpose of develop-
ing procedures for the conduct of N013 in RVE. %a procedures formu-
lated at the coference were agreed to by CIICPAOL? and O(MJSAT
aMd forwarded to CINCPAO for aproval. CINCPAC approved the proce-
du•es for execution on 14 sayy.• On 16 May they were issed to the
corps sanior advisor4,

C'.':. tTi 1cdl r as follows:
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1) USHFG ships were provided by Commander Task Groap 70.8
(Cruiser/Destroyer Force). These units were assigned NGF missions
Against VC targets in SVN in order to support anti-infiltration •ra
COUWsACV/RVNAF operations. NGF ships remained under the operation-
al control of the cognizant 7th Flt task unit commander.

2) All NOF missions were observed by US personnel and
were undertaken on order of CTF 115, in coordination with the Naval
Gunfire Liaison Officer (NGLO) at the Corps Tactical Operations Cen-
ter (TOC) and responsible RVEW officials.

3) Request for non-scheduled NOFS missions were sent to
TOC's for coordination. The NGLO would then send requests for

naval gunfire through ANGLICO to the gunfire support ships in the
area, or to the nearest Coastal Surveillanoe Center. This center
would relay the request to the ship assigned to the area, or to CTF
115 if a ship had not been previously assigned. The NGLO at the
orOC would arrange for a spotter to be on station for the mission
and inform CTF 115 of tie mission.

4) In the case of pre-planned missions (raquests for
snpport at least 48 hours prior to the time required) the NBLO at
CTOC forwarded requests to ?TF 115. MT? 115 assigned a NUYS ship
to the miss3ion ad infomed the TOC and Coastal ur=etllaAnoe Con-
ter of the ship assigned. fhe RLO and OTOC arranged for the
spotter to be on station far the minsion.

5) ROK requests for NOFS were hamaeled through, ?FOIWS
for necessary coordination and execution."'

(0) In the fall of 1965, C0Wt_(CV published an LOX = the
conduct of artillery and OF$S htich set forth rules purtaining to
firing on VC targets in and out of hamlets. The rules stated that
henceforth Wg1niL fire could be used on VC forces outside of
hamlets in target aroas declared hostile by GV•, •Vi liaison per-
sonnel, observers, or Forward Air Controfers (PAC). Prior to
proaulgation of this orocedure, unobserved fire missions were pro-
hibited. Missions against kunm or suspected targets in hamlets
an villages occupies by non-combatants would be controlled by air-
borne or ground observer., only after receipt of US/G A/RVlIA
approval, as appropriate. %9lets or villages unassociated with
ground operations would not be attacked by gnfire without prior
waring. Attacks without warning#, in conjunction with ground op-
erations involving the movement of troops through the area, could
be made $1, in the jupeuent of the grou•d omstder, his mission
would be jeopardized by such warning. In the vicinity of RU/
Cambodia border only observed fire missions were allowed on tar-
gets within 2,000 eters of the border, Unobserved fire missionscould be fixed outside of this 2,000 .eter tons. Daring December,
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i

owing to increased infiltration of VC and NYA forces, CINCPACFLT
reooemanded these procedures be modified by authorizing C0's of
101S ships to make emergency utilization of unobserved fires on wnq

target in grave circumstances when friendly forces vere known to be

under hostile fire and when gunfire auppazt could be effected with
positive assurance tit the friendly forces and/or non-combatants
would not be harmed. This recoumendation wvis approved by CINCPAC

on 22 December 4 "

(c) On 20 fty the 7ti ?it ship, US8 Eamner (DD-718) conducted
the first soheduled NO? mission in SMJ in II OTZ. By month4s end,

13 gunfire missions had been conducted and included -illumination
firing in ( TZ• n 6gunfire missions in II CTZ and one gunfire
mission n 1581- Results were considered generally effective. One
•ta 'fired by the U- se ' 10o(-941) -was oredted v•t relieving

SV0 nre s on a district tow in Phuoc Tuy Province and resulted
in 12 ?V killed =d 20 wounded. In addition to the JSS kumer and
the Somnrs, other 7th Flt units provided NUS during the first
month a operations.

(C) In order to provide expert control and direction of US
naval gunfire, detachments from lot ANGLICO, FHFPAC Havaii, yere
deployed to RYN. On 14 1%T one shore fire control party (SFCP) vas
in position in I CTZ and we SPOP and a radar beacon team were in
position in 11 CTZ. Additional AVOLICO unite axrived in-country
25-27 1%y. After briefings in Saigon, these additional units were
aesipned as follows;

a. 11 Corps - one NO Spot (Det of SFCP) team wa a

radar beacon team.

b. *I1 Corps -one SFM.

o. IV Corps - one SW -a i one radar bea•n teem.45

(C) The AJGLIO units -provided a Wfire liaisn team at each
MOC ard $potting teams strategically located along the coast. A

control team of three of fiters and 27 were located in Saigon to
provide •adiniatrative and logistic siapport to unite in the field. 4

(C) In Ma•y CO•U•AC detemirwd that AXGLICO detachments
SvMl be attached to the senior US advisor to each corps to pro-
Wide experiened ewntrol, soordination aAd spotting for Naps in
*each orpe. fte first detachment of AOLIC0O arrived in-.comtry on
6 Hoy aad reported to 0, 111 rAP. On 15 Kay, C0tMW approved
the I&$' esploymant In R urner HARM T= charter, Voice fire
mission requests, anM activetion of the Corps OU Laeison Office
(OLQ) Or Maarine Pire Sapjort ooordination Center (7SCC) control
frequencies, would be recoived over the XkWT TI 3Sartillance
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Coordinating and Reporting Net. All ships would guard this net.7

(C) By 1 June, six detachments of the 1st ANGLICO were in-
country with personnel assigned to each Corps, and placed under HSAS
for administrative purposes. After several months of operating under
control of 7th FIt, COMIUSMACV, in Directive No. 10-li of 10 November,
set forth command relationships between ANGLICO commanders and CKt-
USMACY. In the section outlining responsibilities and command rela-
tionships between subordinate commands and advisory elements he
stated that CTF 115 would "conduct air and surface surveillance, NGFS,
visit and search, psywar, combat support (such as support of com-
mando raids, UDT and search and rescue) of US and RVN forces and
other operations as directed, along the coast and in the major riv-
ers of RVN in order to assist the RVKAF in the detection and pre-
vention of communist water-borne movement and infiltration from the
sea", Thus the goundwork wAs laid and the pattern set for future
NGFS activities.15

(C) The operational control of VGFS in-country was handled by
tha four corps senior advisors under COK1SMACV through the CTOC's.
Rach Corps had assigned an SFCP, and a detachment of Sub-Unit One,
1st ANGLICO, to provide pernourel and ocanunications equipment 4.
necessary for the control of naval gunfire in each of the areas.

(0) The primnary mission of the ANGLICO detachments was to
support US aud friendly element- by providing the liaison necessaxy
between the ground elements.of the landing force and units involved
in conducting close air support and naval gunfire in the amphibious
assault and in other operationa, Fhis included the provision of
limit6d support to airborne units-,

7th Fleet Air Support

(3) Following the NO'i PT boat attack on the USS VADDOX on
2 August 1964 in internationial water& about 40 miles off the M_
shore, the US increased the readiness posture of US forces in the
Pacific. In retaliation for the unprovoked attack on the MADDOX,
US naval forces were direlted by JOB to conduct air strikes on
selected targets in NO,

(S) DuAing the period August 1964 to February 1965, use of
7th Flt aircraft in both SVH and NVM was sporadic and primarily on
a contingency basis. However, the attack on Fleikm Airfield on 7
Februaxr 1965 resulted in a change of concept and naval aircraft
henceforth asaumed a major role in the sir var it, SUIA. After
extensive discussion between CINCPAC and C(M1UAVO it was deter-
mined that naval air strikes on pro-planred targets approvI by
higher authority would be coordinated with VWAF and 2d AD.- In
February a liaison seotion (air control team of two officers) fro<a
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7th Flt was ths attached to the TACC, 2d AD) for the purpose of this
oorrdinTtion.3hOis olose association and coordination increased air
power effort during 1965254

(U) In February 1965, when the President decided to enlarge the
US military effort in SYN, the 7th Flt was poised off shore to par-
ticipate actively in the conflict. Within minutes after receipt of
the message clearing 7th Flt for action, naval aircraft were over VC
and NVI facilities, dropping hundreds of tons of bombs. From Feb-
ruary through December 1965, USK aircraft flew 37,210 sorties, 14,560
of these north of the 17th parallelo USK A4 Skyhawks, A3 Sky War-
riors, P4 Phantom Ilis, A6 Intruders and propeller driven A1 Sky-
radiers attacked NIX bridges, barracks, storage and power installa-
tions. They also struck defensive positions around these faailities
and the two major NYN cities of Hanoi and Haiphong.55

(U) One of the highlights of the year came on the evening of
20 Juna when two 8kyradiers sot down a MIG-17 jet 40 miles south of
Lanoi during a bombing raid.51

(U) In early November aircraft based on the carrier USS Oris-
kanAy reac-rded, another first when they demolished a M missile site
about 55 miles south of Hanoi. Five A4 Skyhawks bombed and strafed
the SM site with rockets and 250-pound bombs. Tuo missiles were
destroyed and another damaged. On the moming of 22 December, 60
aircraft from three carriers dropped more than 30 tons on the Dong
Bi Themal Power Plant, 14 miles northeast of Haiphong. 'Ie plant,
whioh supplied 25 percent of the power for NVN. wes heavily demapdý7

(U) During 1965, 72 US iaval vessels were involved in the in-
creased role of the 7th FVt in VI waters. This fleet, operation in
support of C(•USMACV, provided NGF5 ships, amphibious squadrons f
operations and transport of troops and :rplenishment of supplies.

(6) Aircraft based on the three to five 7th Flt CVA'e stationed
off SV during the year, participated in such air operations as
HAflRBL LDL9, SrL TIGER, ROLLING THIMM, and others. Two (JA's and
*Qport elements were "signed duty at Yankee Station, 100 miles off
Da lkng. This group operated largely north of the 17th parallel.
,O( CIA was ssiged to Dixie Station, 100 miles off Tuwg Tau, with
the primy vresponlsibility of assisting with air strikes in SVIN. 9

US AIR FORM AD VI OPEMAIONS

In-Country Operations

(C) In estly 1965% the VT not only maintained the initiative
in m•litary actions but also had the advantage of opposing foroe.,
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which, thou6i supported by US military advisors and equipped with6 0
modem weapons, were constrained by certain policies and oonceptý.
The VC were thus able to attack under advantageous conditions and
regroup under the largely secure conditions of their forest hide-
outs. In a situation characterized by an increasing number of set-
backs suffered by the RVNAF, CC*USMACV undertook studies of meas-
ures which might be employed to check and reverse these trends.
Air power was recognized as a means by which continuous pressure
could be exerted on the VC:

Attack aircraft now in the hands of the government con-
stitute a unique strike force whose operations the Viet Cong
cannot defeat, match, or even anticipate.... Air power
could project the government's power to all parts of the
country and keep large areas under continuous surveillance.
It could strike the Viet Cong in their strongest and most
remote positions--in areas where the Vietnamese Army simply
does not tread.*2

(s) The optimum use of air power in SVN was not attainable
in early 1965 due to the slow reaction or unavailability of air-
craft. The concept of continuous airborne alert over critical6,
areas required resources which were not available in-country.,"
Nevertheless, airpower available made its mark. It was observed
that the VC would have had the capability in 1965 to move into
Phase III, the mobile, conventional warfare phaset had air
strength been unavailable to support the GVN's effort. Operations
on the scale of the late 1964 battles of An Lao and Binh Gia could
be expected and in these operations, the application of air strikes
would be extremely favorable. In late 1964, experiments in visual
reconnaissance activities had proven successful as a means of
finding targets. COMUSIACV believed that a coordinated visual re-
connoissance effort using the aircraft resources of USAW, USA and
WAP, as well as pilot reports from commercial aircraft would pro-
vide an almost untapped source of good targets. Interpretation of
aerial photography supplemented by IR (Infra-red) reconnaissance
and other technical means also gave indioa'uions of probable current
VC activity at fairly precise locations. Organized in 1964, the
REAP III Corps Target Center, by January 1965 had developed 149
static targets in an area centering in Zones "O" amd ID". In
addition, the newly organized UM4ACY J2 Tawget Researoh and Anal-
ysis Center (TRAC) had identified and passed to 171 Corps a total
of 171 transitory target indications since early November 1964.
TRAC operations were planned fo~expansion and 'Tart Centers were
planned for I II and IV Corps.

(TS) Early in the year, decisions were made to employ the
aIr resources which theretofore could not be used effectively. 6 5 A
sumary of the constraints affecting UMLCV counterinsurgenoy
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operations was prepared by COMUSAiC 6 on 13 January and forwaxded to
CJCS through CINCPAC on 21 January.e Among these were thpproblems
of VWAJ observers in FAfMGATE (VN.W-arked USAF) aircraft' and the
prohibited use of jets within 3N.68

(TS) No longer was there the extremely sensitive approach to
military air operations which for years was looked upon as endanger-
ing the primary effort of economic and political reconstruction of
SVN and winning its people over to GVN. No longer were there the
great concerns of maintaining a semblance of conformity to the
agreements of the 1954 Geneva Accords and of ensuring the appearance
of the purely "advisory" role of US Forces in RVN. 6 9 The restric-
tions limiting. arget designation and air-ground coordination had
to be changed:' more "free bomb zones", especially the main VC
base areas had to be desigmated and air-ground coordination 3Ad to
be through pure US procedures. However, much of the groundwork was
already laid for increased air activity. The Tactical Air Control
System (TACS) was a f£xible functioning organ which could absorb
additional workloads.' Jet fighters and bombers had been introduced
into SVN following the initiation of YANKEE TEAM operat•ns 7 2 in ay
1964 and the Tonkin Gulf incident in early August 1964.'' Plans
were under way' for increasing the VNAF from four to si'ouadrons.7 4

New weapons such as Lazy Dog, 7 5 CBU (Cluster Bomb Unit) and the
side-firing FC-47, 77 were ready for commitment. Coordination with
RVNAP ground forces, US helicopter forces and USLAMC was improved
and there was a greater appreciation among all servi Qs of the use-
fulness of air in the current phase of the struggle.9

(s) On 26 Jamiary 1965, MUSAOC asked CIN114C for authority
to employ US jet aircraft in a strike role in RVN." In this request,
CODNIUACV described intelligenze reports which indicated the poesi-
bility Of impending VC attacks on critical US installations aimed
at achieving a spectaeular viotory, the impared capability of RVNAP
due to commitment of elementa to control civic disorders and the
diminished efficienoy of the VW6' because of its Comanderle (Air
Vice Marshal Nguyen C.o Ky) preoccupation with political activities.

On 27 January JOS authorized MC. 4AOV to employ US t aircraft in
SVN in emergency situatiorb undor coertain con Lý%on;.' It w.19
specified that only COMUMACV or hio deputy co'dld octit Jet air-
craft. The US Ambassador's concurrence wao ivquired and the aitua-
tion had to be of such criticallty that the VC would probably gain
a major victory or number of Americei liv•s would be lost. Addition-
ally, US jets would be controlled by ground or airborne observers in
touch with the ground eit~time Jets could be used to reinfoice
VN1A or PAIOGATE airmraft when wore iWnalo to adequately cope
with the major VC concentrations. 'CINCRIMIAZ prior clearance would
have to be granted and the immedi-at. and f,", exp.anaition of the use
of this mergenoy authority would have to be =tdo to 'TflOPAO and JC$31
With the r'elazati-e of the xuleb of engaeMern; OyCJ•MACV w"
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prepared to enter the war on a new dimension. 84

(S) The 27 January authorization greatly relieved the anxiety
of US military leaders in SYN, particularly in view of intelligence
reports which indicated that the VC were planning a major offensive
in the central highlands. 8 5 Although the 2d AD had one F-1O0 squad-
ron at Da lang for operations in Laos and two B-57 squadrons at Bien

eoa for VNAF crew training, these jet aircraft could not be used
tactically in SYE prior to the authorization. The US non-jet tacti-
cal combat strength available for RVNAF support had thus been limited
to the southern half of SVN, particularly Bien eoa where the then
1st Air Commando Squadron and the 602d Air Commuando Squadron were
located. The VIAF had one A-lB squadron at Da Nang, another at
Pleiku, and two squadrons at Bien HBa. In December 1964, Cdr 2d AD
had clearly seen the shortage of tactical air power in the central
area and had quickly sent from Bien Hoa a detachment of USAF A-lE
Mwk Raiders to Qui !Nhon.86

(U) On 7 and 10 February, the VC attacked US BEQ's at Pleiku
and Qui M=o, cities which were the terminal points of Highway 19.
Starting on 7 February, retaliatory strikes against NIN targets
were conducted by USE, VNAF, and USA aircraft. This policy of
continuing attacks on MYE enabled the 2d AD to expand and reorganize,
to acquire new types of aircraft and develop new control systems. On
19 February, B-57 jet aircraft were used for the first time in combat
in S in Phouo Tuy Provinoe; on 24 February both B-57's and F-100's
were used along Highway 19 near An Dhe and saved a CIDG and a Ranger
unit Z=rom almost certain disasters sow 220 troops were helilifted to
safety while jets pinned down the superior surrounding VC forces with
bombso napalm and cannon fire.

(3) On 19 February, VIAP was tactically paralyzed when ARlIN
coup aspirants took control of the TSI airbase during a major coup
attempt. VW Commander, Air Comadore Ngen Cao Ky, who had sue-
osesfully stopped a similar coup attempt in September 1964, again
diverted his attention to solving political problems. During this
uneasy month, USA? jets were continually used in Binh Dinh and Oang
Tin provinces casing heavy enemy oaeslties and frequently harassing

Shis MoVeaants. 87

" (C) In March, there we%* few reported sightings of VC units
larger than compuy size. This may have been a response to the in-
creases in US air strikes. After a rather uneventful month, the
greatest armada of aircraft (456) ever assembled over SIR partici-
pat"d in the bombing of a section of War Zone C in Tay inih Province.
The intent was to apply pressure on VC base areas, where preparations
were underway for the monsoon offensive, to btoet ARMR morale aW to
encourvo ]RVI offensive operations into VC base areas. Naval air-
oraft frm US 7th Ilt carriers and USKC aircraft from the 9th M
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(which had arrived at Da Nang in March) joined in the effort. In
a single day, 15 April, 443 sorties were conducted and more than
1,000 tons of bombs dropped. This was twice the average monthly
tonage dropped in 1964. The jets were continually used in major
close support roles and in hArrassment actions, including the
interdiction of VC movements. They more than doubled the airstrike
power which existed prior to their authorization. A primary
reason for the great increase of VC defectors, to 600 in April,
was apparently due to the in-country bombing program.8 8

(C) VC prisoners interrogated in the summer of 1965, expressed
amazement at the amount and intensity of airpower which had been
used against them. Over the years, the meager air actions against
the VC by the GVN were not taken seriously by the VC. Once bombed,
they could expect to rest safely for an extended period. Many VC
units operating in the northern areas, had never experienced air
attacks. The bombings apparently affected the VC way of life in
their strongholds as well as on operations. 89

(C) On 19 April, the first F-1040 squadron to be assigned to
SVN arrived at Da Nang air base. A steady flow of A-IH and A-IE
aircraft was also being unloaded from Saigon docks for transport
to VNAF squadrons throughout SVN. The VNAF was building its
strength up to five A-I squadrons with a sixth scheduled to arrive
in late summer 1965. The combined US-VNAF air strength available
for strikes against the VC on the eve of the May monsoon season
was more than triple that at the beginning of the year.W In
the meantime, US and FW(A ground forces were also building up and
moving into position, largely as security forces for US bases, 91

(c) On 11 May the VC launched their first major monsoon attack,
when an estimated VC regiment attacked Song Be, the Phuoo Long Pro-
vince dapital, after overrunning ARVN troops on the fringe of War
Zone D. Rangers and other ARWI forces, supported by massive air
strikes, drove back the heavily amed main force VC regiment, after
it had occupied Song Be for seven hours, in the biggest battle of
the VN war up to that time. Although the veny'e big push wase
expected in 11 CTZ, an 29 Xay the VC struck Ba Gia near Quang Rga.
in I CTZ. Heavy fighting raged under the lisht of A,OCf f•lare-
dropoed by ir-f11 %nd C-0 aircraft. Tn at44 .' i nn 1, 1.V. i.0,•.uree
reportedly destroyed end 423 dowad, an ;S2 •6 W. were killed,
mostly by air. Air power was thus inreasingly the decisive factor in
major battles wAd began to account for a good share of enmW casualties. 92

(C) Ch 10 June# the VC launched a major pre.oa-d attack on
the militar" camp at Doug Xoai wider a heavy 500-foot cloud ceiling.
The en*, succeeded in takin= his objective but suffered abo~t 700
killed. CO(USMACT credited air power with inflicting heavy lqwae
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on the enemy forces. In this battle the VC demonstrated an
improved antiaircraft capability and struck many of the Sky-
raiders and jet aircraft with .50 caliber ground fire.

(C' On 18 June, in the first B-52 attack on a VC target
in SUNY 27 Guam-based bombers dropped some 300 tons of bcmbs
on VC targets near Ben Cat in Binh Duong Province, 25 miles
north of Saigon. Two B-52's were lost when they collided over
the ocean after take-off. This, then, was the prelude to the
program of B-52 bumbings in SVN. 94

(U) During June, however, despite US air strikes against
land routes of supply and efforts by the 7th Flt to intercept
enemy supply shipping, the VC logistic system seemed to con-
tinue to provide adequate ammunition and weapons.95

(C) Realizing the effectiveness of air strikes and to
gain a psychological victory, the VC made numerous attempts to
neutralize US airpower by a series of night attacks on the
airfields. Ch I July, a VC special mission team supported by
81-un mortars and 57-=m RR, successfully raided the Da Nang
airfield complex and destroyed two C-130's and two F-102 air-
craft. They also used mortar fire against the Nha Trang, Cheo
Reo, Bac Tranh, Bac Lieu and Can Tho airfields in late June
and July. Later, on 24 August, they used a 7-im howitzer in
a harassing attack on the Bien Hoa air base.VO

(8) As the employment of B-57 and P-100 aircraft had
released the A-I aircraft for more close support missions, the
B-52 attacks similarly allowed the jet fighters and small
bobers to concentrate on more immediate support missions.
This development was a marked contribution to the greater
"flexibility and capability of air power in 3VN at a time when
the number of imediate requests for air support was rising in
meting the intensified VC activity.9 7

(S) Overall air activity increased sharpy during July,
WAF provided over 450 sorties in support of major ground
operations. USA? sorties increased by more than 2,200. Mis-
sions controlled by PAC's doubled those flown in June. SAC
supported the ground effort during July with four 8-52 strikes
in II and III CTZ's. US Ara aviation activities continued at
the saw high level as June and air mobile operations increased
during July to 48 as coqpared with 29 during June. Air activi-
ty rose to a new high in July with nearly 11,000 combat sorties
flown and more than 12,000 tons of bombs dropped on enemy posi-
tions throughout SW. On 10 Jul P-100's rigged with 750 pound
bmbs, attacked a base 60 miles north of 1en Hoe where same
1,000 VC were observed. About 350 VC were killed in what Cdr,
2d AD called *the moat successful UW3A miseion yet flown in
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Vietnam,.,9 8

(S) VC troop losses for July were equal to the strength
of a division. Some 3,050 were killed and another 500 cap-
tured in ground attacks with another estimated 4,000 killed
by air strikes. Friendly losses for the month were 1,335
killed, 1,765 wounded and 750 missing. The intensity of
fighting, both in the air and on the ground, continued into
August, when the VC appeared to make a major effort for the
control of the central highlands. US troop strength was
nearing 83,000 and friendly forces were assuming a more ag-
gressive role. B-52 raids were becoming almost routine.
F-102t s joined in the fighting and the VNAF was equipped with
its first jet aircraft, the B-57. Apart from B-52 raids, the
number of sorties rose to some 11,500.99

(S) In October, 2G AD and VNAF supported ARVN infantry,
airborne and armored ground operations triggarid by a VC
attack on the Plei Me Special Forces Camp in ?Ieiku province.
ARVN relief columns suffered heavy casualties and equixtent
losses, but sustained air strikes drove off the VC0 ARVN
forces entered Plei Me on 25 October. The entire action was
characterized by massive use of air power countered by fana-
tic VC air defense (one VC was found chained to his machine
.n). Four aircraft were shot down and 21 were damaged. In
all, 696 air strike sorties, 18 flare missions, 83 FAC mis-
sions, nJid 41 reconnaissance missions were flown. Confirzed
eneow losses were 201 KIA and 6 VCC. 1O0

(3) In November, in its operations against several N`VN
regiments in the Chu Pona mountain area of western Fleiku
Province. the ist Air Cay iv (MO in Operation SILVER HATO-
tNET had continuous air cover for several weeks when the
fighting vas heaviest. C-1 's and C-47's were available
at night. In mid-November, the l1t Car Div (AM) was sup-
ported by some 50 sorties daily. In the Chu PonA area the
division's entire TAGR was considered hostile and thus air
strikes did not require the province chief's approval. Ths
resulted in uiually tijaley and effective close air support
operations. Dtuwin Oporation ,I1.m.' BAYOneT, 1.-52's were
utilized for "ie first time in direct support of ground
operations.1O1

(5) The VC made careful studies as to how to effective-
3.Y Counter air attacks. They tried to avoid detectiot or
becmizw, a worthwhile target by transportinp supplies on
their backs over tree comDied trailb. They selected situa.
tions for attack when air Dow"r was least effective and dis-
persed and took -dvantage of natural cover to a degee un-
matched in. previous wara. They merged with civilian group.
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and moved in physical proxlmity to friendly elements wherever
"possible to render the feasibility of air strikes question-
able. They dispatched trained smicide squads to attack US
aircraft on their bases and developed techniques in the use
of small' arns and automatic weapons for antiaircraft defense
purposes. 1 0 2

(C) However, although the VC had built up momentum for
a major offensive early in the monsoon season, they could not
maintain it and their offensive faltered. MI reconnaissance
and better intelligence were helping to pin point their sanc-
tuaries and major supply points. Airpower played a substan-
tial role in frustrating the VC's efforts in practically
every major engagement thereafter to the end of the year.1 03

(U) At the close of 1965, Cdr, 2d AD announced that
USAF tactical pilots had flown 48,510 strike sorties in sup-
port of the RVN during 1965. USAF pilots, flying jet fighter-
bobers, logged about 10,570 tactical strike sorties over NVN.
In addition to USAF efforts, VNAF pilots flew over 23,700
tactical strike sorties. Most of the VNAF effort was in SVN,
SAC B-52 bomb crew also logged more than 1,000 sorties.
During 1965, an average of 6,100 strike sorties per monthwere flown by USAF and VWAF. This effort was 5.5 times
greater than in 1964.104

(S) Tactical fighter pilots of the USAF dropped over
80,280 tons of bombs., Of these, 56,670 were dropped on VO
targets in SVN while 23,610 tons were dropp6d over NVN. V•N
fighter pilots dropped 26,600 tons of bombs.lO5

(S) The increase in tempo of USAP operations in SVN
during 1965 was the direct result of VC/NVN escalation of the
war and the US reaction to that escalation. The year 1965
represented the largest employmnt of US airpower since the
Korean conflict. US/VNAF airpower was responsible for kill-
ing more than 15,000 eneW personnel during the year. In
addition to destroying VC sanctuaries, USA/VNAF airpower with USN

* and US(C aircraft struck VC/NVA WC Is day and night, leveled
tews of thousands of eneW structures, stopped several major
VC/NVA assaults on friendly positions, and made enemy exis-
tftce increasingly hatardous both in and out of tVN.1 06

Catrol of Air Firepaftr

(8) With the comittent of US ground and air forces,
CWUW•ACV became directly concerned wit.h flia sin sastion &'
noncembatant casualtiese. 1• in aid-August, a rash of sensa-
tionsi pres reports on ill HA? operation triggered a ass-
.agS from the CJCS whtich requested information concerning
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To

missions which might result in noncombatant casualties,
namely village clearing operations and air interdiction
and close air support activitie. .108 CCKUSMACV replied
that the mission of US forces to destroy VC bases re-
quired operations in populated areas. All air strikes
were made either at the request of the ground forces
ccmmander or the ARVN observer, upon clearance by a RVN
province or district chief. The tendency to consider
hamlets in VC controlled territory as "fair game" did,
however, adversely affect pacification efforts when
friendly forces entered the hamlet. This required judg-
ment on the part of US personnel of a type never before
demanded. Thus every effort was made to indoctrinate
these personnel so as not to frustrate achievement of
one of the USHACV missions in the performance of anotherl 0 9

CJCS inquired if it were possible to distinguish between
villages/hamlets in which the populace were formerly pro-
GVN and those which had never been loyal and were probably
bonafide VC. He thought that the former should be struck
by air only if used as a base for attack but that no

Srestraints were necessary for the latter. He added that
advisory pressure on the VN should be exerted to insure
they aopreciated the necessity for preventing civilian
casualties. 11 0  C(K1SMACV replied that noarly all hamlets
were at one time loyal to the GVN so the isaue usually vas
left to the judgment of authorities in the field. He
clarified that living areas in the VC war zones were con-
sidered "fair game." He reemphasized that the battle was

* for the hamlets and that US forces could not be restricted
to operations in unpopulated jungles. He proposed three
measures to improve the situation: explain to the US
public that the war was being four'ht for the control of
the RO population and their hamletat exercise limited
control of the press to prevent "self-inflicted woundm"
and intensify the indoctrination of US troops in RVh.i l

(3) In l-S-eptember, CJCS suggested that the desig-
nator "free str: e tones" be changed to "special strike
zones.* The original term implied no restrictions Whatso-
ever on air strikes whereas, in fact, such atjies in these

4zoaors were either under radar or FAC control.'

(S) Considering that an overall evaluation of the use

of air power was due, MUS(AGCV, in early September, ap.
pointed a board of otficere to study the problem. He felt
that eagernOss of pilots to get into the war might contri-
bute to indisdrimn'i to and wanteful use of air atrikes.Wl3
The terms of refer3n: ., issued to the board on 10 September,
directed the acco pl• -ent of two basic objectived: 1)
desit a target acquI. jition and identification system ýkhich
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would maximize effectiveness of air firepower and minimize,
non-combatant casualties and; 2) recommend necessary changes
to oruanization, policy and procedures for air operations in
RVN.I 4  COMUSMACV pointed out that with the increased pre-
sence of US forces in R'VN, an inc:'ease in undesirable inci-
dents could be expected. It was essential that these inci-
dents not be exploited to damper, US-VN relations. He wanted
the board to interpret its mission in the broadest terms pos-
sible and review all systems for delivering such air firepower
but to include an investigation into the following specific
areas**

1) redesignation of "free bomb zones" as suggested
by CJCS.

2) FAC's and strike pilots' familiarity with the
area in which they operate.

3) adequacy of identification procedures for tar-
gets in villages/hamlets.

4) clarification of attitudes toward "targets of
suspicion".

5) attempts to develop an airpower force structure
and anayze the effectiveness of weapor-/fire control equip-
ment.lS5

(S) Conclusions of the board were:116

1) The existing TACS was well designed to provide
the restraints necessary for the controlled application of air
firepower in RVN. Incidents of errors were surprisingly few in
number. Hence, changes were necessary only to cope with the US
buildup in RVN.

2) Operational personnel in the field did not fully
understand CONUS(ACV's )olicies on target selection criteria
and rules of engagement.

3) "Free bomb" zones should be retained because of
the operational flexibility they permitted. However, there was
a reeognixid need to limit attacks in these zones without FAC
control. The term "Free Bomb Zone" implied inaccurate and ad-
"verse connotation•.

4) A USA TOG was not availablt though considered
essential to eliminata a serious deficiency in the TAGS.

) Commicatione suffered several serious defi-
ciencies as did air traffic control.
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d force senior advisors had inadequate
G-2/G-3 air staffs and organic intelligence personnel.

7) There were insufficiont RVNAF observers to
accompany FAC's and US arned helicopters.

(s) The board thus recommended that:

"i) Air attacks on known or suspected VC targets
in hamlets and villages should be controlled by airborne or
ground FACMs, o- an RVNAF observer in the case of armed
helicopters, and shold be accomplished only after joint US/
VN approval. Prior warning to the villagers was necessdry
except in conjunction with the movement of ground forces
through the area. Such restrictions were also recommended
for artillery and naval gunfire.

2) CL,4U$I4ACV policy on target selection and rules
of engagement should be placed in a s, ngle document.

3) "Free bomb zones" should be renamed "Specified
Strike Zones", portions of which would be desi7atod "Jetti-
son Axeas" for free bonibinr and the renwtinder wculd require
tlht control by - IAC of all bomting in daylight.

4) Establishment of a USýUCV TOO.

5) Improvauent of cornunication,., air traffic
control, advisory staCf!s ad avidilability of AMVA observers,
to follow-up on conclusions 5 "bruw 7, lted above.

(C) All of these recomandations wore implhnted be-
fore the end of 1965. U WI'V Directive No 95-2, SubJ: Avia-
tion, D-uploymetit of t~i O~ra&iorAl a14trictions on U1 HiM-
tary Air Delivered Firerow-,r it RVN (U), 20 December, was the
materialization of ruco:.x....onrtion 2. This direct4ve provided
definitions) desipnated vesponsibilitlies., described the con-
cept of operations and inelvded guidr - e ooncerniq target
planning, ol••cific instructions rega w use of cloa8 air
support and Jettison areac 'nsd operati near border aes,

B-52 STRIKES

(TS) On 4 Marchi 1965, JC3 proposed the employmnt of
SAC B-52's in SVN. Altbowh dayfiht axtacks waro not -ruled
(mt, it was visualized tLat night raids conducled at mediuM
and high aititudes would achieve maximum surprioe, JCS also
recognized the possibility that these attacks might subse-
quently be extenled to .Vt.1. 7 CU.CPiC, CINOSAC vad C3MUS.
I1ACV coawnts were solicited. cn;aGC stated that, while such
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were feasible, the use of B-52's was undesira-
ble since other available forces could do the same job.lJ-8

He therefore recommended that B-52's be used in SVN only when
weather and other conditions precluded the use of other
forces. 1 9  CINCPAC agreed, stating that it was important to
maintain a SAC quick reaction capability for NVN targets.1 2 0

CCWUSMACV's position was that military and psychological
benefits might be realized by employment of B-52's; hence
further study of the proposal was justified. 1 21

(C) A mass tactical air raid involving 400 2d AD, 7th
"Flt and VNAF fighter bomber aircraft and lasting 12 hours was
conducted against War Zone C on 15 April. The raid was in-
tended to boost ARVN morale, encourage ARVN operations into
VC base areas and disrupt, if not neutralize, VC preparations
for a monsoon offensive. The VC apparently suffered only
minor losses due largely to the ragged bomb pattern of the
raid resulting from poor visibility caused by smoke and dust
from earlier strikes during the raid. It was concluded that
fighter bombers were not efficient for saturation bombing.
This provided the necessary impetus to obtain JCS approval
for B-52 raids on VC sanctuaries in SVN. On 18 June under
the code name "ARC LIGHT,,12 2 B-52's assigned to CINCSAC's
3d AD at Andersen AFB, Guam, commenced operations over SVN
with ani tack near Ben Cat in War Zone D, 40 miles NE of
Saigon.

(TS) The purpose of the ARC LIGHT program was the de-
struction of major VC command and control, training, manufac-
turing, supply and storage facilities. 1 24 After the first
B-52 strike, COMUJACV expressed to CINCPAC the need to
employ B-52 forces routinely. He also urged exploitation by
US troops in view of RVNAF's failure to do so after the first
"strike.12i CCIUSMACV was also concerned about security leaks
"during the planning stages of B-52 strikes; he advised that
operations orders should not be issued until the last possible
moment bv either USCACV or JOS to minimize the possibility of
a leak.126

(S) In late June, both COMUSMACV and CINCPAC supported
an increase in B-52 sortie rate to 800 per 6onth although not
alllf these missions could be exploited by ground follow.-
up*7 In mid-July the CJCS expressed concern that, be-
-cause of the lack of post strike ground exploitations, the
significance of B-52 strikes could not be properly ovalua-
ted*1 2 9 Five ARC LICHT strikes were made in July.130

(0) To offset misunderstanding and skepticism concern-.
ing the value of B-52 strikes, COMMUSA•CV gave a briefing to
the Dress in latA Aiuý-st. He felt that the connotationS of
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the term "Strategic Air Command" created a -expecta-I tion for spectacular results from BkR? raids. His evalua-
tion of the cumulative results was. 13 1) several VC
permanent installations had been destroyed; others had to
be relocated, 2) VC leaders were probably greatly disturbed
over these strikes which could not only destroy their bases
but also adversely affect the morale of their troops, 3)
contrary to unofficial reports, some VC had been killed, 4)
the destruction of munitions had been indicated by secondary
explosions, and 5) the VC were considering infiltrating

headquarters elements into friendly population centers as a
protective measure.

(C) COCWJSACV regarded the following as advantages of
1B-52 raids: l) area saturation was far more effective than
that of fighter bombers, 2) highly suited to striking fixed
targets, 3) sorties were not a drain on USIiACV resources,
4) surprise, 5) reduced VC safe havens, and 6) encouraged
ARVN operations into VC base areas.

(S) In mid-Septenmber, COI4tACV congratulated CINCSAC
for excellent execution of the 13-52 raids and included the
following cuote from the Chairinan of the National Leader-
snip Comm-. be" Maj Gen Nguyern Van Thieu:

Please accept here, General Commander of US
Forces VN, the assurance of my warmest congratu-
lations. Fruitful performances US Bombers B-52
have effected during Lam-Son operation over Ba-
Long secret zone (Quang Tri) August 17, 1965.
This accurate and timely Uombardment upon VC con-
centration area inflicted them heaviest human
casualties. 132

(TS) The protection of non-combatants and friendly
forces wae of primary concern to COUSMACV and each target
ws carefully scrutinized with the GVN prior to requesting
a strike.1U3 In mid-September, COMUSMACV in a message to
CINCPACO recommended that he (COMUSMACV) be given the
responsibility for authorisinp, B-52 strikes. The issue
arose when a atrike was cancelled in Washington because of
the target's proximity to a village. COMUSMACV btated that
he was fully aware of this situation at the time of the
reueset and had taken necessary precautions to prevent
error. Because of the cancellation, tactical air support
was directed to strike the target but only after some delay
which probably allowed the VC to depart, This change in
plans also caused cancellation of an exploitation operation
which was to have been conducted by the 173d Abn Bde.

MCUSI(MACV's concern was one of principle: the feasibility
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of a strike was a military decision, and the commander on the. ground was in the beat position to make it.134

(TS) The SAC forces which had been directed by JCS to
support CINCPAC by strikes in LVN were provided mission/logis-
tic support by PACCO elements. 13 5 On 21 September, CINCPAC
outlined CCP4SMACV responsibilities in nominating ARC LIGHT
targets and their priorities.3136  In early October, CINCPACAF
directed the 2d AD to provide Search and Rescue (SAR) support,
escort and pro and post strike reconnaissance when requested
in support of B-52 sorties over SVN.137

(U) By late September, US press reports were becoming
favorably impressed by B-52 missions in SVN. For example,
Joseph Alsop, syr<icated US newspaper columnist report on 24
September stated:

When SAC's great B-52 bombers began operating
from Guam against targets Ln South Vietnam, the
twaddle merchants at home and not a few misinforma-
tion merchants here in Saigorn united in a loud,
goose-like cackln.

The American command was accused of using
sledge heamers to kill gnats: there were said to
be no gnats to kill anyway, and so on and on. In

4 fact, however, these B-52 operations, which still
continue, are among the most important and most
interesting of the war here. They deserve to be bet-
ter understood . . . For years on end the Viet Cong
units coming in from operations in the countryside
could enter one of these bases with perfect confi-
dence that they would find everything they needed.
The slowly accumulated stocks of supplies were, and
still are truly enormous.

In one VC base briefl.y penetrated by govern-
mnt forces some months ago, there was a year's
supply of rice for an entire regiment. Another
base visited more recently by a patrol after a B-,2
attack, had contained 200,000 rounds of amall arms
amunition, uniforms and cloth to make uniforms for
a couple of battalions, and many other useful things
as well.

Nowadays, however, neither the units using the
bases nor the supplies accumulated in them are
secure any longer. In the first place, greatly im-
proved collection and carefully coordinateu &uiaysis
of intelligence have pemitted the great ma.iority, of
these formerly secret bases to be rather exactly
pinpointed. And In the second place, General West-
morland, ignoring the goose cackle, has insisted
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on continuing thýf -operations on an accela-
rating tempo.

The SAC bombers are used, in part, because
the tactical bomb squadrons here in Vietnam are J
already fully occupied. But the main reason for
using B-52's is the nature of these targets,
with their buried store chambers and strong for-
tifications. Only the heavy bombers can damage
them seriously, and that is just what the B-52's
have been doing, as both photo and ground recon-
naissance have shown.

It is a dramatic and remarkable development -

this beginning of progressive denial to the Viet
Cong of the enormous base-network that has always
sustained them until now.

Total denial will not be accomplished, to be
sure, until the huge supplementary forces now
entering this country are everywhere ready to
assume the offensive. But at any rate, SAC's
sledge-hammers are not being used to kill gnats.

.S) On 29 September, the SECDEF delegated to JCS autho-
rity to approve B-52 strikes in five established special bomb
zones. All othep- strikes required approval by higher authori-
ty.

(TS) To a'oid noncombatant and friendly unit casualtiem,
JCS in 5 October directea that all ARC LIGHT target nomina-
tions must include precise location data of friendly forces,
enemy forces and noncombrtants in the requested strike area139
Additionally, COMUSKACV must revalidate each target prior to
execution.i4O

(TS) Target cancellations became a source of embarrass-
ment for COMMJS1•CV in his relatic..ships with RVNAF officials.
He informed CINCPAC and JC on 31 CNtober that he had noted
that wany proposed ARC LIGHT targets were being disapproved
by higher authority. These targets had been nom4nited only
aftar exte -4ve 0t.udy of all aspActs by comr-tent personnel
in CVN, concurrence -f corse cTzwiander/senior advitor invol-
ved, persoi" approval by COW:a...CV and agreement by RVNAF
JGS and the US Ambassador. GUN leaders found these cancella-
tions difficult to understand. In order to derive maximum
effects from B-.52 strikes, COMUSMACV recommended that: he be
allocastd T-.":2 -orti.s Ci A onthlv basis for use in accord-
ance vith guidance by higher authority; 3d M) be given the mission
of reinforcing the 2d AD in support n IHUSNACV with limita-
tions as deemed neceasary by hi-ýhai authority, and that
COMUSMACV or his AFCC deal directly vith 3d AD in atcomplish-
ing these miasione.3Il
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(S) In early November, COMUMACV, with CINCPAC's concur-
rence, repeated his proposals to JCS for the decentralization
of control of B-52 strikes. He felt his proposals were well
founded in view of the following considerations: 1) since
Joint US/RVNAF target selections were approved by the GVN
through the US Embassy, political problems should not arise;
2ý public and press reactions to the strikes were favorable;
3 excessive time was being spent on target development be-
cause of control arrangements; 41 timely use of intelligence
and quick reaction to enemy initiatives were essential; 5)
the change of operational plans each time a target was disap-
proved jeopardized Vietnamese confidence in COMUSMACV; and 6)
COMUSMAGV was responsible for the outcome of these strikes
regardless of who approved them. 142

(TS) On 6 November, CINCPAC recommended that JCS promul-
gate a basic ARC IXHT directive requiring CINCSAC, to provide
a fixed number of B-52 sorties on a monthly basis. CINCPAC
would then issue a basic directive clarifging procedures and
amplifying the JCS directive to requiret. 4

1) COMUSNACV's B-52 strike requests to be submit-
ted at least 48 hours in advance to 3d AD or CINCSAC. JCS
and CINCPAC would be informed of these requests. If no ob-
jections were voiced by JCS, CINCFAC or CINCSAC, approval
would be automatic;

2) 3d AD to issue strike intent 24 hours prior to
time-on-target;

3) direct liaison between CtUMSMACV and 3d AD;

4) COMMACV to siýomit through CINCPAC for JC3
approval, any special requests such as waiver of restriction
or Increase in monthly sortle allocation.

(TS) In mid-November CONUSACV requested B-52 strikes in
direct support of the combi US/RVNAF ground operation
SILVER BATOCT noar Pleiku." CINCPAC promptly concurred and
relayed the proposal to JCS on 16 November. Approval was
granted the same day by JCS. CINOPAC and CINOSAC were allowed
to delegate authority to CUSKACV and 3d AD to coordinate
directly in conductinp the strikes.3 4 5 This authorization in-
eluded execution $46strikes with the possibility of veto by
higher authority.,

(TS) CINOPAC advised C'XUS4ACV on 17 November that in
view of CINCSACes desire to retain direct channels with CINC-
PAC, OODM CV would continue to submit B-52 target nomina-
tions to CINCPAG with information to CINCSAC, JCS and 3d AD.
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Upon approval of target nominations, CINCPAC would request
CINCSAC to conduct strikes with information to COMUS4ACV,I JCS and 3d AD. Concurrent approval by JCS would be assumed,
subject to continued monitoring and possible veto. Time- -

over-targets would be confirmed to all concerned as soon asI possible rather than 24 hours in advance.147 COMUSMACV
found these developments satisfactory and tasked his staff
with developing procedures which would permit a strike as
rapidgnc s possible after acquiring suitable target intelli-

S~gence,

(TS) The SECDEF reviewed the ARC LIGHT program during
his Saigon visit in November 1965 and requested Ca4USMACV's
evaluation and comments. CK(USNACV reported that although
specific results in terms of the number of enemy casualties

4 and the amount of supplies and facilities destroyed were
not known, evidence gathered from post-strike ground opera-
tions, ralliers, prisoners, captured documents and agents
revealed that the ARC LIGHT program had been highly success-
"ful. Targets were being developed faster than they could
be struck. Overall improvements in USMACV's intelligence
capabilities had provided abundant data on the enemy's loca-
tion and his facilities. The integration of the ARC LIGHT
program into US4ACV s operational framework substantially
increased the striking power available for use against the
VC. It greatly bolstered the morale of US and ARWIN forces;
it demoralized the enemy with a weapon that he could not
see or hear. ARVN forces became eager to penetrate areas
bombed by B-52's - areas in which they had been extremely
reluctant, if not unable, to tread previously. 1 4 9

(TS) ARC LIGHT program responsiveness to the latest
field intelligence was a major step in providing massive
air support to troops engaged in combat. CGIUSKACV com-
mented that the authorization of minimum approval channels
was an arrangement which should be continued. Quick re-
action by ARC LIGHT forces was not only applicable to major
ground campaipns but individually requested targe-ts,8ch as
convoys in stasting areas or VC occupied base areas.] Ad-
ditionally, mid-November investigation of security measures
involved in the planning and execution of ARC LIGHT missions
revealed that they were excellent.151

(TS) Toward the end of the year, consideration was
given to developing B-52 targets in southeastern laos
through such means as photo reconnaissance, OV-1 aircraft
and SOG. The importance of deatorying enemy rest camps,
truck parks, supply routes, infiltration routes sind marshal-
ling areas used by VC/NVA infiltration into SVN demanded the
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A.- use of all available forces. 1 5 2

(TS) In his briefing for the SECDEF in late November
1965, COKUSMACV emphasized that ARC LIGHT target requirements
exceeded the number of sorties that could be supported by 3d
AD assets. The shortage of sorties would be substantially
greater if targets in Laos were approved for execution. By
late November, B-52 sortie rates had leveled off at approxi-
mately 300 pek' month. In anticipation of an increase in tar-
gets, modifications were being studied to allow the B-52 to
double its weapon carrying capacity. If this were realized,
a shortage of HE bombs in SEMAIA was foreseen. B-52 air-
craft carrying napalm and bomblets were to fly among other
B-52's carrying iron bombs beginning in December. This was
one measure which would assist alleviation of the iron bomb
shortage. If strikes in Laos were approved, use of napalm
on those targets was also recommended. COMUSMACV also con-
tinued to press for further decentralization of ARC LIGHT
target approval procedures especially since effectiveness
was directly related to timeliness. COiUSKACV recommended
that: 1) ARC LIGHT target approval channels be decentra-
lized to CINCPAC,/CINCSAC with 3d AD placed in direct support
of UMACV, 2) targets identified in southeastern Laos be
approved for execution to include authorization to use napalm,
and 3) shortage of HE bombs resulting from increased B-52
bomb carrying capacities be alleviated. 1 53

(S) Of 19 ARC LIGHT missions flown in November, ten
were follow up exploitations of previously struck areas.
These missions involved 261 B-52 sorties in raids over six
SVN provinces, On five consecutive days beginning on 17
Novaber, strikes were onducted in support of ground
operations in Fleiku Province. Tay Ninh Province target
areas were struck on 2-4 November. Other provinces with
targets which were struck in November weres Kien l•oa on the
7thp Binh Long on 12-14thp, Tuy on the 26th and 27th,
and -Binh Dong ean the 28th.W

(S) On 1 December JCS requested information from CINC-
SAC regarding the capability and requirementa, including
leadtime, to increase ARC LI(!!T sorties to 800 per month.
JCS planned to submit a tsuuwwry roport to SECIJIF by 3 Decem-ber. 55

(S) During December, 39 ARC LIGHT missions were flown.
Taroet areas in eight RVN provinces and one target in Laos
were struck by 306 sorties* Nine strikes were made in Binh
Tumg Province and five in Pleiku, Other targets struck
wer" in the following provinces: Phuoc Tuy, Viri Binh,
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F Quanr Tri and Tay Ninh. Ground forces exploited 11 ARC
LIGHT struck target areas in the following provinces:
Pleiku, Binh Duong, Quang Tin, Phuoc Tuy, Vinh Binh and
Quang Tri.156

(U) Quang Tin Province received three ARC LIGHT con-
tingency strikes on 12-14 December in support of HARVEST
MOON operations. CG, III XAF praised the successful opera-
tion with the comment that the Marines "were more than
impressed - they were delighted with the results. The
timing was precise . . . bombing was accurate and the over-
all effect awesome to behold." 1 ?7

(3) During 1965. there were more than 1,500 ARCLIGHT
sorties. Flying 135 missions in support of COMUMACV, B-52
crews doped 31,500 tons of conventional bombs. The CSAF
stated:

* there are several reasons for choos-
ing the B-52 for the Job in SVN. It can carry
fifty-one 750 pound HE bombs, twelve under each
and 27 in the bomb bay, which makes it ideally
suited to thorough coverage of a large area
withdn minutes. It can reach its target from
a distant home base which is far beyond the
reach of the enemy . . . It can bomb with ut-.
most accuracy from a wide range of altitudes,
day and night, and in any kind of weather.

(U) In late 1965, CONMMCV commented to the US 3ecre-
tary of the Air Force, during the latter's visit to the RVN,
that "sorties flown by B-52 had not only produced a demorali-
zing effect on the VC but had strengthened the combat effec-
tiveness of the US and GVN armed forces team. 1 5 9

(U) Daring his lo*t visit to the RVN in 1965, the
SECDEF concluded that "no loner could the ccmaunist forces
feel secure in their formerly unpenetlie Jungle bases

* these (B-52) attacks had, and will continue to have,
a considerable effect an the outcome of the war in Viet-

(TS) At the close of tlh year, COMU•4ACV reviewed the
status of 13-52 strikes, projected strike plans and approved
ta-gets for submission in early 1966. He noted that USMACV

t• was developing tarpets faster than available B-52 sorties
. could strike them, and that "he could use very easei, three

times the number of sorties available" at Vie end of the 7ew,=
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In the meantime, CINCPAC had already commnted on CMUSMA CV's
request to the JCS for an increase in B-52 sorties to 450 per
month beginning with the new year, with further increase to
600 per month in April-June and 800 per month thereafter.
CINCPAC recommended 300 sorties per month to COMUSKACV largely
because of the limitations based on munition resources allo-
cated to CSAF. Unallocated bomb resources were insufficient
to support the expande 6l?-52 sortie rate requested except for
a very limited period.-

ROLLING THUNDER

(S) ROLLING THUNDER was the code name for programmed air
operations over NVN. The precedent for R9LLING THUNDER was
set on ? February 1965 when JCS directedlO 3 strikes against
NVN in reprisal for the VC mortar attack on US installations
at Pleiku on that same date. Aircraft from 7th Fit carriere
attacked Thanh Hoa, NVN, on 7 February; the next day, 24 A-il
VNAF fighters, supported by 6 A-)E's and 25 USAF Jets, struck
Vinh Linhk d Tram Bhe Barracks in NVN with 97,920 pounds of
ordnance. On C 1 February, 28 VNAF A-iH aircraft, supported
by 24 USAF F-100 and three F-1OI jets, bombed Chap Le Barracks
in NVN in retaliation for the VC bombing of a US Forces BSQ
in W .Nho.1 65

(U) With these actions, there was nearly unanimous press
agreement that the war had entered a new phase. Philip Geye-
lin, a reporter for the a Street Journal, on 8 February
gave a typical comient: "The latest US air assault on North
Vietnam signiticantly raises the level of the conflict in
South Vietnam. It clearly deepens thLis country's involvement
there. It also poses a grim prospect of wider, drawn-out
Southeast Asian war." A US3I public opinion survey for the
week ending 13 February ehowed " overwhelming Congressional
and press support" for the bombings, with virtu~lly all agree-
ing that the retaliation for the VC attack at Plsiku was
"appropriate and justified."

(8) CJC8 felt that the US public should understand that
US/GVN air attacks over NIN were not justified simply on a
reprisal basis following spectacular attacks; a sustained pro-
gnu could well be justified in response to the daily outrages
cemfitted by the VC; it was also militari y.•fective and
would provide US/GAN forces the initiative.ý ( 11 February,
JCS recomnended to the SCDEF an eight-week program of gradu-
ated military pressures against NVN. Four US/VNAF air strikes
per week 19fe recommended against targets south of the 19th
parallelsv SCDMF approved this program shortly thereafter
which in actuality was the beginning of the ROLLING THUNDER
program.
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(S) The questions of target selection and control
over air operations against NVN arose almost inmediately
following inception of the program. C14USMACV felt that
target selection should be accomplished by USMACV in con-
Junction with GVN; he acknowledged CINCPAC's authority to
assign targets to forces inviied, since not all such
forces were under COMUSMACV. -' He stressed the impor-
tance of insuring that GVN was treated as a partner by
allowing RVNAF authorities to select targets and to clear
missions, so as not to create the impression that such
strikes were a US show only.1 6 9 CINCPAC pointed out,
however, that the need for rapid response required pre-
planned targeting which precluded the arrangement pro-
posed by COMUSMACV. After approval of CINCPAC/COb4SMACV's
target list, Washington made the decision on the strikes.
Reaction time would be too slow if handled as COUSWACV
recomended. 1 70

(S) Another issue arose in February when CJOS ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with the handling of press brief-
ings by the field.171 CINCPAC urged that he, rather than
CCMUSMACV, handle the releases since he was the overall
commander of the participating forces.172 COKUSMACV dis-
agreed: responsibility should not be changed because of
an acknowledC.ed slip-up; the key issue was to insure US/
GVN cooperation; the latter would not adhere to US ground
rules if they felt that they were not real partners in the
program. 173

(TS) In early March, COMUSNACV reemphasized to CINC-
PAC and CJCS that the policy and procedures for ROU G
THUNDER strikes with centralization of control in Washing-
ton tended to leave the VN out of the picture.174 CINCPAC
insisted on adherence to established procedures because
the US was the major participant. He added that control
should be retained in Washington while encouraging the VN
to plan their portion of the operation with appropriate US
authorities, Doubt concerninq, GVN security made it essen-
tial that targets got be assigned to VNAF until the latest
possible moment. 4 ' CJCS srapathized with CMIU314ACVVs
views but kelt that control must be retained in Washington
because of the possibility of C011CO14 intervention. He
believed that policy restrictions would be eased after the
Program gotgderay and that he would press for such a
relal on."

(TS) Strictly sperking, the first ROLLING THUNDER
strikes were conducted on 2 March when USAF aircraft hit
the Xam Bang supply area, and r1IAF with USAF support struck
Quang Khe port. In spito of unfavorable weather, both
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strikes were very successful. Six aircraft were lost to
ground fire: three F-105's, two F-1OO's and one A-lH. later
strikes produced poor results. However, bv 15 March ade-
quate damage level was achieved when 120 USAF and USN air-
craft struck Phu Qui Ammunition Depot,. inflicting heavy
destruction with no loss of aircraft.177

(S) PACCI resources participating in ROLLING THUTDER
included PACAF tactical aircraft based in Thailand, Pacific
Fleet (PACFLT) (7th Flt) aircraft based on carriers located
off the NVN coast in the South China Sea (location re-
ferred to as Yankee Station), and UW(ACV (2d AD & III MAF)
aircraft based in SVN. VNAF also participated in the pro-
gram, CINCPAC continued to direct the employment of tm gse
resources on ROILING THUNDER operations as he had done
during the reprisal strikes by issuing appropriate orders
through his subordinate cozmzarers (CINCPACAF, CINCPACFLT
and CCKUSXCV), who in turn directed their subordinate
comanders to execute the missions.

(S) In mid44arch, OM.USMACV informed CINCPAC that
GVN authorities, particularly VNAF Commander KY, were
pressing for VNAF participation in BARREL ROIL operations
(US air interdiction of NVA infiltration routes through
northern Laotian Panhandle). He implied that this un-
desirable role for VNAF could be prevenited if GVN was
treated as an equal partner in ROLLING THUNDER operations.
He therefore proposed that ROLLING THUMER strike missions
be executed under COMUSMACV control based on a program of
preplaimed targets approved by higher authorities. VNAF
targets would fore the basis for all strikes. VNAF and
2d AD wvok operate as a comb!b d force, with 7th Flt
coordinating with them and operating north of the 19th

(W) CINCPAC disagreed with this concept. He felt
the difficulties were caused by the insertion of VNAF into
the operation, partiwlarlyin executing cocurrent strikes
with US forces. He felt that VNAF strikes should be co-
ordinated with the US but that the operation would be
simplified if they were not required to be concurrently
executed. He also disagreed that VNAF targets should form
the basis for all strikes. In a strongly worded statement,
he emphaesized that he intended to control the operation
through (UNCPACAF, CflSCPACFLT end COW-StACV with no re-
etrictoias placed ca 7th Flt operating areas.179
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(S) In early April, in response to Washington reports
reflecting disappointent with the results of ROLLING THUNDER
strikes, COMUSNACV commented to CINCPAC that he felt the pilots
were doing an admirable job and that consistently poor weather
precluded text book results. He reaffirmed his previous
position that if operational control were decentralized, there
would be better results.180 In his message to JCS, CINCPAC
agreed that the performance of the pilots was outstanding and
noted that losses of aircraft were not excessive when compared
with those of World War II and the Korean conflict. He did not
consider the NVN MIG threat to be serious but did acknowledge
the unfavorable psychological impact of the loss of two US
aircraft on 4 April to MIG's. CINCPAC emphasized the need to
continue the program ardo aintain the pressure on NVN.181,182

(C) In a mid-April message to CINCPAC, CC•MMACV des-
cribed the coordination procedures for out-of-country air
strikes. Upon receipt of instructions to execute a ROLLD
THIUNDM mission, the US Ambassador notified the Prime
Minister, C4IJMACV notified CINCRVNAF and the Minister of
Defense, and the Cdr 2d AD infrmed Odr, VNAF, of his target
assignments. CIXCPAC assigned missions directly to the Cdr
2d AD, by-passing COXIMDACV. CC?.',CV requested authority
to cancel CI1OPACAF control when mole lucrative targets ap-
peared in-cokntry inasmuch as svch missions had a higher
priority than out-of-country strikee.1 83,1 8 4

(TS) In a peace move, a standdown of armed reconnaisseance
and strike missions was ordared 13-18 Mayl durinp this period
an intensive photo reconnaissance pioram over UVN was con..
ducted. News comentary widely speculated over probable
reactions by the tanoi government to this action. A 16 May
Gallup Poll survey revealed that 59 percent of Aimrican favored
continued bombing of M71, 21 porcent thought it should cease
and 20 percent had no opinion. Minority oppositions in the
US included such expressions as found in the April editorial
of the in 4of AtizicScientists wh~ich stated:

Th4 present Am•rican policy of "carrying the
war to North Vietnam" amounts in effect to an ad-
mission of defeat in South Vietna . . . . Out
situation is not so despaieto as to call for des-
perate measures Even the total loss of Vietnam
would not mean the lose of Southeast Asia,

(TS) in mid-June, while cornidering the idea of dea.

traying the SA-2 Misaoilo defenaes in the Manoi-aiphong area
and the XIT--capable Phuc Yen Airbase, COMU)NACV oxpressed the
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view that such offensive actions should include destruction
of all NVN jet air bases. Preparations for reprisals, in-
cluding CRICOM intervention, should be made. Special
attention should be given to acts aimed at destruction of
US air forces in SWN; such a loss would have a great ad-
verse effect on the entire counterinsurgency effort.18 5

(TS) On 24 June COMUSMACV presented the following
possible courses of action for US air operations against
NVN: 1) use B-52's against military targets in remote
areas, 2) interdict the Nanning-Hanoi-Kurning railroad
which carried 10 percent of all tonnages for Hanoi 3)
mine Haiphong, 4) conduct leaflet operations and 51 ,
continue air interdiction of LOC's. At the same time,
he stated his belief that US and woId opinion should be
prepared for the rigcrs that lay ahead. 1 86

(S) ROLL1I THU1NR sorties increased to 900 during
August 1965. The first aircraft loss to NVN SAM fire
occurred on 12 August. Special mission "Iron Hand" was
undertaken to locate SAM sites for armed reconnaissance
missions. 1 8 7 This mission later resulted in reducing the
number of sorties available for ROLLING THUNDER.

(S) On 26 September, all Hanoi newspapers published
editorials.special articles, photos and statistics to sup-
port claims of destroying 600 US aircraft since August
1964. The actual number lost over NW through 26 September
was 114, 57 USAF and 57 US4, NVN public announcements
obviously were meant for psychological purposes, parti-
cularly in view of the continuing sustained air operations
over NVN.1S

(TS) Ck 9 September a USHACV press rolocze stated:

"fcur USA? F-10O's struck a railroad bridde in KIM ap-
proximtely 17 miles south of the Chinese border and 14O
miles NW of Hanoi. The target was closer to the Qhinese
border than any target yet hit,,, In a 10 September
message to C01j3ACV, CINCPAC CA. tod jc:; and C]:N(W•C
ROULID THUINR directives which prohibited armd recon-
naissanoe closer than 30 miles frua the CICCH border.
Investigtion revealed that 2d AD reports did not confirm
the acticn described in the press release and it was
doubtful it there we an actual bombing within the 30
mile zone. In awy case, CINCPAC declared that there should
never have been any release to the press which was not in
accordanne with US poing' and which emphasized closeness
to the Chinese border. C11XCPAC regarded it as essential
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4 that effective preventive measures be undertaken. It had
been a hard struggle in Washington to state ground rules
in a manner which would allow the tactical corbmander maxi-
mum latitude for effective action. But press access even
to inadvertent errors could ultin•itely result in demands
for restrictions which would serious2y hamper air opera-

(C) In September, US aircraft were suspected of
bombing a bridge over the Ben Hai :River in the DMZ on two
seoarate occasions. Since air attacks in the W1 were
forbidden, an investigation and report of the incidents to
the International Control Cixnission (ICC) was necessary.
On 23 September, COG'MU5ACV reported to CINCPAC that, al-
though he had no official cognizance over the conduct of
2d AD) and 7th Flt air missions over NVN, he had, as the
senior military officer in SEA3IA, risponsibilities for
reporting DMZ military incidents to the US Ambassador so

"* tha' the ICC would be infor=md. He directed Cdr, 2d AD
and 7th Fit in 0 to investigate, A thorough investigation
by 2d AD revealed that one F-1O0 based at Korat, Thailand
did exyend ordnance at the south end of the bridge causing
considerable damape to life and uropertv, The 7th Fit
Liaison Officer (LO) reported that the evidence did not
supart USN involvement in the other strike. CCaUSIV.CV
recomized that there was no conclusive proof linking the
strike to a carriojr based aircraft but eircunetantial
evidence convinced dim that such did occur. He inforvaed
CINCFAC that thi.n ro~rorenteed a suwew Mt lose nd tawk-.xa
situation. M1lie net ougposting a modificution of opera-
tioral control arrangmaents, COt•IACV felt that CINCPAC
aight ,onziider desivnatin" CO••U1!'ACV vp' auent. to handle
s:ilar invasOtwitiont) Li the fr.tu.e,•10

(TS) In an crly 5ootember evaltetion of ROLLINO
r-MI•D.1t targetinK aid tactics, MU-JACV concluded that
"i rovemnts wreo in order. On 23 3optwiber, lie rquee.
tad reorientation of RCL!Im2 THUNDMZ ýarr.etc aj it was
becoming, increasinly apmrant that a n=1*- of deolmatad
torgets voro no longer lucrative. 1vtw barracks apieared
unoccupied- otler; ha.bt been di-=rnt~ld mid nove.d There
wore no uecondary explosiones at sono anawnititn depots but
there were scze in .ieaby wooded A., A simficant

".14 1e tian of ROLLIM. TAiIUD-t efforts urid o.euroem aorpared
to have been wasted. CO1T*KACV roveo-tnledg 1 91 1)
rre&ter diversi•caticr of aasigned RoLLIin IMTMM. tar-
g ets, 2) discontinuance of strikep 6Aiost tarpets t.mt
w•re obvi•u•ly inioccupied anid/or had boon subject to mul-
tirle strikes. 3) areas ad'.acont to tarrets which could
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conce&l troop facilities, supplies and ammunition be ddes-
ignated for attack, and 4) t;.. get selection be permitted
wider latitude and Vtrikes be in an irregular time pattern.
Within six weeks, Ct•USMACV detected a definite improvement. 192

(S) By mid-Octoberp a total of 13,000 ROLLING THUNDER-
armed reconnaissance sorties had been flown. On 17 October,
the first NVN operational SAM site was completely destroyed
northwest of Hanoi. 193

(C) In early November, CINCPAC requested information
to insure m3daium effectiveness in the application of air
power. He pointed ont to COMUSMACV that the emphasis of
ROLLIMI THUNDER had gradually shifted from strikes on large,
significant, JCS fixed '.argets to a wide ranging armed re-
connaissance program, and that planning and analyzing for
the latter program greatly differed from that for the former.
The activities involved in the armed reconnaissance program
required the combined efforts of component services and
timely aieessments of ROLLING THUNDER operations in relation
to ot!r factors, 194 CCKUSMACV was in a good position to
proviQe this data because modus operandi and effectiveness
of ROLLING THUNDER were -onstantly being evaluated since it
&.-fected the a rraft resources aeailable for operations in
"SVN and Laos. J3 CINCPAC's ROILING THUNDER armed recon-
naissance operations were divided into the following priorty
tasks: 196 1) photo reconnaissance planning and exploitation
in mpport of combat air operations, 2)route/area armed
reconnaissance to collect information, to present an inhibiting
presence and threat of destruction through frequent day and
nite. surveillance, 3) attack on fleeting targets, 4) inter-
diqtjon of NVN LOC's by destruction of bridges, ferries, by-
passes and LOC support facilities, and 5) disruption, harass-
ment and attrition of mia ' ary support activitios within
authorized areas of operation.

(S) In mid-November, COCMUSMACV evaluated the SA-2
missile system and concluded that the weapon was not as
formidable as expected. He noted that highly effective tech-
niques and tactics had been developed to counter it. 1.97

(S) In Novenber 1965, Cdr, 2d AD developedmore specific
procedures for aircraft operating near the DMZ. -98 COMUSMACV
considered the plk.. an excellent insurance against a BMZ
violation and forwarded it to GINCPACAF for CINCPAC considera-
tion. The plan required ground radar positiordmg of aircraft,
striking targets within 20 miles of the BM. COMUSKACV noted,
however, that CQMSYMT did not agree to this restriction
stating that strikes on targets north of the MZ under good
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weather conditions should be left to the pilot's prerogative insofar J
as navigatiou and target identification'were concerned. COMMACV
considered this procedure inadequate. 199

(U) December ROLLING THUNIR operations accgrated until
the 24th when terminated by the Christmas truce. This halt,
which was conceived originally as a one day cessation of hostil-
ities, was extended for the remainder of 1965 and well into the
new year as an effort by the President to convince the world of
the US desire for a peaceful settlement of the war. While sub-
sequent events proved Hanoits lack of interest in such a settle-
ment, the halt did permit a thorough evaluation of the '. 1 LIRG
TMUNDER program.

(S) USAF jet pilots logged 10,570 strike sorties and dropped
23,#50 tons of bombs over NVN in 1965. The operatiors which
expanded over the areas authorized for strikes covered most of
the country outside of the Hanol-Haiphong area. Several hundred
bridges had been destroyed or damaged, thousands of primarily -

military type buildings smashed, roads and railways interdioted#
rnmwap of several airfields cratered and numerous anti-aircraft
and SAN sites and radar installations attacked. Dir-ing the
last few months of 1965) an estimated 300 vehicles were destroyed
in NVU month. Z01

(S) When ROLLING THUNDER opoerations began on 2 March 3965,
it was hoped that Hanoi would be pressured to cease its aggression
through increasing strikes on selected NYN targets accompanied
with the threat of more massive losses. But even in early 1965,
CINCPAC held the view that the US leaders should realize that
punitive attacks and the threat of destruction of capital res6urces
of NVN probably would not bring Hanoi to -he conference table.
Ho Chli Minh had never doubted victory. From CINCPACts point of
view, the prospect of eventual VC defeat might convince NVN/VC
leaders that they should seek other alternatives to their objectives.
The iwaci.ate objective of ROLLING THUNDER operations ýs thus to
make it as difficult aW10s costly as possible for NWN to continue
its support of the VC,

(U) Press reports in late 1965 showed mimd reactions to
NVN bombings The US News & World Reor. on 6 Deceboer reported
that

Demand is growing both in the US and in South
Vietnam for stepped.-up actione against North Vietnam
due to- casualty lists that week by week are Vowing
lovigr, and appearance of more and more pictures Of
American dead and wounded are feeding this damuid.
Behind the pressure for a change in the rules, to
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permit expanded war against North Vietnam, is

a growing feeling that the US is being sucked
into another Korea-type war on the ground, a
war that could'drag on for years and still end
in a stalemate.

Associated Press military writer Fred Hoffman summed up 10 months
of NVN btmbing on 20 November as "far from a success" because
it had failed to cut down the flow of NVN soldiers and supplies
to the south and had reportedly inflicted "no basic dislocationS
in the north. There were conflicting reports on the effect of
the bombing on the NON population, There is no evidence that
the punishnent has significantly impaired the will of the NVN
to carry on, Seymour Topping of the New York Times wrote from
Saigon on 10 December. Writer Felix Greene, back from a visit
to NVN, was quoted by the Associated Press in London on 12
December 1965 as saying: "The bombing of their country has
united the NVN as nothing else could have done." But Roscoe
Drvmond in the New York Herald Triblnift wrote from Wmhi.ngton
on Decmber 13:

Civilian morale in Communist North Vietnam
is beginning to hurt . . . (official) articles
are insistent that much more needs to be done 'to
consolidate the rear' and in their very insistence
they show that Hanoi is increasingly worried about
the state of public morale as the air strikes of
the US and South Vietnamece mom t.

(TS) However CINCPAO, in evaluating the overall effectiveness
of ROLING THUNDER, stated that there had been significant dis-
ruptione which US/AW could capitalize on if operations were
to be resund after the stand-down. NMN had been forced to expend
great effort to repair roads and bridges and to prepare defense
of urban areas for possible attack. Necessary internal operations
had been severely disrupted and military support for the VC and
Pathet Iao had been slowedq but not slowed enough. Reconstruction
of coemicatione links had been designated as a primary strategic
problis and nimrous NVN citizens had to be organized into repair
gangs. The NVA had been glen the supervision of reoonstruction
in damAged areas, which no doubt detracted from their military
duties& As a reflection of these pressures, the NM news agency
in Uli had been Increasing the tempo of propuganda relating
to US air attacks. These facts and othere indicated that Hanoi
had felt the prsessure and that US/RVN were "rsuxing that the
M sovenwent was faced growing internal problems. 203

(TS) In light of limited objectives of the air campaign
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over NVNs CINCAO' continued, ROLLING THUNDER had done quite well.
Cn the other hand, ROLLING THUNDER operations had not been con-

ducted in such a manner sufficient to increase the pressure on .9
Hanoi in late 1965. Targets vital to effective miilitary opera-

+ions had not been struck in significant numbers. Militaryand
civilian activities had accommodated to limited operations. In

fabtj the psychological pressure had decreased but regardless of

how ROLLING THUNDER had been conducted, the important fact was

that the nature of the war had changed since the NVN air campaign

began. ROLLING THUNDER had not forced Hanoi to the decision

which the US had sought. There was now every indication that

Ho Chi Minh intended to continue support of the VC until denied

the capability to do so. He had the politico-economic support

of the CHICCk's which had increased his obligation to that regime.

This, together with pressure from that direction to continue sup-

port, probably left him little alternative. This resolve had

caused a significant change in the complexion of NVN support to

the VC. With this final conclusion, CINCPAC recommended resump-
tion of the program. 204

YANKEE TEA/ARFEL ROLL/STEEL TIGE/TIGER HOUND

(S) In January 1964, various studies were made analysing

the ressons for the effectiveness of VC infiltration into SVN,

One such study was conducted by a US group under CINCPAC. The

group concluded that: 1) VC infiltration of personnel and equip-
ment was taking place in undetermined 'but sufficient quantities
successfully to support and supply VO military operations and

2) the primary source of supply continued to be from NVN via

Lace and COwbodia with deliveries by porters on foot trails, by
boat and sampas on rive-s and canals and alorng the coast by

larger sea going craft. 5O After intensive study and analysis,

OCKUMOACV concluded in ealy 1964 that control of tWborders,
as a moans of checking infiltration, wam feasible. •LJ.

(TS) These were the conditions whioh gave impetus to the

0oncept and initiation of air operations. over arers contiguous

to the SVN border. On 139 Ha 1964, YAOM ITEA air recnaissnce
flights 6ver laoe began using USAF RF-lO1,aim-raft based in
ThWiland. The initial JOS directive provided for a short term

effort of low-level photo-reconnaissance missions during daylight
hours, 207 Rdwever, JOS later authorized the establishment of
a continuing program for these aasions. Conducted by 00AF an

USN aircraft, the YANK TW i issions had the roflowin objeetives:

1) provide timely tactical inteli•gence for ue by friendl3 forces
in laos, 2) substantiate the extent and scope of infiltrationiof
wr materialj, troops and resources from NMN via Laos into SVN.
3) provids a psychological boost to the Laotian, Thai and other
frie=i'y forces in SEASIA, and 4) demonstrate overtly to the
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SV caiunist forces the US concern over, and determination to stay
in, SEASIA. The YANMEE TEAM forces were responsive to the -

requirements of the US country team &Laos and to COMUSMACV#
INCIA0O, CJCS and higher authority.

(S) The YANKEE TEAM program grew at a subtantial rate
during 1964 and was continued throughout 1965. 209

(TS) At the beginning of 1965, COMUSMACV faced not only
the harsh military reality that the "neutral" territory of Laos-
was being used by NW for infiltration of thousands of soldiers,
but that there was increasing evidence that Cambodia also was
being used as a VC sanctuary. 210 RVNAF and US intelligence in-
dicated that anmunition, explosives, arms and military equipent
were being shipped from- Haiphong, NVN, up the Mekong River to
SihAnoukville, Cambodia, and then transported overland into
SVN. 211

(TS) To limit the infiltration of military materials and
enemy personnel into SVN by land, COMUSMACV in 1965 launched an
air bombing program in the laotian Panhandle and in the northern
Laos area. The overall objective of the bombing program was
destruction of VC/fathet Iao/NVN bases and interdiction of the
enaw's overland infiltration of material and men. The air effort
was designed to block passes, interdict road segments, destroy
convoys moving both day and night, destroy bridges, suppliese,
ammunition and POL depots. Armed reconnaissance and tactical
air interdiction operations over the NE portion 6f Laos started
in December 1964 under the code name BARREL ROLL. In April
1965, BARREL ROLL operations were divided as a result of a
second program, called STEEL TIGER, which covered at portion
of the laos Panhandle south of the 17th 1arallel . 1L2 In the
first part of 1965 the original BARREL ROLI/STL TIGER target
list contained 42 military installations, suply areas and bridges.,
By July the list of targets was expanded to 147 to include truck
parks, o0e0 storage areas, road segments and choke points (rcad
defilses). 233

(8) During the year, air operations over Laos were conducted
by Thailand, SVN and OVA based aircraft, Resources available at
these bases nd & oonmnd relationships are discussed in Chapter 31.
Initiall, onay Thai-based aircraft were used in this progrem.
In April, aiwpott based in SVN cornnced to supplement the program,
and CO• V TELT allocated sorties which were exoess to ROLLING
THUM requirements, By December, CONJUM3AUV was authorizea w
allocate sorties on a priority basis frok All available sources
to ARR EOLSTL TIGR (see below).

(8) TAU• TM stepped up its photo reconnaissance operations
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starting early in 1965 to support both BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER. ,
4 STEEL TIGER armed reconnaissance/strike missions began in April

with 90 sorties flown out of 104 scheduled. During the month of
June STEEL TIGER dropped to 41 sorties flown out of 73 scheduled
due primarily to monsoons and strike cancellations caused by
higher priority operations. BARREL ROLL, starting with 13 missions
in February reached a cumulative total of 255 missions flcxn out
of 338 scheduled by 30 June. Weather was the major limiting
factor. 215

(TS) Between 3 January and 18 Jume 1965, 326 BARREL ROL/
STEEL TIGER missions were flown, of which 155 were armed recon-
naissance and 163 were missions attacking highway choke points.
The remaining 8 missions were strikes against military area targets
only. The initial emphasis was on armed reconnaissance missions.
However, in July the program was adjusted to include major strikes
against fixed targetsind armed reconnaissance became, in effect,
a secondary mission.

(TS) COMUSKACV recognized that securing the infiltration
routes through laos would not necessarily deny comunist access
to RVN,. The comunists could extend and expand their lOCGs through
Cambodia$ and on the sea. Therefore, COMUSMACV had to consider
a naval blockade of Cambodian ports and coastal areas, and expand
counter.-sea infiltration efforts in RVN. Consideration had also
been given to the deployment of US ground forces in Laos to block
infiltrationo The US Ambassador to laos in early 1965 point out
that, for political reasons, Laotian leaders mould probably stren-
uously object to the deployment of massive US forces in theircountry. 217

(TS) In July 1965, COKUSHACV believed air strikes, following
possibly by hit and. run ground raids with air support, was the
moat feasible action to reduce infiltration. A ma or ground action
would require the comitment of excessive forces. 61 Sinoe only
Meagre reliable intelligence data on NVK activities in the southern
anhandle of laos was available$ COMMOWCV stated that an expended
effort to include cross-border rations of small intelligenee
Lathering -fits, was necessary. M A•mong his reccmi•,eations to
SSOUhM were propweals to eetabliehi 1 ) Iroad/airmobile observer
teas in eaoe 2) a tlical, air control system that could bripg
all f OfOV's eried assets to bear On the tareteso I) froe
..strihs sese suspected of containing biv•uacs rest stops and
"supply ,mall and 4) aosed reconnaissance vin ont coew iveirs
,Imo~m o suspected to support infiltration, u 0

(B) In early September, in an effort to iprove the detection
and interdiction of infiltration through the laotian Parandleo,
OMJMAOT taaked his staff to oxplore the oubl1ty of using InI
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NAF t Air Wing for armed reconnaissance missicns south of the 17th
parallel. 2- AD had found this mission difficult to accomplish
because long endurance sorties of Thai-baseA. F-105 and in-country
F-100 aircraft required refueling for which a shortage of tankers
existed. 221

(TS) Ch 25 September CCK4USMACV requested CIN(PAC's approval
of an expanded air interdiction program to check the reported Lfn-
creasing ipltration through the southern part of the laotian
Panhandle. CINClAC agreed that CW#USMACV could use more SVN
based aircraft for additional interdiction in Laos# but advised
him not to use Thailand based aircraft because of the sensitivity
of US air operations based in Thailand. CINCPAC concurred in
USU(CV plans; execution of the pogram was contingent on coordina.
tion and approval of US Ebassy, Vientiane. 223

(TS) In November CINCPAC established an SOP for missions,
(which had been individually approved since NaF 1965) in which
USKACV and PACFLT aircraft would conduct armed reconnaissance
to strike targets of opportunity in BARREL ROLL and STML TIM.
areas. BARREL ROLL operations were limited to the northern areas
of the laotian Panhandle bounded by a line from the confluence
of Nan Ca Ding and Man Muone rivers to the Iaos/NVN border at a
point just north of the Nape Pass. STEEL TI(ER operations were
to be conducted in •t portion of the. Panhandle south of the
BAR1RL ROLL areas. % Both BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER operations
were restricted to targets and routes for armed reconnaissance as
appivved by the US Nassy, Vientiane, and promulgated by COJSMACV,
or his designated representative. CC(USKACV was designated as
coordinating authority. Numerous stringent rules defined the
assigned responsibilities* 225

(TS) on 21 December the US ftbassyp Vientiane# published a
revised 'list' f BA L ROLL and STEL TIGER validated targets
consisting oft 1) validated targets of major significance,

2) validated targets of lesser significance# and 3) al"dated
targets, regardless of significance which could not be struck
for political or military reasons. Targets remained on the
"non-etrike' list as long as political or other considerations by
either US or laoe prevented their execution. Once targets were
placed on list 1 they could be struck at COMUSCACV'es direction
until effectively destroyed, or it could become a target of lesser
siific•tawce on list 2, If political considerations required
adjustuntst the target could be placed back on list 3. Target
"appov"al procedures for air operations over Laos were cnubersos
and Complex. Coordination with the US Eabassy, Bankoks was
required when aircraft based inailand were used in nissaio
flowm ag#inst laotian targets. Initially# approvals were
goU-t spaMtely for each planned mission. In early October,
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COMUSMACV requested the Ambassador's approal cf weekly target )
schedules. The Ambassador replied that the list of BAXREL ROw•
STEL TIGER missions, accauparning the request, lacked detail,,
without which approval could not be considered. He insisted on
details of the type contained in OREP-l 's such as targets to be
hit and routes to be cratered. 228 In the meantime, Cdr, 2d AD
expressed his concern over further restrictions imposed upon
air operations over laos. He cited a specific case in a discussion
early in October with COMUSMACV regarding the Royal Laotian Govern-
ment's (RLG) restrictions on STEEL TIGER strikes: no attacks on
inhabited areas; no attacks more than 200 yds away from LOC's
approved for armed reconnaissance; and no attacks on antiaircraft
weapons' concentrations unless they interfered with mission
accomplishment. 22 Positive visual identification by flight
leaders prior to attack was mandatory. These restrictions
sometimes made the accomplishment of missions extremely difficult.
The Odr, 2d AD requested COMUSMACV's approval for the use of FAC's
to direct strike aircraft.

(TS) In October COKUJ(ACV in a message to CINOFAC stated
that infiltration of NVA forces had been greater than expected.
VC action in the SVN highlands appeared designed to protect
infiltration routes and to fragment ARVN general reserve forces.
CC1MMACV requested that the US Ambassador, Vientiane, fully
support a strike program against infiltration routes. 230 CC*USXACV
reviewed with CINCPAC the difficulties in satisfyIng the targeting
requirements fo US Embassy, Vientiane. As a result arrangements
were made for interested agencies to meet periodically with US
Embassy, Vietiane to develop suitable targets.

(TS) On 24 November, the US Ambassador, Vientiane, concur-
red with COMUSMACV's request to the JOS for B-52 strikes against
VC concentrations along the laos/SVN border. He cautioned, how-.
ever, that arW public statement regarding the %Ikes should
describe it as "Just another mission in SVWr. -4

(TS) On 25 November, US mbassy, Vientiane approved the use
of defoliants on infiltration routes in the Panhandle of lace. In
anticipation of comuniat propaganda which might capitalize on
this9 he suggested that the US comment that air reoonnaiggnce had
been conducted over laos at RIO request since Maf 1964. 233

(TS) Sorties over Laos totaled 1,202 in November, including
strike and reconnaissance flights* Beginning 20 November the
interdiction program insouthern Laos was substantially increased*
During the week 20-26 November more than 250 sorties were flown
with 21 bridges reported destroyed or damged, 28 toads cuts
reported, ,and our troop concentrations attacked. Strikes of this
magnitude should have significantly reduced the flow of troops and
supplies into the RVN, but infiltration rates appeared to remain
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234
a n an upward trend*.77

(S) The increasing NVA infiltration through laos was a
major concern of the Coamand. In late November COMUSMACV
established the TIGER HOUND program to counter this buildup.
A joint organization was established under the Cdr, 2d AD.
USAF and USA aircraft would acquire targets using visual
reconnaissance, SLAR and IR techniques dhich would then be
struck by UWA?, USNO and USN aircraft. Missions began on 5
December. 235

(TS) Daring his November trip to Saigon, the SEODEF was
informed that the STEEL TIGE operation had not been f ully
effective in containing the infiltration of men and material.
The comunists had been infiltrating major NVA forces into
SVN through the laotian Panhandle in increasing nubers; the
ene• had devoted major engineering efforts building roads by-
passing choke points, camouflaging route segnents, repairing
portage areas on major roads previously damaged by repeated
air strikes; and was probably infiltrating up to 300 tons of
supplies daily into SVN. The southeastern portion of the
Panhandle contained the best potential targets, but US aircraft
were not permitted to operate in any substantial degree in the
southern Panhandle area until November whei RLG granted limited
approval for US operations in the area. 23,

4-
"(TB) Soon after the SECDEF November conference CCKUSMACV

changed the functional responsibilities for the laotian bombing
program. On 10 Denember he delegated coordinating authority
to the Cdr, 2d AD. 237 The Cdr, 2d AD vas assigned complete
responsibility for planning• scheduling, coordinating and
executing air operations in support of the Laos interdiction
programs and YANKEE TEAM. CCtUSMAC0 retained overall responsi..
bility and furnished policy guida•, in accordance with in-
structions from higher authority. a Centralizing responsi-
bility for these programs under Cdr, 2d AD, was directed
because of the need for closer coordination of plans and
operations. 239

(TS) The Odr, 2d AD, coordinated matters pertaining to
operational aspects of these programs with the approriate US
Ibassy (Vientiane and Bangkok). Natters pertaining to policy,
as differentiated from the actual exeution of air operations,
wore referred to OCUSMCV. The Cdr, 2d AD, acting for
CMUSMACVp submitted nominated targets to Vientiane for vali-
dit4one TIGER HOUD was accorded intelligence priority support
sufficient to insure rapid responsive targeting, Procedures
for requesting and coordinating YANKEE TEAK reconnaissanco re-
mained in effect. The YANKEE TEAM program n " Rb R[ wasERGAE UNCI.ASS FOOrder Sec Army By DAIM per ,.
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retained by CC!(USACV. The 2d AD supported the YANKEE TMAM program
in the Laotian Panhandle and in the BARREL ROLL areas in northern
Laos. 240

(TS) NVA/VC infiltration/exfiltration along the SV/Csnbodian
border also concerned COMUSNACV. On 9 December, CCKUSMACV informed
CINCPAC that the border area of Cambodia contained motorable in-
filtration routes, command centers, base training and supply areas
similar to those in laos. Not until late 1965 had the full range
of the enemy's effort in infiltration become appar et, and even then
CC)USWACV could not produce any "legal" evidence, zl CCUSMACV
requested that he be authorized to conduct the following actions
whenever US troops operated in areas adjacent to the Cambodian
border: use of artillery and air strikes against enemy weapons
firing against US troops from positions up to 10 kilmneters within
the Cambodian side of the border; maneuver of US ground troops up
to 2 kilometers into Cambodia if necessary for the preservation
of the force or the attainment of the objective within SVN; use of
observation aircraft and airborne FAG's in support of US operations;
and the flying of reconnaissance and surveillance missions within
a 10 kilometer strip on the Cambodian side of the border. 242

(TS) Ch 17 December CINCPAC replied to COMUSMACV that in each
instance, when planning operations near the Cambodian/RVN border$
advance approval of necessary actions or counter-actions against
VC/NVN forces was required. 243 COMUSMACV, on 21 December$ so in-
formed his commanders. 244 He stated that, in emergency situations,
US forces were authorized to take necessary counteractions in
exercise of the right of self-defense against VC/NVA attacks directed
at US/RYNAF forces from locations inside Cambodia. COMUSMACV would
be kept closely advised. An emergency situation was considered to
exist when in the judgment of the Coamander, the urgency for taking
timely counteractions in self-defense of US/Allied forces precluded
obtaining prior approval. As necessary, such counteractions could
include air and artillery strikes against enemy firing fron the
Cambodian side of the border against US/RVNAF troops. Also per-
mitted was maneuver by US troops# while in actual contact with
VC/VNA forces, into Cambodia as necessary for preservation of the
force. This authority was to provide for the defense of RVN and
of US/Allied forces, and would not be applied toward widening the
war in SNASIA. The military Commander retained the right to defend
his command against armed attack with all means at his disposal.
Ce•wnders were advised that in the event of such attacks i6adiate
aggressive action would be taken against attackirg forces. 245

(U) A summary of the accompliehsents and expectations for
the BARMEL ROLL-STEEL TIGER-TI.ER HOUND programs was presented
during the SEoDEF's visit to SVN 28-29 November, and is discussed
below. 246,,
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1 (TS) Depte the limited effort committed to the BARL
ROLL program '1 during the rainy season, it had achieved someI success in containing the communist advance in northern laos.
As an exmple of this effort,, 400 manned strike sorties of anl
types were flown from 1-25 November,. This included an average
of about 6.3 sorties per day from the Thai-based on-cal strike
force, Some indications of effectiveness were:

1) Food shortages and associated native dissatis-
faction with comunist forces as reported by refugees and captured
enea troops.

2) Resupply of the enemy forces by road had been
brought to a virtual standstill.

3) Noticeable improvement of Royal Laotian Forces
(RIP) morale and aggressiveness.

* However, increased air strikes during the rainy season were
necessary to check communist commitments in northern Laos.
These operations would have a direct effect on the war in the
south by draining off NVN resources into northern Laos.

(S) The major change required to achieve success in the
BARREL ROLL program was to increase the strike effort to insure
that northern Laos operations were not adversely affected by
ROLLING THUNDER and STW TIGER priorities. Effectiveness could
be further enhanced by permitting more flexibility in thie rules
of engagement which were then as restrictive as those applicable
to BZ TIGER in southern Laos.

(TS) The STJEL TIGER operation2 4 9 had not achieved ful
effectiveness in interdicting the infiltration of men and materials.
Hajor NVA forces had been and wre continuing to infiltrate
through the laotian Panhandle. The enemy also had devoted major
engineering efforts to new road construction and bypass of choke
points, Route segents and portaging areas were camouflaged.
Major roads previously damaged by US air strikes were repaired.
As a remlt of these efforts, it was estimated that up to 300
tons of supplies could be infiltrated into SVN daily. In mid-
Novembers when RI) opened the southern Panhandle to US armed
reconnaissance and interdictions CO(USMACV requested 100 sorties
per d&7 in the ST1L TIM area. A comparison of sortie rates
indziatas the stepped up tempo of operations in the ST'EL TIGER
ara# parti•ular•ly in the lower Panhandle. Prior to 19 November,
25 sorties per day had been allocated to STEL TIME. It wae
paanned to increase this rate to 50 sorties per day for the tea
day period beginning 19 November. floweverp because of restric-
tions on the timing of programend strikes, the planned sortie
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rate for the period 20-25 November was further increased to
an average of 72.5 per day.

(S) However, weather and accelerated requirements for
ROLLING THUNDER forced cancellation or diversion of many of
these STEEL TIGER missions. An average of 17.8 sorties per
day were flown prior to 20 November while an average of
39.5 sorties per day were flown from 20-25 November. Yost
of the sorties flown prior to 19 November had been armed
reconnaissance and as a secondary mission had seeded and
cratered roads, thus creating choke points. After 20 Novem-
ber at least 20 sorties had cratered or seeded roads daily.
The peak effort for any one day was on 24 November when 55
road cratering and armed reconnaissance sorties were flown.
These increased efforts were expected to result in a size-
able reduction in, or at least a slow down of infiltration
activities.249

(TS) COGUSMACV and his staff were in constant contact
with the US Ambassador, Vientiane, in an effort to improve
and expand US operations throughout Laos, particularly with
respect to the southeastern Panhandle area. Unfortunately
there were Lao, .Ma, and various Montagnard tribesmen in
the areas because of which the RIC, and the US Ambassador
were reluctant to permit any form of a carte blanche strike
program. In view of then recent intelligence, a proposal
was made to the US Ambassador in Vientiane to define an
area in Laos contiguous to SW under exclusive enemy con-
trol. Within this area streamlined approval procedures
would be applied to increase responsiveness in striking
newly discovered targets. Target approval procedures in
the past had been quite rigid and formalized, requiring
extensive photography, photo interpretation, collation, and
briefing. Final approval was made by RMT. Thin required
laborious transporting of the targeting materials from
Hawaii or Saigon. to Udorn (2d AD's RQ in Thailand) or Savan.
nakhet Mcal Laotian Air Force (RLAF) HQ and Vientiane.,

(TS) ProJect TIER HOUND25 0 developed arod tested opera-
tionally in late December a hiehly responsive Airborne Com-
mand and Control eyetem for gaining RLAF strike arproval for
targets discovered within a limited area by US FAC 'a inti-
mately familiar with the area. Strike approval had been
obtained fr&M RLAF through an elaborate oao nications not.
until it was proposed that Lao observers fly with the US
FAC't and gant on-the-spot approval. This procedure would
be slmlla to that established in SW where approval by the
province chief was obtained prior to each strike. Although
-the required communiations system would necesearily be more
extensive and needed further testine, it seamed to be an
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acceptable method of reducing the time required for obtainingg target approval.

(TS) The TIGER HOWND rules of engagement permitted un-
limited armed reconnaissance along all motorable roads within
a specified area of the Laos Panhandle. However, onay targets
of opportunity which were within 200 yards of the road could
be struck. Beyond 200 yards from motorable roads or anywhere
outside the specified geographical area, strikes could be made
only on previously approved RLAP targets or those targets
marked by RLAF FAC's. Infiltration trails or Way stations
could not be attacked. Napalm could not be employed.

(S) In sumeary, procedures and programs were being estab-
Uushd which gave every indication of considerably enhancing
US efforts to counter infiltration through laos. The SECMF's
response to these plans indicated full support for requirements
generated by them.251

(U) See Figure IV-l for US/VNAF aircraft losses during
1965 in operations over SVN, NVO and Laos.

ARVN OPERATIOCS

(C) In 1965, RVNAF was assigned two primary objectivest
1) to defeat VC forces in SVN and to force their withdrawal
and 2) to extend GVN control in SVN. In order to accomplish
these objectives, the missions aesigned to ARVN were tot 1)
destroy or drive off organized VC military forces; 2) harass
VC secret bases and lines of cmMunications; 3) control
national boundaries and 4) provide elements of the general
resere, corps reserve, division reserve, and sometIns sec-
tor and sub-sector reserve. ARVN also had the mission to
defend key installations and axes of commtication in situa-
tions where B? were not available. The following awnaries
of selected operations illustrate ARVM attempts to fulfill
these missions, they are representative of success, failure,
lessons learned, or dmonstration of a new tactic or trend.

(S) (Oe of the most successful operations of the years,
QUMT THAN 127, was conducted near the village of An Nlnh#
RBMh nh Province, on 14 Harch. Intelligence reports indi-
cated the presence of a P cuap located near the villagse,
guarded by an estimated VC copmny. The operation began with
the helilift of two oPanies of the 3d Abn h to. an IZ near
the vwi34e, with two companies in reserve. landing at 1000,
the helicopter.-orne force searched the arear liberated 38
friendly W'e and evacuated them by 121M5. The two compenies
then reeived a change in mission and assaulted a VC villsge,
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Icligfive VC. The unit was extracted a 1800 andl suffer-

Ied 110 losses. This ato a 07iiati t xesv
(s)o inteliene seruhplnig a rc nd dioosestroy

The opratio

tokplace 4-6 April in IKien Loong District, Ohuong Thien
Prvic near the edoe of the U Minh forest. Operations were
plne o hsae eas h U Minh forest was a known

VC ancuar-p.Frindl focs- cosisedof the 33d In Regt,
minus one battalion; the 1st and 2d ls, _31st Inf; 42d Ran-
ger En;- 44th Ranger Bn; four RF companies; one .APC troop; the
26th RAG; and 18th River float Co, supported by one platoon of
105-m howitzers and four platoons of 155-ut howitrors.

(z) The sceien~ of' rnvrvmvcr wzw! to move the 26th RAG
and 18th S'iver Pont Cop alon5' wab~rý,yu to r16?I It"-y is~trict,,
transporting, thu 2d, 14kn, 31-st InC1p %i elh wws t~o provilte pro-
tection foi- the froctý and rornove ol'ta-clost anid vegetation.
No banttalions 01' t~he 31d Regt worn to condlvct a heliborne
4as1,1!11r1 :itUt a L" west to suciir~ the wtkteic rcltfte for- the
£lc-Jills, t~hen mo~ve Thirthwr vast to Vic~ U Il oh foro.ýt. The
li Biflu, '3) %t. Tin' #r wt' U A41 t~roco, w'irc to advanc* ýrY to an
objeucti- "Ci etL at ý,o d~ -aO 0,' C the U Z-'nh £f'lL 'NO JIF amr-
ponies were to, block vlew ttr 1-o'eiuoei bortlot' oa,' the 12..
The ttl*Wvoe battalilonr,t weat- it) rotwrve.

( ) lit heli-bornes a*'sowlt fox-con' emovat oikýL *rs ue,,Iedulo
Olt 4, 1ipt) ciWcptured* " V suisp'xttou. 03 5 April, tt 1620,
thu fict~ilfi W33tw~ ~ot the Gal. tua. citual. IMhu lisi
borne frrco, which et :njwxmt to hei;ve aecurod the vateraY,
h144 a difficult time getLing threu;',-h the swarips &r.4 could. not
l1ink 'tp, On~e Iandiuv Cratt Vehicle, Personnel (VwNP) IM.
sunk, one Frrtech Fatal !3oat (VUC4 dutnped &111 one natval
advivor killed. The 24 %s, 31st inr4 debarked and m&et4ked,,
kfllitw- 70 VC and capturing one, while cfuwtaWinWn 4 KIh and
24 W7A- Since it was obvio,' Oatha the 33d1 I,! cou~d hot link
up in titeo plans were chAnred to hetlttl.t one or b~oth Ranger
&~ttalioto into the new objective inetead of ground! exploita-.
tion by tho $ý34,, On 6 Apri1 Cofliouirns air strilcou on the new
objective, the 10t Bra, 31st Tat, Wne the Mf113 troop legan
their attack Auid soon made contact. C.-ound fire g-rew in in.
tensitY end at 0925 Ant A-ill was downed., At 095$, ltto armed
helicopters ware downd. N'- this time the *413 troonD was
heavfly eroaged. . Division HQ ther coaittt the 44th bzs-~
grsera The VO force was estiriatedi at two battalions and wore
"oil1 dug in- The 11W) troop, let tns, 31st ain!, "U 4th
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4 Rangers converged on a triangle north of the aircraft wreckage
and fought steadily un1til 1700. The division commander then
called off the engagement because the VC had a well prepared
defense in depth, the endurance of friendly troops was lagging,
and he wished to preserve tho high fighting spirit of the
troops. Friendly losses were 22 KIA (6 US), 85 WIA, one A-lU
destroyed, two UH-lB's destroyed, one LCVP smnk, two M13's
damaged, and one FOM boat damaged. Enemy losses were 278 KIA,
7 VCC, 25 VCS, one 75-amm RR, four MG's, two 60-am mortars,
three rocket launchers, 4 individual weapons, 200 structures
destroyed and four Junks sunk. This operation was noteworthy
for the aggressive spirit displayed by the troops and the
ability of commanders to adjust rapidly to changes in plans.
For its part in the operation, the 4th Ranger Bn was subse-
quently awarded the US Presidential Unit Citation. 25 3

(S) The battle of the An Thai hamlet, QUYET THANG 131,
occurred on 7-9 April in the northernmost district of Binh
Dinh Province during a road clearing operation. The 22d Inf
"Div intended to reopen Route 1 between Hoa Nhon District capi-
tal and the Quang Ngai Province border. On 1 April, an infan-
try battalion and an M313 troop task force moved north from
the district capital, followed on 3 April by two VNMC batta-
L-ons moving by helicopter near the province border. No re-
sistance was encountered. On 4 April the task force pulled
out, leaving the VNMC battalions to secure the northern por-
tion of the i'oad. One company of the 2d Marine Bn drew fire
as it crossed a bridge near the village of An Thai. "Even
though air and artillery were called in, the VC fire was not
suppressed. The company was reinforced by another from the
same battalion, but still could not force its way through.
Soon the remainder of the battalion closed on An Thai and the
company across the river pulled back to the hamlet. Defensive
positions were set up utilizing VC trenches around the hasmlet.
The position was attacked by, an estimated reinforced VC bat-
talion every half hour from 0100 to 0430. At 0500, a human-
wave attack penetrated the western portion of the perimeter.
At first light the battalion commander ordered a counter-
attack followed by a short pursuit. Friendly losses were 4
KIA and 22 WIA. The VC lost 20" KIA ten captured, 43 indivi-
dual weapons, six machine guns, nine automatic rifles and one
radio. This battle illustrated what could be accomplished by
a highly trained unit, occupying sound defensive positions,
and inspired by good leadership. In this battle these factors
overcame the numerical superiority of the enemy. 2 54

(S) The decision to enter the southernmost part of Kien
Hoa Province, unvisited by RVN troops for 15 montha, to pene-
trate a secret VC base, was based on three months of intelli-
gence effort. The operation, TIE GIANC 19/65, was planned in
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three phases. The first phase, bombing of selected targets,
occurred one month before troop deployment and was inedi-
ately followed by Phase II, the psywar effort, telling people
to seek refuge outside the VC-controlled area. More than
3,000 villagers responded. As of 28 April when Phase III,
the active part of the operation, began the known VC force
consisted of two companies guarding a secret base plus 200 to
300 recruits in training. Friendly forces consisted of two
infantry battalions and an armored cavalry troop as Task
Force Alphap plus one infantry battalion and one Ranger bat-
talion as the airmobile force. Another Ranger battalion and
an infantry battalion were kept in reserve. Support was fur-
nished by an artillery battery of 105-mm howitzers and a
platoon of 155-nm howitzers. The VNN and 21st RAG provided
shore bombardment, blockade of the coast, and amphibious
transport for the operation.

(S) The plan was to land the amphibious force (Task
Force Alpha) on two beaches on the Oi coast of Kien Roa Pro-
vince after a ten-minute naval bombardment and air strikes.
One hour later, air strikes were to precede the landing of
the airmobile force on two LZ's 8 kilometers NE of the beach-
head. These two forces would make a pincer movement on the
mangrove swamp where the VC camp was located.

(S) The operation proceeded as planned. Units encoun-
tered only light resistance throur~hovt the day, capturing a
VC supply officer with documents which described a weapons
cache in the area. On the third day this cache was found,
It contained 240 Springfield rifles, 98 Czech submachine
guns, three 60-mm mortars, 21 %.st German light machine guns,
53 antiaircraft tripods, one 82-imn mortar, six C(ICCH flame
throwers and 193 cases of CHIC0W 70-mm artillery rounds. In
addition, 162 VC were killed and 66 captured, as opposed to
friendly casualties of 3 KIA and 15 WIA.

(M) This action was an excellent example ot staff
planning, command and control. Intellirance uras fully ex-
ploited, and influenced ground movermnt and air action
throughout the operation. Psywar w'ýs fully 3itegrated. Air
strikes were extremely effective, accountinE for most of the
V\ casualties. 2 55

(S) On I tay, an estitawted four VC bAttflions attack-
ed Song Be, the province capital of Phuoc torqg Province. VC
forces succeeded in penetratinr the town and a suicide squad
penetrated the UMtACV compound, but the defenders held. A
two-battalion reaction force, consisting of one Ranger and
one infantry battalion, was sent in the next day. Ehroute
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the Ranger battalion detected and avoided an ambush four kilo-
meters in length. The infantry battalion, while not falling
into an ambush, had a rmninng engagement with another group
of VC and succeeded in killing 40. The intent of the relief
force was to rein'force Song Be, not to engage the VC outside
the town. After repeated air attacks, the VC finally with-
drew. Friendly losses were 63 KIA (five US) and 109 WIA (13
US) and 83 MIA. Also lost were 109 weapons, 21 radios, four
armored cars, and -,ne B-57. VC lossee were 297 KIA and nine
weapons,

(S) The significance of this battle was that it clearly
presaged a warning of events to come-utilization by the VC
of large forces to overrun and I'M1 district and province
towns and well-laid ambushes to destroy relief forces, expec-
ted to come to the town's assistance.'ý;6

(S) TO LUG 150 was a major battle fought 13 kilometers
west of Quang Ngai City, Quang Ngai Province, on 29-30 May
following an attempt to relieve ambushed forces. Friendly
units consisted of the 51st Inf Regt (-), the 39th Ranger Bn,
3d Marine Bn, and one M113 troop, with one platoon of 155-nM
howitzers and two platoons of 105-mm hoidtzers in support.
The VC let Regt's plans, later captured, revealed a scheme to
ambush an ARVN road-clearing force, then deploy and destroy
the expected reaction force. This plan was executed exactly
as conceived.

(3) `1i1e on a road clearinC operation one company of

the lst Bn, 51st Inf, was ambushed by the ',M A second com-
pany, sent to its relief, also became heavily engaged. The
battalion ooumander then committed the remainder of %is unit
minus a small reserve to reinforce the two engaged companies.
The VC, expecting this, assaulted the battalion from two
directions and overran it. A few survivors managed to escape.
At this point the first two phases of the VC plan had worked
perfectly,.

(S) The plan for 30 May specified tbat the 2d Rn, 51st
Inf, the 39th langer Bn, followed by the 3d VNMC Bn woild
move to the battle area and occupy widely seo'arate6 ter"ain
features. Once again the VC had anticipated %his move, iven
to the correct selection of tht. terrain objectives. The RVN
forces occupied the objectives without incident but at 1400
heavy fire was placed on the Rangers. The 2d Pn, 51st Inf,
wba ordered to support the Ranxgr battalion, but before it
could do so both it and the Marine battalion were attacked.
All three units, still widely separated, were subjected to
numerous assaults throughout the day. The 2d Bn, 51st Inf,
with the X1 troop, managed to disengage. Throughout the
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night repeated attacks were made on the Marine and Ranger
positions and the center Ranger company and battalion HQ
were overrun. The VC were continuously bombed and strafed
which caused them to withdraw shortly before day-light.
In all, 446 sorties were flown and. very possibly saved
the RVNAF force from complete annihilation. 2 57 Friendly
losses totaled 107 KIA, 123 WIA, and 367 MIA plus 384 in-

dividual weapons, ten crew-served weapons, and 58 radios
lost. Eighty-four VC bodies were recovered and 24 weapons
found, although it was estimated that the VC suffered over
800 casualties during the engagement.

(S) The VC attack on Don Luan (Dong Xoai) District
town in Phuoc Long Province began shortly before midnight
on 9 June with an intensive barrage against the Special
Forces compound just outside the torn. This barrage was
followed by an assault thirty minutes later. Friendly
defenders consisted of three CIDG companies, one US and
one VN Special Forces A team, one RF company, an armored
car platoon, a platoon of 105-mm howitzers, end a USN CB
civic action team. The compound was penetrated at 0230,
10 June. Three armiored cars were seized by the VO but
were destroyed later by air strikes. By daylight, defen-
ders in the compound were surrounded. At 0940, elements
of the 1st Bn, 7th Inf, were lifted to an LZ three kilo-
meters north of Dong Xoai. By 1015 these forces were
surrounded and at 1030 reported being overrun. At 1255
the remainder of the 1st Bn, 7th Inf, began landing at
the Thuan loi rubber plantation six kilometers north of
the town. This force was imediately attacked by mortar
and small ants fire. Only 80 Ten were landed and con-
tact with them was lost within twenty minutes. The other
reaction force, the 52d Ranger Bn, landed on the road
south of the compound at 1655 following a heavy air
strike. Fire was received from the compound so it was
struck by air after which the Rangers retook it. At 0920
on 11 June, the 7th Abn Bn landed near the compound, then
moved to the 12 of the It t Bn, 7th Inf. By this time the
VC, subjected to constant heavy air attack, had begun to
withdraw from the area and offered only scattered resist-
ance, Total friendly casualties for the entire action
were 416 KIA, 174 MIA, and 233 1IA. Also lost were 20
radios, 389 individual weapons, three' crew-served weapons,
three armored cars, four trucks, two *-ton trucks, and
three armored cars damaged. VC losses were 300 confirmed
with an additional 625 estimated IIA and 104 weapons cap-
tured.

(S) This action by the VC succeeded in its mission
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of overrgming,and occupying a district town plus the destruc- ,

Stion of AMN relief f~ores'.- It'iwas both aý tactical and pay-
fchologicaar• c fy - or V -he VC. Its effect oh ARVN morale faefar reaefii• ."2'59 '.-. • , .i,:..-• +, • .. : •

(S) QUYET THANG 165 was an operation designed to retake
the Phu Cu 'pst, Bh 'Dinh ':Province, whichhkd beeh overrun by
an est•iited two-com.pay."q re 'of VC on23 Septemer. :'Friend-
ly forces .'nder controýl of the 2ýd Inf Div were the 2d n, 41st
Inf; 3d ]•, .41st:Inf;'oh#e company of the 4th Bn, 41st Inf; the
23d Ranger *; 3d T p, 3d Armd Cav Sqdn; 731st and 732d RF com-
panies, and~the 2dn,s,.4Oth Thf. "The 2d' Bn :and 3d Bn, 41st Inf
were directed' to attack south from Bong Son to Thu Cu. One
comparnyof the 4th n,!4Ist Inf, and the APC troop would attack
north from Bi-nh Khe to Thu Cu. Movement of both elements star-
ted at 1230. At 1540, the 41st Inf force found the front and
rear of its column, blocked by an estiliated VC regiment. It
was then attacked in the center, splitting the column. When
friendly aircraft. arrived to support the ARVN force, they were
fired upon by groups of VC standing in the open. One F-100 was
shot down but direct hits were scored on the exposed VC with
napalm and CBT.=causing them to break off the attack at 1900.259
In a related battle, the 23d Ranger Bn was hit byea VC force
while moving toward Phu Cu to reinforce the 2d En, 41st Inf.
Fire fights occurred sporadicalll around Phu Cu from 23 to 29
September resulting in total friendly losses of 93 KIA, 116
Wtu V8 VC losses an estimated 2,050 killed and five cap-
tured.,=

(S) When the VC attacked the Special Forces camp at Plei
Me, Pleiku Province, on 19 October, their purpose was to am-
bubh relief forces, riot to overrun the camp. With two regi-
ments deployed around the camps they allowed small CIDG patrols
to re.enter the camp. In response to urgent requests for re-
lief,' an armored task force was formed on 20 October, consist-
ing of HQ 3d Armored Car Sqdn; 3d Co, 5th Tk Bn (16 M41 tanks);
2d Trp, 6th Aimored Cav Sqdn (15 1133); the 21st Ranger Bn; one
platoon of 105-mi howitzers, and a platoon of engineers. On
23 October, the 22d Ranger Bn and let En, 42d Inf, were attach-
ed to this force. This relief operation was named DAN THANH 21
(Plei He),

(S) The commarder of the special zone (24th) in the area
around Plei No correctly evaluated the purpose of the attack
as ambush of relief troops, and correctly located the probable
ambush site to within one kilometer of its actual position.
In order to relieve same of the pressure on the cawnp, the task
force was moved to Phu My on 20 October as a feint while wait-

(7 ing for other forces to join it.. On 21 October, two companies
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lhDB Q1e IM nme ctn i an gof the 91st LLDB Ranger Bn, suspecting an ambush on the
camp's airfield, were landed at an IZ five kilometers
north of the camp. They fought their way into the camp
on 22 October.

.(S) On 23 October the 22d Ranger Bn and the Ist Bn,
42d Inf, were airlifted to LZIs between Phu My and Plei
Me. At the same time the armored task force started
toward Plei Me. The column was split with the heavily
armored vehicles two kilometers ahead of the trains,
which consisted of lightly amored vehicles guarded by
two companies of the 21st Ranger Bn. At 1750 hours both
elements were attacked simltaneously near the expected
ambush site. The attack was beaten back but the trains
element suffered heavy losses. The column entered Flei
Me on 25 October. In a sweep around the camp the tanks
and APC's encountered difficult terrain and attempted toI "double back. In the ensuing confusion the unit was
attacked, sufferine moderate casualties. After this en-
counter subsequent sweeps around the camp produced only

Sone VC KIA. On 28 October the entire force returned to
home stations.

(s) Friendly forces suffered 95 KIA, 222 WIA, and
19 MIA. Material losses in addition to the aircraft, were
two 5-ton trucks, two gas tankers, two tank retrievers,
two 105-m howitzer truck tractors, 24 weapons, and four
radios. Damaged, but repairable, were two 5-ton trucks,
one tank retriever, one bulldozer, one lowboy, two 3/4-ton
trucks, and two 105-ma howitzers. The VC lost 201 KIA,
six VCC, 81 individual weapons, and 24 crew-served weapons.

(S) This action was significant because of the com-
manderts correct evaluation of the reason for the attack,
his correct estimation of the VC force involved, his esti-
mate of where the ambush would occur and his avoidance of
contact un~ft he felt his force was sufficient to engage
the enemy,

(S) VC levies on revenue from the Michelin rubber
N plantation, Binh Duong Province, reached the point in

October where it was uneconomical to operate the planta-
tion, Hundreds of workers living in the plantation's 22
hamlets were thrown out of work. When the plantation
owners refused to pay the levy, the VC shelled one mana-
ger's house In Dau Tieng with a 57-ms RR causing the
owners and managers to flee to Saigon. In response to
their pleas, the loss of revenue, and the workes' plight,
the =V decided to reestablish control over the planta-.

T .... •" ,lotiQt , and , the first two phases of the
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operation, were1o0ncucte1 jointly by the 7th 7egt, ARV.N 5th
Div and le i~nt# of- the. US, let Inf Div and were completely

suceso-a n #,pen0ing -the ot 'intio and cAe'tings, týheplanta~r p U USA' Opns). Aatac o
the aP, 9•f th 7th Inf Regt on '22 :November u1 5, unsuccessful
and res4tu .in heavy 8losse to the- VC. The objective of
the.third phse f the operation, XAY nG 12 was the
extension of GVN control to the area surr.undi# -the plan-
tation with special emphasis on the high groun'd northwest
along ithq Saigca •iver. On ,6 Novembe~r, the 7th Inf Regt
deployed to. :n./eaý.. 5 kilaopetrs north of Dau Tieng, the
distriet eApita!, to conduct operations in the Cau Cong
hills weskt of Oip plntation. Frlend y forccs at the time
consisted of the 7th Inf Regt; the 36th Ranger %,; 3d Trp,
lst, Airmrq Qav:,3qdxP, 3d Btry7, 51st (l05.7mn~; j nd a pla-
toon Qf 155-a, howitters. The 7th I-S Regt planned to
exploit -B-52, st.ikes in the. Cau Cong hills scheduled for
0900 on 27 Ko~veber. The regiment, 'consdting of the 'lat,

it 3d and 4th Bnst- 7th Inf, went into. an overnight bivouac
"leaving the artillery, the MW troop, and'. 2d Bn, 7th Inf,
at Dau Tieng.

(U) At 0645, on 27 November, as the regiment was pre-
paring to move, it was attacked by an estimated reinforced
VC regiment. Using a walkin. mortar barrage, heavy auto-

4 matic weapons fire, arad hvian wave tactics, +he VC quickly
overran" the PP and let Rn. Artillery and air support was
not used because friendly and VC forces were intermingled.
By 0800 all radio contact with the CP had been lost and
some VC units began to withdraw. A reaction force of the
M113 troop and the 36th anger Bn moved along a road to
within one kilometer of the area but was turned back by VC
RR fire which Imoo;ed.out the .lead }113, In an attempt to
move croea-coun.try. the 4113's were unable to ford an inter-

*- vening streaA beoLiasa of the, steeplness of the banks, so
the Ranger tmit proceeded alone to linkup with the 4th Bn.
At this time an estimated two battalions of VC could be
seen evacuatin. ieapons and bodies in the vicinity of the
CP. Air strikes were directed against them •ie one struck
the 3ih Ran=er Bn, killing 25 and woundint 55. At approx-
imate4. 1015 the VC began their sg2nd withdirawal north
leav,'ýj tvwf rapmaniea in contact ..- At lOl thav attack-
ed tue 3d hn. This unit was almost annihilated and was
sa'-edA only whrn trnO Mttai.Lon advitor calleci Lor air and
artillery on his own position. At 1200 all rmntact was 2^I
boken. There were less than 100 survivors. from this battalion. 63

(S). This attack was well planned and emphasized the
now VC taotio of alae in fighting to nullify air and
art~lsy. ia~pport.. The wide. dispersion, of the battalions
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allowed for defeat in detail. The rrea chosen 'for the
bivouac was choked with undergrowth, permitting the VC to
approach the defensive positions undetected. The absence
of the MI13 troop and artillery support, which had saved
the day in the 22 November attack, proved disastrous.
Friendly losses were 249 KIAA 213 kWIA, and 140 MIA. Six-
ty VC bodies were recovered. 64

I (S) The ambush continued to be a favorite VC tech-
nique despite a thorough knowledge of this tactic by GVN
troops. The three ambushes described here are similar to
many which occurred in each CTZ throughout the year.

(S) At 1130 on 8 July a small outpost less than two
kilometers from the district HQ in Dau Tieng, Binh Duong
Province, was attacked by an estimated platoon of VC.
Responding to the outpost's frantic calls for help, a
relief force consisting of the 2d Bn, 9th Inf, 5th Divi-
sion, was hurriedly assembled and dispatched to the
scene. This force took no forward observers and did not
request observation aircraft. At 1210 it was ambushed
just outside of its compound resulting in IjZKIA (4 US),
33 WIA, and 199 =4A (of whom 120 returned).S

(S) CO 6 December the 2d Bn, 49th Inf, 25th Divi-
sion, minus one rifle company, was ambushed near Cu Chi,
Hau Nghia Province, while on an approach march. There
was no air cover and flank security was inadequate. The
unit lost 22 KIA (includine the battalion commander) 25
WIA (3 US) and 2 MIA plus 20 weapons and two radios.U66

(S) This same unit ten days later, while on a road
clearing mission from Cu Chi to Phuoc Hiep, was again
ambushed. Again there was no air cover, the flank secu-
rity was in too close, and there was no forward observer.
Automatic weapons fire was received from a distance of
only 50 moters. The new battalion coimander and 49 of
his men were killed. There were 22 WIA, 31 MIA and 85
individual and two crew-served weapne lost. US advi-
sors did not accompany the unit. 2 67 This example illus-
trated that knowledge of counter-ambush measures, without
follow-through by leaders at all echelons of command, was

(U) At the end of 1965 the ARVN soldier could look
back on a nmber of successes and failures, acts of hero-
ism and examples of timidity, well-planned operations and
incredible blunders. In the broad view, though, he had
ceased to b4 tied to passive defense of key installations

•' THIS PAC,- and LOOCs and had begun to seek out the VC. Although he
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was o fen rebuffed, sometimes disastrously, he was never sub-
dued. Tltod the Artiv-al ~f US
ground o ooW tP SMN, ~gvdhiji a trtwfdds morale
boost. Hi e±'inc• 'hr,6,ed ard gav'eeviry reason to
believe thlit ARVR ioaid adni'Aue.•16 bear the bi-uht of the warand V"•iud , an tattitide,"; '"let th- % A iricans d& it.-"t'

C.. h \.' ,'*:, V a,. "a ti u , .d. . .. . .. t. . -Ir-

I ~ ~ <~VkNc OPIMATZiS '8

'(6) The. r4sson o? the" VNC was- t 9 ececite amphibious
assault op.rati-is And other operation~.as directed. The
VNNC was a-ssiiea to CJGS, RVN",, as a'part of' the general
reserve., *Th ti4ve battalions of the VKC Brigade vere
general3 coimmitted on indiviguil battalion midsions, rarely
on a brigade-size operation. 2 8

(C) Althbugh the general 'missiion of the VNMC involved
ccmmitments. to 'amphibious operations, only one battalion-'
size amphiitoUS operation was conducted during the year.

This was due •to the 'lack of shipping, requirements 'for com-
mitment as general reserve throughout the country and increased
VC activity during the summar. Coupled with the brigade com-
mander's .deiire to operate separately from the VNN, these fac-
tors prohib ed •py productive use of VNIC's amphibious assault
capability.'"'

9

(C) In Janu= the VNMC was ordered to conduct Operation
NGUY1N VAN NHO, a multi-battalion search and destroy operation,
spread out over a large area in the Vung Tau special area,
Phuoc T'uy povinee, Long Than district of Bien Roa Province and
Xuan Loc 'district of Long Khanh Province. The significance of
this operation was not in the results achieved but the fact
several battalions were employed under a single command. In

Sthe past the VNKC had cirried out battalion-size general re-
"serve rolesI or had been deployed' as individual battalions under
tactical control of various ARVN corps commanders. The reason
for separating VMC battalions in general reserve missions was
due partially• o the suspicions of the JOS since the VNMC bri-
gade had plaqed & significant role in previous government
coups *270

(G) Although organized prior to 1965,stlh 5th Marine Bn
did not receive its' first mission until June 1965 when it was
deployed to IVCT2 to operate as part of a task force with the
22d ARVN Div as II Corps reserve. The battalion operated be-
tween lontum and Ploiku throughout the month but made only
light contact with the VC and suffered only mizor casualtiesi 7 l

C" (C) Wotore 4uae 1965, the various s commanders had
•PACE ' 4GRAD.4
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used battalions of the general* reserve committed to their
support in a piecemeal fashi.on. As a results general
reserve units suffered a number of severe defeats by
superior VC units. On 18 June, the 'Minister of Defense
issued an order forbidding commitment of the general re-
serve in less than two-battalion strength except for local
operations within three kilometers of their bases. This
concept had been repeatedly stressed by the senior advisor
to the VNKC. This new order, backed by COMUSMACV's stern
policy.regarding ambushes, had a stimulating effect on the
advisor-counterpart relationship. 2 72 During June the Com-
mandant, VNKC, assumed an additional duty as Comnander,
CdR. No adverse effects on brigade operations were no-i tioed.273

(C) The first joint III MAF/VNMC amphibious opera-
tico was conducted during November under the code name
BLUE MLI and is discussed in detail in this chapter.
This was the first opportunity for the VNMC to conduct a
battalion size amphibious assault during the year. This
first exposure of the VNMC to their US counterparts was
very beneficial. Response to predeployment training was
excellent and the reaction of the battalion indicated
VNMC's potential ability to successfully operate in any
type of amphibious environment.274

OT1M OPERATION•AL ACTIVITIES

(U) Annex H contains a discussion of the problems
connected with the security of US personnel and installa-
tions in SVN and the steps taken in an attempt to improve
the situation.

(U) Annex I contains a discussion of US efforts to
insure NVK and GVN adherence to the 1949 Geneva Convention
on treatment of prisoners of war.

(U) Annex J contains a discussion of the highlights
of the morale and welfare program for US forces in SWN.

(U) Annex K contains a discussion of some of the
more significant weapons, tactics and techniques tested
during 1965 In operations against the VC and North Viet-
nause.

(U) Annex L contains a discussion of politicsl-pay-
chological warfare matters.

(U) AMXn ,000tains a discussion of the expandedintelligence prop4',accompanying the introduction of US
TiSPG COMAOMUNICIASSIFIEDOrder S% Army ay )jI. ,Yr ..
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forces into.SVN

(U)' Annex N, pýablishedL separately, contains a discussion
of spepill operations.

PACIFICATION PROGRESS

(TS) 'At a US/GVN meeting on Rural Construction Affairs on
5 November 1965, Rural Construction Minister Sub-Brig Gen
Nguyen Due Thang noted in his opening remarks that the ministry
was becoming active after "two wasteful years." 2 75 A few weeks
later, the US SECF.also expressed a similar view:

I wAsn't at all reassured about what I heard
yesterday regarding pacification. I have been con-
cerned about this every time I have been here in
the last two years, i don't think we have done a
... thing we can point to that's been effective in
five years. I ask you to show me one area in this

.,country, in the five years that I have been associ-
t ated with it, that we have pacified. 2 7 6

(S) Although the RVNAF JGS had accepted all US sugges-
tions as to how the RVNAF could be employed to improve the
*pacific~tion program, and had issued its implementing Direc-
tive AB-139 on 2r December 1964, the outlook for progress in
the pacification prograzi in early 1965 was not favorable.

(U) It was evident that the situation was static; plans
were announced and then not implemented, Political jockey-
ing diverted the attention of officials and military comman-
ders, and the instability was compounded by ots and demcn-
strations of religious groups and students.-% Even the Hop
Tac (Woiking Together) Progrxam the special pacification pro-

Sgram fcr the, areas around Saigon-Cholon in the III CTZ, was
at a stand still. When a stopgap allocation of three million
piasters per province was made, pending release of regular
fund0o, province chiefs were reluctant to spend the funds.
They wanted specfic authorization and direction from higher
authorities. 2 78 These trends were not at all surprising to
US authorities in SVN. As early as November 1964, COI.USMCV
had agreed with the VS Ambaseador that the pacificc.tion pro-
gram was n~t progressing "at all wl1 under the present form
of organistional and conceptual direction."279

(S) " COIUNCV felt there was an urgent need to consi-der major changes that could "drastically stiffen''the OVN and

gie forward momentivu to pacification" since he~was seekingS~the. best means of making 4 dramatic improvement in concept,
ergot, zation' and discipline of thte .pacification effort,20.
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(S) Any plan to encourage the GVN in its efforts,,

COMUSLACV recognized, should include measures for deve-

loping US-approved plans as well as means for control-
ling money and people during execution of the plans. 2 81

He envisaged an arrangement in which the pertinent GVN
agencies would be provided complete guidance in planning

pacification projects. However, COMUSMACV also saw the

dangers of exerting influence over the GYN, which might

be interpreted as excessive, and which might boomerang
on US interests. He suggested: "As a less drastic al-

ternative, the Hop Tac idea might be extended to each of

the other three corps tactical zones."282 By this he
meant that pacification efforts should be emphasized in
certain priority areas in the three CTZ's as was done in
the Hop Tac Program in III CTZ.

(S) At a special US Mission Council meeting on 20
January 1965, discussion on the concept of pacification
revealed that the various representatives had differing
viewpoints on the subjectt2 83 They succeeded in clarify-
ing their differences and in drafting basic definitions
acceptable to all. They revised and issued six criteria
which defined the characteristics of a secured hamlet.
However, in earLy March, they were still "trying to deve-
lop a meaningful doctrine for village/hamlet security".284
An analysis of RVNAF J3 's paper "The Organization and.
Operations of the Pacification System" by members of the
US Mission Council, revealed that the GVN's views were
at variance with US views in the following subjects: 1)
The role of the corps commander in the pacification pro-
gram; 2) the relationship of provinces with the proposed
Bureau for Pacification Affairs; and 3) the position of
the Minister of Interior in the pacification program.25

(C) At the 2 April Joint US Mission Council/GVN
Internal Security Council meeting, changes in the GUN
pacification organization were approved. The prime
minister issued GVN Decree Nr. 64 on 5 April, which dis-
solved both the Central Pacification Committee and the
Internal Security Council and established the Central
Rural Reconstruction Council (CRRC). The term "pacifi-
cation" was changed to "rural reconstruction" and the
New Rural Life Directorate was redesignated the Directo-
rate General for Rural Reconstruction (WAR), as the
operating arm of the CRRC. GVN authorities thought that
*rurul reconstruction" more accurately portrayed the in-
tent of the programs to gain popular support through
positive social and economic projects while providing the
necessa security to insure project completion. The re-
orgazniation provided for better coordination and direc- -

tion at the national leVl and defined the responeibilities
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of corps and divis actical comman a in support of pro-
vincial reconstruction activities. The Joint Mission Direc-
tive, Subji The Concept of Rural Reconstruction and Certain
Definitions and Procedures, of 10 April, reflected these
changes; it was essentially a revision of the basic document
prepared jointly by USAID, USIS and USMACV on 1 February, 2 86
On 30 Ju4L, Prime Minister Ky further decreed that the term
"rural reconstruction" be replaced by "rural construc*4 ou."
(See Figure IV-2, Organization for Rural Construction. )

(C) On 12 May, the US Mission Council directed the
testing of a plan in which a province team chief would be
designated to coordinate all US activities in a province and
would provide the SVN province chief with one US point of
contact. Three provinces were selectord for the 90-day test
that started on 1 June. (See Anmex D.)

(C) The US Mission Liaison Group was established on 14
.May to provide closer coordination with the DGRR. It was
heated by the secretary of the US Mission Council, with Mnm-
bership consistinZ of reprasentatives from USAID, JUSPAO, CAS,
and US6ACV.

Extension of Hop Tac Concept

(S) A subject of persistent interest to agencies invol-
ved in the rural construction program during 1965 was the
idta of establishing a Hop Tac program in the other three
corps areas. The Hop Tac program, which vas based on a CON-
USMACV idea developed in 1964, was conalidered to be moderate-
ly successful in that it did blunt VC pressures in the stra-
tegicalV important area around Saigon. Hop Tac called for
a consolidation of government resources to insure the secu-
rity of the capital complex, Saigon/Cholon, by winning the
war in the six provinces (Gia Dinh, long An, Hau flghia, Bien
Hoa, and portions of Binh WDong and Phuoc Tuy) surrowimi in, that
area. By using, the "oil spot" concept, government control
was to be extended outward from the capital until government
influence was extended to those six province%. The Hop Tac
area vas divided into four roughly concentric tones (A, B,
C, and D) with Saigon/Cholon being the hub. Operations wt6re
to be conducted in these areas to eliminanto the VC forces
and political orgnizations, neutralitinr their productive,
econceac, and financial activities and to provide control
and security for the popalation in -,rder to give them a
standard of living perceptibly better than that offered under
VC control.

(S) The objective of the first phase of the plan wLs to
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conduct clearing operations in Zone B and secure Zone A,
and at the same time, conduct search and destroy opera-
tions in Zone C and D. This phase was planned to be com-
pleted by 1 January 1965. By achieving these goals, GVN
officials could travel and work freely during the day
developing Zone A through civic action projects and re-
main overnight without unusual protective measures. Me
national police would be responsible for all normal secu-
rity functions except for special missions requiring
regular ARVN forces. The VC in the area could not make
a public show of force except for isolated terrorist
acts. In Zone B, all VC forces, company size and larger,
would be eliminated, permitting RF/PF units to assume
responsibility for security. RF/PF units would have the
capability of defending against VC platoon-size attacks.
Securing and clearing Zones A and B respectively would
allow regular ARWV forces to continua clearing operations
in Zone C and search and destroy operations in Zones D
thus sealing avenues of approach into Zone B. On 1 Octo-
ber 1964, the GIN exercised some degree of control over
38 percent of the land mass in the Hop Tac area as com-
pared to 37 percent under VC control, the remaining 25
percent being in dispute. By the end of 1965 government
influence was extended to 43 percent of the land area
while the VC increased its control to 44 percent. Gains
to both sides came from the areas in dispute. Although
the gain in land area was s=all greater gains were made
in bringing the population under some degree of GVN con-
trol. At the beginning of the program, approxiimerely
1,925,#500 people resided in the Hop TOe area, excluding
the aigon/Cholon complex. In October 1964, OVN ever-
cised control over 75 percent of the population while
thi VC was considered to control nearly 25 percent. Ry
the end of 1965, GVN influence had been extended to 85
percent while those controlled by the VC had been re-
duced to lees than 15 percent. Substantial progress was
made io those areas classified as secured. On 1 October
1964, 603100 people (31 percent) were reciding in
secured areas. At the end of 1965, the total population
in Hop TOc had increased to 2,097,?g of which l,257,418
(60 percent) were residing in secured areas. Oa 27 Feb-
ruary 1965s, OO• ACV ned requested that the I end IV
Corps senior advisors review their current programs and
develop conceptual Hop Tar type program as a basis for
discussion with their GVV counterparts. CGWSMACV ex-
pected that evaluation of efforts and the application of
Hop. Tee principles would demonstrate the desirability of
eoordinating2pd focusing resources in the critical area
in each CTZ.•°
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UNCLASSIFIED .
NS) At the first tactice], conference attended by corps

commanders on 3 April 1965, Minister- of Armed Forces Maj Gen
Tran Van Minh directed the i, II and IV Corps coninanders to
develop Hop Tac type plans for each of their CTZts. The
Secretariat which directed the Hop Tac Program was charged
with organizing a two-day seminar for passing the Hop Tac

_ experience to civilian and military plannera from the corps.
These corps commanders presented Hop Tac type plans for their
respective areas on 3 May. The CG, I Corps, originally con-
sidered Hue and Da Nang as areas which could be expanded in

X- .Hop Tac-like plans. He revised his thinking, in light nP
"resources -available and planned to concentrate his efforts on
expandinig'the Da Nang area.. CG, II Corps, selected the area

I) around Qui Nhon as his Hop Tac base and CGp, IV Corps, deve-
"loped plans to expand from the Can Tho area.

`"S) COMUMSMACV recognized that the problem3 in these
-" CTZ's differed from those in the original Hop Tac area.

Special organizational arrangements did not have such great
importance as had been the case in the original Hop Tac
area. Under the new organization for rural reconstruction,
the corps commanders had the requisite authority to follow
through and correct any matter that might be obstructing
progress. The corps commanders even considered using the
CTZ Rural Reconstruction Council, which had the appropriate
GVN membership, t ogjme_,the effort. - COUSMACV hoped that
the USAID, USIS, . regional representatives would Join
the corps senior a sors in developina effective and co-
"operative 'support arrangements on the US side. It was cri-
tically important that the US advice and support be consis-
tent, 'and attuned to the corps civilian-police-military plan.

(S) COMUSMACV thought that ministerial support in the
CTZ programs would probably be more tenuous than in the ori-
ginal Hop Tac Program. The GVN civilian deputy on the Hop
Tac council had ready access to high-level ministry officials
in Saigon and was Jn a fairly good position to coordinate
ministerial support. 'In the I, II, and IV Corps, the minis-
tries were for the most part represented by low-level inspec-
tors.,

(S) -Foi" 1965, he envisaged that the scope of the Hop
Tac type operations would te more restricted. Because of
fewer resources and smaller secure areas, other CTI efforts
would be much smaller than in III CTZ.

(S) COCSMACV maintained that for success in any of the
corps' Hop Tac operations:
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1) There must be full integration of the ci ri-
lian-military-police efforts ruder unified direction.

2) Ministerial support must be timely, adequate
and in accordance with local plans and requirements, not
Saigon-developed programs and desires.

3) Military support for clearing and support
operations must be committed on a long term basis.

4) Expansion could not be pushed ahead on arbi-
trary schedules, but would have to parallel the develop-
ment of lasting security as provided by •IF/PF.

5) District and province must retain their us-
ual authority, since they were the key echelons in rural
reconstructionp but their efforts must be coordinated by
the local Hop Tac councils.

(S) In May 1965, the Prime Minister indicated to the
US Ambassador his dissatisfaction with the organization of
the Hop Tac program. He had requested that the pertinent
GVN officials consider making Region A of the Hop Tac area
part of the C!R and the remaining regions part of the III
Corps commander's area of responsibility. CONUSMACV's
views on this subject were expressed at a Mission Council
meeting as follows: the Hop Tac organizational framework
should be retained for the foreseeable future; the desig-
nation of CG, III Corps, as Chairman, Hop Tac Council,

* vJwould have merit since nearly all of Zones B, C and D were
in the III Corps area. Because of its accessibility to
the civilian ministries, the Hop Tac Secretariat should
remain ir its then present location, and 0G, TII Corps,
should have a special assistant to perform his Hop Tac
duties.

(C) COCUACV felt that the Hop Tao oreanization
had been unique in providing a for=m for the military and
civilian officials to address common problems. He also
folt that the program had received good publicity, stres-
sing that, irrespective of loss elsewhere, procraxe Wad
continued in the original Hop Tao area.

(C) In late May 1965p GVN officials su&,ested that
the 0O, XI Corps, be designated Chairman,, Hop Tac Council,
and that a general officer be appointed his deputy to aid
him In the diiection of the Hop Tac Secretariat. A recom-
mended clarification was that the Hop Tac Secretariat
should function as a coordinating body to facilitate and
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monitor actions, but that it not be a separate command. 28 8
(See Figure IV-3, 1965 Hop Tac Goals.)

(C) The return of executive power to armed forces lead-
ers in June 1965 resulted in the placement of the UJRR under
the Commissioner for Rural Affairs, a civilian appointee, and
one of five acamissioners reporting to the Commissioner
General for War.

(S) A June 1965 US Joint YACV/USAID Team Study of US-
MACV subsector advisory teams revealed that about one-third
of their efforts were devoted to civilian matters; that the
teams supported and complemented the efforts of other US
agencies very well; and that they did recognize and resist
the tendency to take charge, and were striving to make the
GVN system function. In response to March 1965 requests for
hard skills for subsector teams, a pilot program far limited
augmentatinn of each corps ane the CMR by medical, engineers,

4 and MP advisors was initiated.289

(C) During the SEC=IEFs visit to 3VW in July 1965, he
was briefed on the trend in population and area control.
Statistics from U3I.COV, USAID, and GVN sources were used to
describe important factors indicoting succes. or failure of
the counterinsurgency effort.

4

(C) Data on population control during 25 June 1964 -
25 June 1965, as m-intaiaed by U3-10CV based on nonthly re-
ports from the sector advisors, indicated that:

1) GVN lost control over wn adcitional 6.2 percent
of the total eetimistad population of 14.6 million people.

2) OWN oontrolled 45.9 percent or 5.9 million
people as of 25 June 1965.

3) During the period, there w4e no not chanLe in
tte- percentage of population in the cleared and uncontested
aeas, Until 25 fAy 1961, the percentape of population in
the cleared areas graditally inc-eased from 24.3 to 27.0 per-
cent, but this wi, abruptly off et in June as a rresult of VC
"succeases in I and II CTZ'I tmid in the northern provinces of
III CTZ. By-25 June 1965, there were 24.3 percent or 3.6
utmillion people in the cleared anw uncont(stod areas.

4) During the period, the VC incroased their con-
trol over an additional 6.2 percent of the total population
with a peak increase of 2.8 percent occurring, in June 1965.
Toward the end of June the VC cotrol t,* rent of the

• . ..... ...



total population or 3.4 million people. 2 9 0

(C) During the period under discussion, the GVN lost J

significant' areas in I and II CTZ's and in the northern
and eastern regions of III CTZ. Area losses occurred in
Quang Nam, Quang Tin and Quang Ngai in I CTZ; all II CTZ
provinces except Kanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan and Tuyen Due; and
Phuoc Long, long Khanh and Phuoc Tuy in III CTZ.

(C) In the IV CTZ, GVN control increased, particu-
larly in the heavily populated belt running diagonally
across the central part of the Delta from Go Cong to An
Giang Province. The VC continued to occupy and operate
their traditional bases in the U Minh forest and along the
southern coast. 2 91

(C) On 22 July, USAID and COMUSMACV issued Confiden-
tial Joint Directive 1-65, Subject: Provincial Rural Re-
c6nstruction Reports, which outlined procedures and assign-
ed responsibilities for the preparation, submission and
distribution of Joint USAID/USMACV Province Rural Construc-
tion Reports. The directive discussed selected official
GVN reports and clarified US counterpart responsibilities
in assisting in the preparation, transmission and utiliza-
tion of the GVN reports: Monthly Report of the General
Situation in the Province) and Monthly Report of General
Status of New Life Hamlets. Two inclosures of this joint
directive provided specific guidance for the preparation
of the USKACV/USAID Provincial Team Report, and the Month-
ly Evaluation of Provincial Situation and GVN Statistics*
These reports provided the US Mission Council and its
agencies with data required to assess the progress of
rural constructionp and with information on the status of
the US and GVN counterinsurgency programs.

(C) At a Joint GVN/US council meeting on 28 August,
the GVN representatives made some proposals concerning the
pacification program. Although COMUSMACV disagreed with
some of the "factse presented, 2 92 some of the proposals
presented were actually suggestions made earlier by US
agencies to the OWq. In addition, some of the proposals
were already on the GVN statute books. He felt that diffi-
culties in the program were not due to a lack of policy,
but largely to poor execution. This was attributable to
government instabilityo and eithier the incapacity or unwil-
lingnese of responsible officials to implement existing
policies. Other difficulties included: the lack of under.
standing, or aeceptane, of the concepts and techniques of
pacification by some ratikine GVN officials; failure to act
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according to designated priorities; the establishment of un-
realistic goals, and the warpinL of., facts to meet thebe
goals; and the defensive position forced upon government
forCes:."y increased VC strength.

(C) Despite general concurrence in the GVN proposals,
CO•US•CV took specific exception to the following points in
the GOVN discussion: 2 93

1) The implication that military security should
receive equal or less emphasis than the other aspects of the
pacification program ignored experience which had shown that
without security, ecunomic and social progress would not go
forward6  The problem was one of ti -ing. Initially, adequate
security was paramount vis-a-vis the econon Ic and social pro-
grams. In later stages of pacification, the latter programs
would receive the bulk of the emphasis.

2) Moreover, CO4UACV did not subscribe to the
charge of poor liaison between the GVN and the US Mission, or
the lack of coordination and cooperation among the Mission
Council agencies. Liaison existed, and was generally effec-
tive at all levels as evidenced by US support of the follow-
ing activities: a) the Joint US Mission Council/CRCC meet-
ings, b) the Hop Tac organization with its Joint Council and
Secretariat, c) the Provincial Rural Construction Comnittees,
and, d) the. Subsector Advisory Proram.

3) COMU!hACV was opposed to the proposal to estab-
lish a new armed organization, subordinate to the Itnistry of
Rural Construction, and designed to protect the cadres. This
was a completely unsatisfactory and inadequate approach to a
major problem of security. No "new armed organization" would
solve the problem of security, although improvements were
always possible. COMUSHACV felt a more realistic approach in
this regard was to develop, together with the JGC, a military
campaign plan desitned to accomplish, with both US and ARVN
troops, the inuediate policy objective, which was to convince
the VC and WIN that they could not win. In order to do this
US/GV? must halt the VC offensive and then, in selected areas,
make visible progress in pacification plans, designed to take
advantage of the increased security afforded by US troops.
Such a campaign plan was being drawn up at year's end.

4) Finally, COMWJS4ACV was not in favor of the for-
mation of coordination ccmitteeas at the national, regional
"and provincial levels. Rural construction councils were al-
ready in existence at these levels, to carry out required
coordination. Additional committees fqp , for coordination

O .,
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purposes would hinder rather than improve coordination.

(C) In view of the observations cited above, CCIUS-
MACV recommended: 2 94

1) That a review be made with the GVN, of the
conceptual approach to pacification, in order to isolate
the problem areas that had been associated with its exe-
cution and the taking of corrective actions as required.

2) That a military campaign plan be developed
which would be in consonance with pacification doctrine,
plans and priorities. USMACV and 3GS-had this underway.

3) That there be insistence upon the proper
implementation of the campaign plan under development and
adherence to the pacification principles set forth in
previous pacification plans.

4) That the Mission Council oppose the estab-
lishment of a new armed organization to provide security
for cadres.

5) That the Mission Council discourage the
formation of pacification coordinating committees by
requirig existing rural construction councils at the
national, regional and provincial levels to carry out
their assigned functions.2 9 5

(0) At the joint GVN-Mission Council meeting on 11
September, it was brought out that Hop Tac, during 1965,
had not progressed as rapidly as anticipated, and if the
then present rate continued, it appeared dubious that the
30 June 1965 goals would be met before the end of the
year.

(C) CCKUSKACV prepared a detailed analysis for the
Ambassador, showing the fundamental problems that beset
Hop Tac. From a preliminary survey, it appeared that
ma of the problems were rooted in areas outside the
competence of the Hop Tae Council. Some of the more
important were:

1) Political. The many changes of government
caused changes in personnel and organitation of minis-
tries with ensuing delays in decisions. Serious turbu-
lence in province and district chief assignments slowed
pacification programs. The new GVN leaders generally were
unfamiliar with the Hop Tac concept and, until the n
September briefing, had received no progress report since .
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11 June-a three-month hial.,l.

..... lir As a rQsult of the deteriorating
security situat 9n, many ARVN urdts on securing missions
pulled iqtp d•nensive positions with the resultant lack of
aggr •s•YO5 •in saturation patiollinL and the limiting
of night. a6ctýities to .manning fixed positions. ~f'fective
clear.ng and securing operations were few with the most
prominent 4orciencies noted in the 25th DivisiOn area. The
major VC stý6ngholds ; the northern, northwdstern and wes-
tern Hop Tac areas continued to preoccupy RVNAý leaders,
diverting a4ention and effort from Hop Tac operations in
Zones B and C. At the same time, the major effort of the
general reserve had to be shifted to other corps areas.

3) Personnel. Within the Hop Tac organization,
personnel turnover resulted from political changes. The
former chairman of the Hop Tac Council, a senior RVNAF

4 major general, was replaced in June by the CG, III Corps,
who rarely 4ttended meetings and who assigned his deputy,
a sub-brigadier general, as the de facto chairman. As a
result, the other principals did not attend. The former
resident deputy chairman and the chief of the Secretariat,
a sub-brigadier general, was relieved, leaving a lieutenant
colonel as the senior staff member.

4.

4) Collateral Proprams.

a) The mobile action cadre programiwhich in-
volved cadre teao movink, amonWj villages to help them con-
solidate their security and administrative organizationa,
continued to deteriorate, Cadres had never become fully
effective as a result of inadequate training, a pay scale
too low to attract competont personnel, and acceleratin&
depletion b the military draft.

b) Continuing personnel shortages in the RP/
PF contributed to the retention of ARIW units in 'one D
securing operations# at the exponse of the latterts commit-
ment in Zone C, The prohibition aeainst recnriting, PF in
the under 20 age brackat had a deleterious affect Which
would require some time to overcome.

5) .uatiog C iteria. Failure to match the

rate of progressas projeced din January 196c was in part
the result of. some areas being declared secured or cleared,
but not meeting the criteria as later defined, so that the
program, in facts had farther to go than was realzed at the
time. Also, a'more stringrent applioatioR44,iteria led to
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more realistic evaluations.

(C) COIUSMACV felt that, while rural construction in
the Hop Tac area had not progressed as rapidly as predicted,
the primary objective, to secure the national complex, had
been partially achieved. The problems which beset the pro-
gram were to a large degree national in scope and outside

4 the control of the Hop Tac organization. The Hop Tac orga-
nization was a coordinating body dealing with problems
which cut across political and military boundaries and
which, by its very nature, generally interacted on two or
more ministries. However, such a body was essential if
problems of rural construction in the capital complex were
to be expeditiously isolated and solved. Had it not exis-
ted, something similar would have had to be invented. The
organization of Hop Tac was in being and COMUSMACV believed
the Hop Tat concept remained sound. It provided a channel
of counication from province to national level, which
given top-level attention, could expedite the solution of
"problems which otherwise would be lost in the administra-
tive maze. It was not a question as to whether the Hop Tac
council was needed. What was required was a revitalization
of the program and top-level governmental attention. 2 96

(S) On 22 September, the US Mission Council was
briefed on CC(USMACV's recoimendations to revitalize the
Hop Tac program. In the ensuing discussion, COMUSMACV
stated that while Hop Tac could be said only to have been
about 50 percent successful, it had undoubtedly averted a
VC siege of Saigon. The Ambassador reviewed the original
reasons for the emphasis placed on the area surrounding
Saigon and maintained that they were still valid, primarily
bacaua of th. heavy density of population. He noted, how-
ever, the lack of a clear comitment to Hop Tao on the part
of the GVN possibly owing to the fact that the VN consider.
ed the program a US scheme. The view was also expressed
that the trouble might also lie in US/OUW differences over
some fundamental concepts of Hop Tat. It was concluded
that all interested US agencies should asree upon concepts
and tactics before approaching the GYN. To this end a
committee was formed to discuss the Hop Tac proei.amA97

(C) Sub-Brig Gen Nguyen Duc Thang succeeded Nguyen
Tat Ung as Minister of Rural Construction when the latter
died in a plane crash at Quang Ngai on 16 September. A
four-omth test of a Revolving Rural Construction Fund was
implemented on 1 October. It provided subsector advisors
with readily available funds to support high impact rural
construction projects and civic action activities when nor-.

"* al GYN financial support was not iz,,ediately available.
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Bach subsector advisor had access to 50,000 piasters which -
could be replenished as necessary. The fund provided imme-'
diate responsiveness and flexibility to the rural construc-
tion effort, and was intended to complement existing GVN
programs ard to enhance the prestige of local government
official•. Toward the end of 1965, it became obvious that
this method was highly successful. Consideration was given
in late December to propose permanent establishment of the
revolving fund.

(TS) In September, US authorities clearly recognized
"the imperative need for a pacification program which would
capitalize upon sue ce W s achieved by US/ARVT troops against
main force VC units."" They saw that a realistic program
would "require a buildup of ARVN forces commensurate with
the buildup and capabilities of US forces because ARVN
forces, of all categories, are critical to the success or
failure in the pacifici tion effort and the long tem outcome
of the war." 29 9 CINCPAC felt that the US should be more
aggressive and set the lead, as ARVN did not have the capa-
bility. The US also appeared to have certain advantages
over ARVN: inherert understanding of this type of under-
taking, interest in the people and technical qualifinztions
and special equipment. Nevertheless, there was a clear neod
for an "adequate number of 1F/PF and police." 3 0 0  CONU3!LCV
expressed appreciation for recognition of the iportance of
the pacificetion progrem, but he also indice ted that he had
learned that U6 concepts and anxiety could not. be forcibly
imposed on GVN leadars He rccoiwended quiet parAuasion as tha
moat efficient method.101

(TS) This view vav -i tirmly congruent with the purpose
of US military operations in .37% "To 2 low the Vietniu -eo
to continue with their pacification prolrt within the

shield established by US and Free World Military Aseitance
forom. Againp this mj be done by the Vietnamese, it
cannot be dom by us.*"

(S) In early October$ there were indications that GVW
leaders "s recognized that emphasis and acceleration in
the pacification program were necessary. M1N loeders re-
vealed that plane were being considered to assign, for an
extended period# specially-trained teams of 200 man at the
district levoel to ensure the dovelopjunt of lo-nting

security and stability. Thoy envisaged Minister of Rural
Costruction General Thang aa directing the initial thrust
in this effort (6-12 months) to be succeeded by a aivilian
director@.. Apart fro& the eouzdne.j of this corcopt,
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US officials found GVN enthusiasm for this program most refresh-.
ing. By the end of October, after considering US suggesticns,
the GVN had prepared a proposed pacification policy which de-
fined phases and objectives, established criteria for each phase
and described the roles and missions of the rural construction
cadre group. 303

(S) At a Commanders' Conference at Nha Trang on 24 October,
CCIHUSMACV reiterated the following guidelines concerning the
pacification program:

We must get involved in pacification around
our base areas to enhance base security. However,
when we are working with the people, it must be in
the name of and in close coordination with the
Vietnamese officials. The GVN is very concerned
lest we take over the police function or in other
ways over-ahadow the GVN, We are not in conpeti-
tion with the GVN. We must be alert to their fears
and handle them with finesse. Sub-Sector Advisors
should be present in all districts where US troops
are based,

While the term Rural Construction or Pacifi-
cation is meaningful to most of us, it is not fully
understood by many MNOOs and Junior Officere. It
is very important that US troops understand what is
meant . . . There are man facets to Rural Construcm-
tion. Security is probably the most important . .
The end result saught is to get a favorable image of
the government to the people and to bring them to the
goveruent side.

The most critical problem in the Rural Construec-
tion effort is to recruit and train Popular Forces
U•nits. The IF are local people. They have a vested
interest in their local security. . . We mast be
alert and work with GVN officials to recruit for the
PF .. . If there are US troops in the areas we
should provide a few selected NCO's to work with the
IF on a lg term basis. If we can succeed in pro-.
ducing effective PF units we will be relieved of
a great part of our security problem. We want to
develop the PF into a force that can take over local
ecuri•ty. lmeverp we mist not shove our asuistance
don the tbroat of the MN* We can get tbh to ask
for our help if we approach the matter with finesse.
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rCommanders shouldI.., build ujp the
village and hamlet chiefs. .1hen units go
"into new areas* the Coimanders should meet
and make a fuss ever the local officials.
Advisors should urge their counterparts
to do likewise. 30

(TS) At the weekly US/GVT Council Meeting on 5 November,
Minister of Rural Construction General Thang presented the GVN's
concept of pacification as envisaged for the 1966 program. A
Senior Iiral Construction Council was established to be chaired
by the P-ine Mýrister; members would include Minister of Defense
La Gen Co; CJGS, Lt Gen Vien; the corps commanders and the NP.
At the corps councils, membership would consist of division
comanders; at-division councils, province chiefs; and at pro-
vince councils, district chiefs. A new cadre concept was
developed by 1 December; the Prfine Minister had already decreed
that the lowest cadre member would be paid at least 2#500
piasters per month. The 1966 program was to be in the hands
of province chiefs by 1 January. The entire GVN would be in-
volved in rural construction and would bo guided by the following
principles: the people's security vould be of primary concern;
the populace would be encouraged to participate. and democracy
would be the guiding principle. The following policies also
applied: the GVW would pacify, not the RVNAF. The mission of
itVNAF was to support the GVN; the people's aspirations would be
fully considerod in the development of programs. The US Mission
Council members stated that "this was the most intelligent and
practical approach to the problem of pacification thus far. 0305

(S) The key features of the 1966 Pacification Plan (GyN
Circular 3041 published on 11 Novomber),included: continued
use of the six-point evaluation criteria, construction of add-
itional hamlets in prierity areas# and organization of cadres
into armed groups with propaganda, civil aff.irs and civil
action functions. Acc-cdiing to the Minister of Rural Con-.
structionp the Ministry of Defense had responsibility for the
clearing phase; the 14inisters of Interior and Rural Constructions
the securing phase; and all Ministries, the development phase.
Cadre teams were to be assigne-^)o b village for 6 to 12 months,
rather than Just a rew weeks. u - In addition to cadre teams,
formed of experienhced paersonnel, teams were to be specially
trained at the National Trsining Center at Vung Tau. OVer
40#000 qualified personnel wore epected to be availvble by the
end of 1966# to meet the requirements for programs in the
priority areas. These areas coincided with areas where wilitary
forces would concentrate their efforts to establish secure zones.3 0 7

7he priority areas were Da ?haxg-Qtaag Has Provincýe (I Corp..);
Bnb h Province (II Corps); Saigo len'-ia Dinh Sector,
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VNCNCCopDeastern portion of Hau Nghia Sector, southern portion of Binh

DWong Sector, western portion of Bien Hoa Sectors northern and
central portions of Iong-An Sector and the northwestern portion
of Rung Sat Special Zone (III Corps). and An Gian) Province (IV
Corps). Province chiefs presented their plans to division and
corps commanders and to the Minister of Rural Construction for
approval during the period 6-29 December. USMACV and USAID re-
presentatives from all levels participated in the review of these
plans and related actions. Upon approval of the plans, the

Minister of Rural Construction required RVNAF corps and. division
ccmendero and province chiefs to sign statements that at least
75 percent of the planned programs would be accouplished in 1966.
Signatures of US advisors were also required, to signify mutual
understanding of minimum goals of the 1966 program. The plans
were finalised and funds were.*released so that the 1966 program
could begin on-l January 1966.

(C) -The GVN military plan in support of the 1966 Rural
"Construction Plan was given .in JGS Directive AB 140 dated 15
December 1965. It was Aeveloped in coordination with the Ministry
of Rural Construction and USKMCV and included'eight annexs. The
annexes delineated the roles and missions of the RVNAF and other
GVN forces; the basic tasks of the FIMtF; and described the pro-
grams for resources control, civil affairs and psywar. They
also showed the relationships among the forces in the three
phases of rural construction. RVNAF/U•SACV Directive AB 141
dated 31 December 1965 was the combined RVNAF/USMCY campaign
plan. It established the basic missions of RVNAF and US/FWAAF
and outlined immediate goals to accomplish those missions during
"19%6. The campaign plan tasked the military comands to gain the
objectives established in the 1966 Rural Construction Plan and AB
140. Oh 131 December 1965# the GVN published CMCC Directive 31535-
UBHP-CT-M. It was an all-encompasbsing summation of rural con-
struetion policy and euperaeded Diroctive 2-",p which was dated
8 October 1964,

(S) In late November 1965# the special assistant to the
U. S. Ambassador, )aj Cen E. Lansdaleg (Ret) identiflod a pro-
blem occasioned by the appointment of a Director of Cadre in the
Kinistry of Rural Constructiong and expressed in the question:
"Who on the US side will have the executive role in dealing with
the Rural Construction Cadr, their organization, their recruit-
ment# their training and their employment?" He informed the
Ambassador that:

USAID desire establishing a joint
4 E of6fieVVI"the Rural Construction Hinis try, to have

daily working liaison with the GYN on those
cadre matters,?. MACV desires a working subcou-.

nittee of Mission Liaison Group, in Qd&ch XACV
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UNCLASSIFIED %
uould have a strong role and porform this
dai rkin liaison function on GVN cadre.r Thelf .ZSAID project envisages ACV and JUSPAO

•' " FO •as "o~ervers" only . . . There is a need for
a single US voice to reconcile policy differ-
ences ,rzd focal point for US dealings on
RC cadre .-

(S) Ca4UZ4ACV believed that WCV~s role should not be
limited to the degree envisaged.by USID because it had
a direct and subetinti4a interest i-Me- Tadre program. USMACV
wva the only itz'ture for advising the GVN at all levels of its
govwemtal operations and administrative organizations. At
district level and below, the USMACY aubsector advisory team
was the sole US advisory element, Because of thiso CCWmS1aCV
shared the responsibility for failure if the cadre policies
and prograes developed in Saigon were ineffective in the
provincea. The manpower required for the cadre teams would im.
pact directly and seriously on CO1USAWCV's efforts to maintain
RYNAX strength levels. The supplying of arms$ anmunition and
other standard military items for the cadre and the maintenance
and repair of such material would inevitably become the responsi-
bility of RVW and hence of CGQl24ACV. The Minister of Raral
Construction, Major General Than& was also the Dir ector of
(perations, JGS$ and looked to USACV for advice and assistance
on-the whole spec rum of pacification activities to include
cadre problems. 09

(C) In a memorandum to Special Assistant Ifansdale on 15
December, the Ambassador clarified the roles and missions of US
agencies in SVN in these words:

I consider the govermuent of Vietnam's effort
L1 this domain (apart from the military clearing
phaso) to l'e primarily civilian, economic, social
and rolitUW. in nature and in its aims. Conse-
quentlfy, )n tha Amrican side, it is preferable that

I I 'upon myo'I 3hould rely for the im-
'Pi*tion of the necesoary programs as they
develop. Other sections of Uo Missions Lnlud-
ing 24A0V, JUSPAQO .*should o~ns r wnemselvos
aseocsoiM d with . USA IDM but not as
agencieb directly responsibte fk r ojaratiws.

The foregoing is intended to ins-ae that the
number of persons and agencies contacting the GVt
and particularly the Iaiistry of Rural Construe.-
tiont on the subject of patification and dovelopment
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is reduced$ and in fact is limited to yourself
or your representatiwa plus the rapresentaieiys of
the two operating agencies, USAID and CAS. 31

(TS) At year's end, CCIUSVACV held these views on the pacifica-
tion effort:

From an administrative and a management view-
points, I think we are getting pretty well organized
to subsequently pursue a military campaign and to
project a meaningful rural construction program.
The only missing element now is a cadre concept and
plan which should becms an annex to a decree by the
Prime Minister setting up a broad policy and the or-
ganisation for rural construction. This is a matter
to be worked out between General Thang and Mr.
Janedile. The biggest problem- nw in this whole
complex is lanadale's function, to include his re-
lationship with other elements ot the US Mission and
agencies of the GVN. 311

(S) In evaluating the progress of pacification during 1965, Man
factors mst be considered. In Septeamber 1963, there were 79 indica-
tore which UXCV staff mobers had devised to measure developmmts
in the then 27 objectivie defined in the pacification program, y
March 1964, the number of indicatore accepted by J3, USMACV* had in-
creased to 101, Although these indicators were forixlated ou reason-
able bases: their large namber made analysis and presentationoumbersom.*

Pacification reports from the beginning wer in
a constant state of flux, because of a continual saarch
for a meaningful basis bf. comparison between past and
present. Uncertainty as to what data were significaat
created a demand for wore and more inforration with
the resultant introduction of statistical methods into
pacification reprting. As the search for significant
indicatore for pacification progress continued threwh-
out 1964, reports became more mszmrous and unviel4

(C) Thus when COMSACV Proposed that - few basic yardsticks be
86d as Pimar indlcators to measure pacification progress, they

A ere eadifl accepted by the agencies inavlwed, i.e., DIA (DefenseItj telligence Agenc)s, 'O S D WtAIl. These yardsticks were: 1)
population coantrols, 2ý a control# 3) comuwdcation eonitrol, 4)
resources control, 5) W strength and viability, 6) RVN strrgth and
vbability, Three reports which evolwud during 1964 and served as the
basic Pscificatifo progress report reqireftnts during 1965 were:
1) USCV Directive 335-.10, SJect. Monthly Reporting or Pacifica-

6 Progress and FWplation and Area Control, 15 July 1964 (revised
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6 October l965),A )jf;oint Directive 2-64, Subject: Criteria
to Evaluate New 14fe Hamlets, 8 October 1964, (C), (superseded
by GN 'CRC Directfve 1535- BHP-CT.M, 11"DecAAiber 1965 and
3) Joint' Directive 34-64s Subject: "Province-Pd aification Reports,
"26 October 1964, (C)), (sg'erseded by Joint Directive 1-65 dated
22 'July 196.

(S) "'Stiaistical data on gains and lodses during 1I65 can
.thus be calculated by analyzing the pertinent data of these
"reports. F6. eranple the population in the sectred areas
increasedfd 4,i278,960 to 7,724,200, for a gain of 3,445,600
during the priod 25 January-25 December' 1965. 313 A true
appreciation ot this gain should, however, be qualified by
factors to include: -) normal population growth, 2) continuing
reevaluation of methods by which these figures are compiled,
3) periodic discovery of inaccurate data submitted by lower
echelonsi 4) movements of refugees, 5) deliberate VC infil-
trations, etc., as well as GVN control over additional areas.
The hazardous nature of statistical formulation in RVN can be
summarized by unconfirmed report from the office of the Mayor
of Saigon that ,approxImatel_ 00,000 unregistered people were
in the Saigon/Cholon area," 5

(S) The qualified nature of statistical data can be ilMus-
trated by the analysis of selected data for December 1965.
According to GVN Mlemorandum No. 0657, dated September 1964, an
area can be considered secured only if it met the "six-point
criteria." One of the conditions needed for fulfilment of
Criterion No. 1 is the recognition of the ineffectiveness of
VO harassment on the population. Che of the indications by
which this condit4 .on can be recognized is when the people
"Voluntarily provide effective intelligence to GVN, which will
identify and neutralize the remaining VC infrastructures." In
December, Mia Dinh Province, the province which had the second
greatest percentage of its population in areas considered secured,
had 97.7 percent of its population in this category. 315 During
the first 21 months of 1965,p an affirmative answer was given to
the basic question posed in the Provincial Team Report: IT the
population willingly giving intelligence to t he government
concerning the VC? Yet, in December# the answer was: "No.
Information pjovided in only one district where there it
security.* 310 The change in attitude of the people, despite
this statistic, c•a probably be attributed to the assassination
of six government officials by the VC in Gia Dinh Province from
September to November 1965 and the confirmed increase of six VC
battalions 317 in the areas bordering the province. 319

(C) The expectations for progress in terms of land area
"and populationoontrol were natural. But they were based on
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Sassumptims which were not necessarily valid during 1965: that

there were effective and coordinated pacification plans and an
efficient organization to pursue these seals, Som of the
obstructions and inadequacies which hindered the program during
1965 were. 1) lack of local a&dmnistrative capability to
assimilate rural construction program, 2) inadequate formationof HF/PF units to follow up military clearing operations, 3)
a~dmnistrative conifusion associated with the attmpted coup of
15 Februr 1963, 4) increased VC aetivitrs, particularly in the
first half of the yrear# 5) uncertainties resulting from delays

Sat the national level in approving the 1965 Pacification Progrms
6) delays in the disbursment of funds budgeted for rural con-
e struetion activitiess 7) continued use of low-quality civili
cadres, 8) relatively low efficiency in search and destroy
operations, 9) the drafting of many caAble cadres# teachers
and survey team members into the military services and 10) the
appointaent of some incapable and obstinate officials at the
"district and province levels.

(C) In a larger sense it would be more appropriate to
evaluate pacification progress during 1965 in terus af the changes
and refinements in pacification ooncepts, planning and organisation.
If this is considered a valid criterion, the following develop-
ment would indicate that significant progress %as madet 1)
greater GVN initiative and better planning, 2) timely handling
of the 1966 pacification budgets 3) clearer definitions, 4) more
definitive policies, 5) better coordination of plans and views,
6) more accurate statistics# 7) a refinement in the methods of
evCluation 8) greater efficiency and flexibility at the lower
levelso 9$ recognition of the need for a better trained cadre,
10) more agressive ettitudes (such a* the return of refugees
to their ow villages), and 11) greater apprecition of the
nuances of pacification techniques.

(U) The process of pacification was sually slow and involved
as much a change in attitude as it dL A the accpliashment of
p)wsical tasks, By an avereness of the political and psechological
factors involved, by an attitude of helpfulnaes and undfrstanding,
coupled with firm and fair application of the neoesary oontrols,
and by conduct of an imaginative and aggressive civic action pro-
gits military forces coud make the diffe noe between succes
and failure in the paciication program. 319

|EGOOIC WAVAIM

(S) In 1965 the US mission established an econoaic uarfare
proper as an integral part of the joint US/GvN effort to defeat
tho VC/jVN forces, With the sharp increase of NVV military forces
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infiltrating into SVN, and their corresponding increasing re-
quiraments for food and medicines, an economic warfare proprem
was essential to deny them these logistic resources and thus
reduce their effectiveness. Such a program wuld force them
to expand more effort Just to subsist, leaving them less time
and capability to fight. Emphasi : was given'to immediate action
which would deny the eneW money, foodstuffs, salt and medicine",
particularly in the critical areas of the II CTZ, where most
of the VC buildup was taking place. 320

(8) The US Mission Council's Economic Warfare Committee,
formed in August 1965, ws chaired by the US Counselor for
SmacI€ Affairs. It consisted of representatives from J2.
USACT, MBAID, CAS, and theUS Ibbassy's Special Liaison Office.
The committee considered the suggestions of various agencies,
intelligence reports, and investigation results, to ensure
that all possible measures would be employed to weaken the
oenamy Specific programs were arranged with the appropriate

4L inp1enting agencies and recomendations were submitted to the
US Ambassador and Washington. The comittoe members also
monitored various programs to determine their effectiveness
and to assure proper execution. Close liaison was established#
especially with the director of USAID, the Ibbassy political
section and CAS. 321

(8) Initially, the conittee focused its attention on -
two activitiest 1) to deny the VO access to needed resources,
and 2) to counter the VC program of economic warfare. Toward
the last few months of the year the committee concentrated its
efforts in programs to deny resources to the VC. 322

(S) Although there was a variety of comodities which the
VO needed to maintain a satisfactory capability, the committee
felt that progrem should be formulated in toms of denying
the enW specific selected items which when limited would hurt
the eney most effectively. 323 The committee determined these
itms to be money, food# salt and medicines, in a descending
order of priority. Money was of primary importance because of
its negotiable nature both in-country and abroad. An appropriate
program to dewy the VO money would thus consist of measures
which could counter their taUation, hi4aoking, blaazciling and
strongam activities. 324 Ddring 1964, the VC reportedly
tollected more than two billion piasters in taxes. However,
the committee believed that the VC were still operating with a
considerable deficit. A reported CHICO( purchase of 300 million
ptasters in Hong Kong was apparently a measure to balance the
VC budget, The V'O' financial system was sophisticated and
businesslike. E9en law-level functionaries reportedly corn.plained of the paper work involved. The magnitude of VC
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taxation can be illustrated in terms of the fact that two billon
piasters in tawos is tantamount to an annual lev of 1,000 pias.
ters from each family in the RVN. 325

(S) The VC had numerous ways of obtaining money while the
GVN/B masures to counter their efforts were limited. The sim-
plest immediate countermeasure was to neutralize VC tax and
revenue collectors on the highways and riverways. The expansion
of areas under GVN control would algo shield an increasing num-
ber of people from VC taxation. 326 USABD pressed GVN authorities
to establish a number of strong and efficient checkpoints on the
major national highwys leading into Saigon and those lea.ding

from the central lowlands into the highlands, Permanently mannedby the ffPo but to include RVNAF and US NP'sp all vehicles could
thus be stopped and searched. The committee believed that this
measure -would prevent the VC from using certain highways. 327

(8) A Resources Control Programs which was developed by
the USAID Public Waety Division and implemented by the NPO

concntrated on checking the flow of resources from the Delta
to the highlands and to the central lowlands. It was difficult,
if not impossible, to check VC efforts to obtain food within the
food-producing Delta region but the VC in the highlands had only
very limited food resources. 328

(S) To deny drugs to the VC, USAID and the MLnistry of
Health developed a plan which increased control over retail dis-
tribution of pharmaceuticale. Previously, any person with an ID
card could purchase drugs freely. 329 The program required retail
drug distributors to register all bWyers of drugs, Hospital
personnel were urged to strictly monitor their medical supplies
to minizmie leakage into the black market, COG0SACV instructed
all US and FWAF medical teas to adainister only daily dosages
and not dosages for com•nete treatment. This would prevent the
VC from oollecting medicines fra vifla•1a visited t7 Medical
Civic Action Progrea (HOW) teams. 330

(S) The profgam to desW salt to the VCO who required about
one pound per amonth per man, consisted largely in controlizng the
movemnt of salt cargo** in the salt-producIng areas alwg the
coastal plains of SVN, Salt was transported largely by small
Junks and smpana. If suQc4efu3.lY executed, this proVr• would
cut the VCWe a"coss to 85 percent of the salt produced in sVN.
Plans were also made to institute checkpoints in the h1ij"-A&
to Control the shipping of salt into that region, 331 32-

(S) US and ARVN forces conducted a series of operations to
secure tLe rice-producing areas, particularly in I CTZ and in the
Delta regions to insure that the rice harvest would not fall into
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VC hands. Evacuaton of rice supplies found in VW hideouts
and,, sUpply points also contributed toward dent~l of this valuable

, oo.modity to the VC. ýhen such supplies could not be evacuated,
thq were destroyed.

(S) Progras carried out strictly by the GOVN were generally
ineffective. This was due largely to shortage of trained supek-
visory personnel and a deterioration of the security situation4
The Economic Warfare Comnittee recommended that UAID direct a
cantration of effort into a few, properly staffed and super-
vised transportation route oheckpcints, wih the main effort in
the~IX CTZ and the Saigon-Cholon complex. mo

(S) In. response to the US Ambassador to requests the USMACV
staff developed an economic warfare directive in December 1965,
which as subsequently published and distributed by 14 Janmury
1966. 535 The directive included data on previous USMACV studies
an this subject and pointed out the two objectives of economia
. •rfare: to dwe to the VC/NVA those comadities which they not
"have to carry on insurgency, and to counter the VC ecommi
warfare easures against the RN. US•FM forces and/or RVYA
throug adviory channelss we"r thus required tot

1) doe rice harvests to the VC on a planned basis
,within manpower capabilities by securing the area concerned or
by destroying rice fields in regions which could not be secured
and by providing iAzited asounts of rice to the people in fringe
areas throuh the cooperation of local provincial authorities.

2) secure the salt producing areas (solely an RVNA
mission) and cooperate with the NP who were to inspect and con-
trol ccmercial shipamts of salt from thes aras. 336

3) neutralize VO attempts to collect money by attack-
in& VU tax collection points and personnel an roads and waterways
and to provide sufficient security to the local population so
that they would be encouraged to ignore VC tax and bond.4elliAg
efforts,

4) i•entify and neutralize local VC sources of medicine
and to report all captured medicine etocks.

5) control all traffic on selected key roads and
watoewys by isosing a night curfew# by protecting a 11 convoys
which mast m•o duing the day and by inspecting e vehicle
or wtamwaft traversing these areas.

6) cooperate with the HP in the operation of resourese
ontrol checkpoints. 337
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(C) COKUSCAfV's overall guidance in this new directive
provided for US/FW( to assist and monitor RVWAF security efforts
and furnish appropriate aeristance to other US agencies engaged
in this program. It was hoped that this fresh approach would.lend
new stimulus to this vital program as the new year began,

PSYCHOLOCGIC&L OPERATIONS

(U) The most significant development of USMACV psyops during
1965 was the introduction of USA psyops units as part of and in
support of the buildup of US combat forces, There was a generel
consolidation and integration of US-GVN efforts# a corresponding
clarification of functions among members of the psyops comnmity
in the RVNp and a marked interest throughout the US Mission in full
exploitation of all psychological opportunities.

(U) The keystone of USMACV pelops policy relative to the
support of combat operations was contained in USKACV Directive 525-3,
)Enimiaing Ncn.Ccubatant Battle Casuilties, 7 September 1965. This
directive, which emphasized discrimination in the application of
firepower and the use of all available psyops resources during each
operations also noted that the circumstances of the war in SVN called
for the exercise of restraint not normally required of soldiers
on the battlefield. These circumstances were described as follows:

The Government of Vietnam (GYN) is engaged in
a fight for its survival against the communist Viet
Cong (VC) supported and reinforced by the forces of
the DMV. It is the objective of the VC to seize
control of the hamlets, villages and towns by a coa-
bination of military action, terrorism, political
action and subversion, It is the objective of the
GVN to resist this process and where it has occurred#
to reserve it, This means that the battle for Viet-
nam flows backward and forward across the homes and
fields of the hapless rice farmer and the small tn
inhabitant. Whether# at any one time, he lives in
a VC or a OVN controlled hamlet depends to a large
extent upon factors and forces beyond his control,
&ventually, of coures, the GVN plans to regain con.
trol over all of the hamlets and all of the people.

The use of wnmeaessary force leading to non-.
embatant casualties in areas temporarily controlled
by the VC will emitter the populations drive them
lnto theamsofthe VC and *ake the long renge
go0l Of pacification ftV difficult and more costly.
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UNCLo;SSIFIED
Inteoration. of. US Psyopa Activities

21 (u)Following his March 1965 SWN visit# USIA Director Carl
-lan mecomsended to the President that US psyops in the RWVN be

Sezpeee .. a rsaligned. The ?ressdent approved the recionended
pro---.,which called for the imediate ceation of a Joint VS
hMblc Affairs Office (Ju8sAoa through the cowbination ýof .U8#S&

SU.F(V and .unID elaments.

(U) The creation of JUSPAO was formally announced by US
Easq• ostruction VN 186, of 14 SY*. A Joint USMACV/JUSPAO

aocage dated 18 May, Subject: Direction and Supervision of US
PfychologLcal Operations In Vietnwa clarified the relationsbip
atmig UtWAV, JUSPAO and GVK persam.l and agencies. The Director,
USIS in SW, was designated Director, JUSPAO. (Se Figure IV-4
for -tie organization of JUSPAO,)

"(U) The DirectorJUSPAO, as US Mission Coordinator for
Psychological Operations, developed payopi guidance applicable
to all US elments in SYN. The more significant eleents of
this guidance, such as the National Psychological Operations
Plaus wre sulbitted to the US Mjission PsyCps Cwittee, an
wdhich the U5(ACV J3 wae a e pber, and subsequently to the
Missio Council for approval prior to dissemination to field
agencies. JUSPAO field represbatives acamplised at the
local levels i.e.. region and provlnce, the sam xission of
coordination of the payope activities of all agencies,

(U) The Political Whrfare Advisory Dietorate (POLWAR)
was established by USMACV 00 Nw. 931, dated 5 May 1965& to advise
and support the General Political Warfare Department (O(ND)
of the RUAP, to advise iOUSMACV and the USIAOV staff on and
exercise staff supervision over psyope and civic action and the
psychological implications of military operati om, end to monitor
and supervise the efforts of USNACV payw and civic action
field advisors and pquar units. 339 Tho Iuector fwetioned
under the staff supervision of the ACfS J3# vith di"ot aoese
to the CofS uhen required.

(V) the Director, POLWARs sat as a uh~er of the JUMO
Zzmtlve Board, rpresenting the ACotS, J3 (and USACV) in the
voutin coordination of tission psyope. Military members of the
mJSPAO star.$, and JUSPAO military field reprentatives were
oaroiW1n the POM portion of the U3KCV JTD but mere not
t .nde* *1 oparational control of the Di•ectors VCLA16

(0) its avisory role, POMAA was coorxsod not only
with pqope ed .civic action but with the other activities
charged to ths OPWD as well. Because of the signifieance of
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UNCLASSIFIED
the GPWD's missions of motivation, propaganda, security and wel-
fare of the RVNAF in support of RVNAF comander's primary missions,
a separate treatment of this organization is provided in Annex L.
To support the prognmed expansion of the RVNAF political warfare
structure and activities, an increase in the USMACV JTD was re-
coaMnded in August 1965 to provide for an additional 57 psyope
trained officer advisors, to be assigned primarily at schools
and training centers but also including separate command, VNAF,
VNN and VNMC elements not already staffed with psyops advisors. 3 4

(U) In mid-December the JCS approved the deployment of the
6th USA Tactical PsyOps Battalion to the RvN. 341 Thi deploy-
ment was designed to culminate the gradual buildup of USA psyep,
detachments which had been introduced concurrently with US col.
bat forces and to provide command, control, and support headquarters
for all USA psyops units in the RVN. The introduction of USA
p•yops units was designed to provide a najor stimulus to the -whole
US/OVN psyope program and to insure that US tactical units were
provided adequate and timely psyops support. 342

(U) The 5th Air Comando Squadron (Psy~ps) was deployed to
the RVN during the last quarter of 1965 and becam operational
in late Deember. The squadron, equipped with four 0-47 aircraft
mounting AMTEC speaker systems and 17 U-10's with an improved#
LINGU.90C--VAUGHT university speaker system, was exclusively
committed to the support of psyops and functioned under the
operational control of the Cd0, 2d AD.

(U) With the arrival of the remaining elements of the 6th
POVOpe Bna and including psyops advisors, staff personnel in
combat mits, and USA and USAF psyop. units it 'Was estimated that
the total US ailitary cointment to psyope in the RVw approached
500D fu time per•snnel.

(U) Within the CTZ'sp the US mlitary peyops program was
closelr integrated with the RVNAP psYOps effort. The USA detach.
nients were placed under the operational control of senior CTZ
advisors, who were engaged in advising and assisting ARVN units,
with the hope of raleing the level of comitment and professional
aopetence of ARVN psyops units and to overcom the shortage of
VN language qualification and area specialitation in the US units.
To maximise on the capabilities of ARmN and US units, propaganda
support centers were established at locations within M 0s where
US and ARVN psops units were collocated. The propaganda stqoort
centers were conceived as being jointly naned and supporting
all US/RVNAF,/IFAF operations within the CTZ according to priorities
matualKy agreed to by the ARV corpe commanders and the Senior US
Corps Advisor. B the end of 1965 US peyops units had Assisted
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materially with psyops support to the Plei Me-Ia Drarg campaign
in II CTZ, to Operation "New Life" in III CTZ, and to Mny other
less publicized operations.

USMACV Troop Indoctrination in Civic Action

(C) The point of departure for the USMACY civic action opera-
tional concept was the attitude of courtesy and helpfulness dis-
played by the individual US/FWAP soldier in his daily contacts with
the VN people. Emphasis was placed on making personal friends among
the VN soldiers and omuon people and helping them individually;
using phrases from their languages; honoring their customs and
lawsl making no special demands; and treating women with politeness
and respect. Loud, rude or unusual behavior$ and open display
of wealth were discouraged, because they aliena'ed the soldier
fron the people. COMUSMACV's gmidance, sumlrized in terms of
nine specific points of conduct, was printed on 3* x 2J inch
cards ard distributed to all US military personnel in SVN. Unit
civic action complemented individual actions. Combined US and
OW civic actions were encouraged in situations where they were
collocated or engaged in combined operations. Initiative for
Civic Action was to originate at the lowest practicable echelon.34 3

Civic action projects were considered successful if they en.-
coraged a local VN attitude of self-help, and if the arrival
or continued stationing of US uni s in an area was welcoes for
the positive and tangible benefits that would accrue to the co-
mon people.

(U) US military commanders wtre encouraged to participate
in civic action to the extent that xilitary operations permitted*
Instructions called for the use of managerial and technical
sk13 of the M tary as well as the equipmunt available to
assist the people to accomplish their own Improvement, rather
than evplc7 troop unite to acfplish the improvemont for the
people as a primaz7 mission.

USMACV Civic Action Progrna

(U) The key to civic action in the provinces was the prov-
ince chief. He had the administrative staff for detmaining
requirementso establishing priorities, developing programs and
projects, allocating resources of mc•y, materials# managerial
and technical ekills, equipmnt and labor, in the furtherance
of and coordination with reconstruction activities. After
coordination with proince/sector staffs,, through US Advisory
T"eas, US caxiders were urged to obtain the province chief's
approval prior to implementing pl•med civic action projects.
OA 31 October 1965, USKACV CommwA ItF Subject:, " 4ap s

Omer
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for US/FWAF Military Civic Action, Serial No. 4678, was issued,
providing detailed information on the availability of supplies
for this program.

(C) CINCPAC's guidance to COMSI4&C0 in November 1965 stip-
ulated that the degree of implementation of civic action programs
was dependent on various factors including: the imminence and
nature of the insurgency threat, the magnitude of the in-country
effort, the Importance attached to this effort by the local
goverment and senior military officials, the degree of internal
coordination and centralization of civil affairs, functions within
US military/host country military staff, and the degree of coord±o
nation and programing among all cognizant team agencies. 345

(U) From October to December 1965, USM&CV Civic Action
staff officers visited all major US/F# F units and USM&CV groups
in order to improve directing, monitoring, coordinating and
evaluating the nationwide civic action progrem. The visits
resulted in the publication and distribution of several letter*
of guidance including: 1) US(CV letter, Subject: -Sector
Psy0pq/CA'Advisor Duties (U), Serial Nr. 4964., 8 November, (duty
readjustments to enable sector advisors to concentrate on their
primary responsibilities), 2) USMCV Letter, Subject: Disposi-
tion of Captured Rice Stooks (U), Serial Mr. 01536, 24 November.

(U) DurIng 1965p US military personnel assisted in the
distribution to the IN people of over 106,000 tons of foodstuffs
and other ommodities valued at more than $100,000 donated by
International Voluntary Agencies, CAM and the Catholic Relief
Services. Civic action construction projects numbered more than
2,400 and ranged from drainage control and road repair to school
canstruction and bridge building. Monetary contributions by US
units in support of orphanages, schools and dispensaries were
often unreported and are not included in the above figures.

(U) See Annex L for the GVN Polwar Program, Chieu Hol
Program, Rand Corporation Research Projeots, leaflet Operationep
and HDO.
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THE tXICCH

(U) The Year of Decision brought remarkable chand s to
the military situation in Vietnam, the most significant of iwhich
was the deployment of almost 200,000 US combat troops and the
cosmenceaent of one of the largeSt construction programs ever
undertaken by the US Armed Forces. It .WS' a Myea Tin iftibh:.the
US faced challenges it had never before encountered. The degree
of success with which these challenges were met could not always
be samwed-a perplexing and frustrating situation. The
highest order of perseverance and Judgent on the part of each
serviceman was required. But his problems were recognized--
the entire world became painfully aware of the vexing situation
and the importance of events in Vietnam. This recognition was
symbolised by % magsine's choice of General Westmoreland
as the "Man of the Year" for 1965.

BUILDUP

(U) The first US tactical units arrived in SVN early
in the year. USMG air defense unite arrived in Da fang in
Februaryp followed by USHC infantry units at the same location
on 8 March. The USA 173d Abn Bde arrived in the Saigon-Bien
Hoa area on 5 Kay. B the end of the year there wre 12 USMC
battalions, two At* divisionse two separate USA airborne
brigades and nmrous USKC and USA aviation and support units
deployed. Deployment of a amunte of the 2 th Inf Div began
toiewd the end of the raz (see chronolof).

(U) The purpose of the initial USMC buildup was to
provide a security force for the Da Nang air base. This emphasis
on security forces continued throughout the year. HP units
wer, deployed to areas of high troop concentrations and, in
M USNACV corps advisory detachments were aupented to provide
security for tbe various advisory elements.

(S) The year also saw the first overt employmut of US
air power in the war. Concentrated bombing of NVN begen on ?
February with a raid by USN and VNAF aircraft in retaliation
for the VC attacks on Pletku on the sam date, The first USAF
strike of 1965 in M as econducted on U Pe11 ruary when 150
USA? and USX asirer struck in retaliation for the boubing of
a an/In N.T (M had been bwbed on# on 5 August 1964
followieu an attack by M PT boats on two US destroyers in the
(uLf of T* ni.) US tactical jet aircraft comebde4 operations
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in SVN on 19 February and the first tactical emplomsnt of B-52
bombers occurred on 18 June. Aerial reconmaissance of laos and
the infiltration routes had been underway since May 1964 under
the dodo name YANK TEAM. Sme strikes had been made against
air defense positions in Laos but the first US air strikes against
Ve/NVA infiltration routes occurred on 12 December 1964 under
the code nmi BARRML ROLL (air strikes into the northern Laotian
phaandle). 2 BARE ROLL, ARG LIGHT (B-52 strikes in RWM), STEEL
TIGER (air strikes in the southern laotian Panhand1,)#, and
ROLLING TRUNIU (air strikes in NVN) operations iemre conducted
throughout the year from bases in RVN, Thailand, Guam, and from
7th Fit carriers. Strikes in Laos and RYN continued throughout,
the yea but there were two cessations of bodings in NV (23-

418 Msy; 25 Deombr-qinresd In 1965) to provide apportuaitiae
for peace negotiations.

(C) There was a great increase in the USK role in the war.
"Aside from its support of the VNN through the NAVGP and its sup-
port of air operations fran several MVAiss it provided extensive
gunfire support and conducted MARKET TIME operations to maintain
coastal surveillance against VC infiltration. Before Nay 1965
only five NO? ships supported counterinsurgency operations. At
the end of the year 18 destroyers were providing this suppor.
Occasionally as many as 25 ships participated in this role.,l
In addition* USCG elemnts arrived in RVN during the mar to
participate in XARKST TWO

(C) Changes in USA advisory effort included an increase of
advisory team at subsector level and a POLMAR Directorate on
the USMACT staff as wall a an eWpansion in the intelligence
field. More naval advisors were assigned to RAG and to the Coastal
Force. Additional USAF adviseor were assigned to noevyativated
VMF squadrons. Howver# there were no signit•icant chanAg in the
USC advi=or, role during 1965.

(3) The year saw the first tactical commitment of PFWA
with the arrival of the let B, VAR# on 8 June. It was followd
by a battery of MNw Zealand artillery, the ROK Capital Xmantrr
Division and a WOX KrIn brigade (sew ohrvonlW). About 22,400
FWA? troops were deployed by 31 December and plans mwre being
umad for deplognt of another RO RCT and another W1 diriso. 4

(C) aive. the bom lines of comnacation, acwo the
,tNiflep the insdepate terminal facilities in the RkV and the
dispersion of RidlA esimnts coupled with the basadous nature
of inland routes, it vs learl3y imperative that a logistics
base sobuld be developed. Initally Sadiga vas the aoy mjor
portl it we ocnsidested inadequate becaue of its lIted spaces
the valna.ltof e ij to VC attacks on the river and its
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location as a traneshipjnt point. A dual logistics Support
system was dfvelopzd in which the NAVSUPPACT, Da Ng, wuld

kservice the northern regitmns tile the lot USA Log Co in
Saigon would cover the southern area. This system called for
the establishnmnt of a major supply and support complex at
Cam Raah Bay and additional bases at Qui Ihon, Nha Trang,
Bien Hoand gVun Tau. The development of these facilities
uas particularly necessary if US/NMAF elements ware expected
to mount sustained military operations.

(C) By the end of 1965, except for some logistics units
and four USAF squadrons, the US personnel buildup under Phase I
was completed. Of the 184,314 IT militsry personnel in-country,
116,755 were UMA; 8,749, JSN and USCG; 38,190, UWMC; and cu,o v,USAF, Although Phase II buildup had begun, it required aug-.mentatics (fas*e hA) to cope with the increased VC/NVA buildup.

(C) Sxcept for the PF, RVWAF and other GVN forces managd
to attain their respeotiv NAP strength ceilinge. However, RVNAP
suffered from an extromly high desertion rate and heavy combat
losses. Thea. develovsets substantiafl decreased the RVN
waVwsp r resources to the degree that, C(MUW*CV wme obliged to
reduce the 1966 MAP supported force increases from a deslred
326,725 for SAW to 206,007. 6 Approximate 7ear.seý strengths
attained -y GVM' forose were' ARVII • VI"?NN 14500; VIA?,
32,700; VNN, 7 ,4v RP ,ja*zoo. 49 136#400; NP 52,200; and
01=80 28,4D.

RUACTICUS

(C) he ampignof em'ist 4-ttacks against both USand GVN instalatons $*eatts j.ntIy ia 1965. Uadobte437
MW of the incidents may'ý.b strib.,ted to the VCO' reaction
to the increasing Mpls 0 US dtaiwation in fulfilnig its
coamtmeat to the.. R II- n pr-pan ,tion for the anticipated
sten-mp ti VC h"t•.l Attow% the evacuation of dependents of
US military person-el. s other US goveremmt mployees was
ordered on 8 Pebtwu . VC-snttiated incidents continued to
riee th"ugowg, the year; the highest weekly record of incidents
was for the we4k ndin 1 Dcember$, en it rnched 1,038, 8

(C)W Uir e-- 19$5 it as apparent that infiltration of
suppie AM the north e w cinmesing. There wer also -tdi-
Cations that SA regulars vere being Introduced into the RV.,
IntallO ence reporte tweted to show that the VC would launch a
Wbig cMP in the TI CtZ durin the seetr wnsooas with onwe
goal of aplittin the RIB in hat. T~he mW emosrnatne his
abilit~y to coardimto the aoticas of RaUlt4a*f0 p~r
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effectiveiy and displayed a willingness to angag the US/FWAF
elements in large conventional warfare battles. It appeared as
though the- insurgent, activity was developing into loI* ti Ae
stage of revolution--that of open warfare.

(U) The first public confirmation of the presence of WTA
units in the RVK was made by a USMACV announcement of 15 July
which identified the 101st NWA Regiment as being in-country, 9
Late in the year the eneo' infiltration rate was estimated to
have increased to a monthly rate of 4,500. It was concluded
thait VC/NVA strenth in RVN doubled during the years with a
strength of 229,759 10 at the year's end knee Table 1-2)o

(U) The year also saw a wide diversity of US public and
international reaction to the US involvement in the war, In
the VS there were student protest marches, teach-ins and-a few
attempts to halt oi- delay shipments to Vietnam. Howevers these
actione appeared to be protests of small albeit, highy vwcal,
groups. The vast majority of the US public appeared to support
the policy of the US Government. Private cititene and eivio
organizations indicated their support by sending tons of
Christmas mil and gifts to US serviceam in SUN. A maesive
airlift of Christmas mail, nicknamed *Operation Christmas ftar,'
was initiated. Ineceing mail handled by UNACV postal facilities
in November and 3ee~wber totaled 6,4290216 Ibs. In all, more
than 1,9500,000 letters and 100,000 packagea were received by
US personnel in se. CQhSYACV said that although it posed *an
additional burden on our intertl logistics sstem", ... it
was exceptionally worthwhile."

(C) The number of official visitors to RVf created a
serious problem in 1965. This was frirt evident vhen 4M militaxy
qnd 45 pivilian officials visited RVN between 1 February end 15
March. 12 OONUSKACV expressed his concern over the problem,
pointing out that these visits caused a heavy drain on air trans.
portation and bi.letiMng required a great deal of support frem
SICV pereemelp and created a seevo rty problem, 23 He recol.
sod that Ovisits by setior individuals play a constructive

role in that they see the situation at first hand sad can thus
speak fron eperience upon their return to the states. Se0ndlyt
they can aquire expertise that can be bouxt to bear in
helpUNg us solve sorn of our problems". 4- He suggested to
CIMCPAC that visits be reduced to an absolute aUtAb . 15 CItWPAC
and CJC8 approved the following C(MU CV-proposed critetra isn
alleviating the problemst WM the tript Aid in elinating
a SMCI problem area? Aid in aoquiring needed resource3? Aid
ftur. qpratioh of LSKCV? ImkA to UWM-AG signifteant In-
fomtm not othoerwie available? Or involve per sonnet s4e
responsibllties require t-, to .aintain pioti cpnt&,a L dtb
field activities in the Mt5•-.l interest? In spite ok these
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actions to discouwage nonessential visitss the total for October
reached an all-time high of 892. The UG, FFCRCEV, noted iw "
October that the volume of visitors to his HQ had begun-to affect`
"adversely his operational activitiesb 17 This same concern was
expressed by.the 0G% ist Cay Div (AM), in December. 18 (See
Table,¥--l for 1965 visitor statistics.).

(C) Concerned with the safety of M'P's who might desire
to visit units engaged in combat, the Ambassador and CCOUMACV
agreed that the decision as the vbether such visits should be
arranged or not shoald be made by the commanders (or if
delegated, their immediate zubordinates) of the respective
major subordinate commands affected. In the IV CTZ, the Senior
Advisor was to decide. The criterion governing these decisions
"was: to prevent unnecessary exposure to hostile action of key
US/Free World officials whose injury or death would result in
grave loss to the nation. 19

ACCCKPLISHMENTS AND .PRBLI

(8) The Phase I buildup was a particularly noteworthy
accomplishment considering its rapidity and the lack of a
logistical base and adequate communications in-country. Great
progress was made in both logistical and conmunications areas
but much improvement was still needed at the end of the year.
While there were critical supply shortages during the year,
no combat operations were delayed by lauk of adequate logistics
support. However, the capability for sustained combat was
hampered. The major problem that remained unsolved at the end
of the year was that of port congestion and cargo through-put,
Iaxd IM0 s were also largely interdicted forcing heavy reliance
on coastal shipping and airlift. At year's end negotiation for
additional LS's, barges and other forms of lighterage were
underway. The cost of all this effort, though; was high. In
November the SECDEF stated that the war was 99sting the US
approximately ten billion dollars annually.

(s) In the field of communicationsp significant progress
was aade in planning and establishing systems to provide
CLtfSKACV with resources necessary for the exercise of responsive
cownand and control. A secure voice net linking Saigon and
Washington was completed. An in-country secure voice uet was
partially completed. Advisory ecamunications were improved. A
serious shortcoming of the year %,s the failure to c lmpete
construction of the IWRS to permit overall upgrading of the
SEASIA long lines system. A serious message backlog developed
causing COMUSMACV to place stringent controls on message
traffic within his HQ. At the end of the year plans were under-
way for an expansion of the krmed Forces Radio Service (AFRS)
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F
and for the introduction of TV into RVN both as a morale booster
and,,fr use in the GVK psywar program.

(C) Early in the year COMU•(ACV stressed the need for an
improved command and control system for tactical air operations.
After COJSMACV approved a 2d AD plan on 24 March, releasing US
tactical'aircraft from previous restraints, a Joint Tactical

Air Control Center (JTACC) was established at TSN air base. 21
On 1 December a COC was established to control ground force
operations and coordinate this control with the JTACC.

(C) Significant military achievements by US forces during
the year were the blunting of the monsoon offensive and the
engagement of the VC within his traditional sanctuaries, The
US forces took a tremendous toll, of VC lives and acquitted
themselves creditably on the battlefield. Many US units were#
like RVNAF, tied to a local security role but at year's ends
with the buildup continuing, an tmpansion of operations was
"planned.

(0) The III NAF encountered a greater problem than other US
units owing to the lack of RF/PF elements for securing hamlets
withbi their TAOR. As a result, III MAF was not able to conduct
operations outside their TAOR to the extent desired because of
the need to use their own units in the securing phase of pacification.

(U) RVNAF forces recorded some significant victories and
some costly defeats. When VC units were forced to stand and
fight they were soundly defeated but they were often victorious
in battles of their own choosing. During the fir&', half of the
year the VC held the initiative in mary areas, attacking under
favorable conditions and avoiding or breaking contact when
conditions were unfavorable. Many RVNAF units were committed
to the defense of key installations which left large areas where
the VO could move freely. The introduction of US units and in-
creased air strikes tended to deprive the VC of these traditional
sanctuaries and as the year progressed RVNAF gained strength and
confidenc4. An improvement in the RVNAF ability to use new
equipuent effectively was noted. Some ARVN ocmiasdere, especially
in IV Corpas, demonstrated an excellent ability to conduct success-
ful allitary operations. 22

(0) The cost in liveAs, equipment and aircraft was higher
than previcais years but it was less than COMUSHAOV's estimates.
Personnel losses for US forces were l,37 KIAS 6,#14 WIA; 126

, IA and 17 kpown detained or captured, B RVNAF lost nearly
14,000 '� �w4j~e the VO lost approxiLately 35,000 KI and
6,000 oapturod. On 20 January 1966 the Secretary of Defenseq
announebd.that the US had lost 351 airoraft in SVN and N in 1965.
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Included-were 76 helicopters and 275 fixed wing aircraftj.
Of these, approximately 160 (95 USAF; USN exact losses uanknown)
were tactical strike aircraft brought down over NVN. 27

(S) Significant developments of material and techniques
were noted during the yearp particularly in the field of target
acquisition. SIAR was used to locate river and road traffic
at night; If devices were used to locate hidden campsites; the
heliborne illumination system called. Lijghtning Bueg was devel-
oped for use with a SLAR aircraft to provide target illumination
for armed helicopters at night. A tactic known as "Snipe Hunt"
was developed in which targets were located by a SLAR aircraft
wo~rking Vith a FAO,."a::flare aircraft and tactical strike. aircraft.
Delta teams were organized and used as long range reconnaissance
teams. New techniques in night photography were employed. By
year's end antipersonnel radars were in use in the Commaund.

(S) Significant advances were made in the field of
"psywar. JUSPAO was organized and the US4ACV POIWAR Directorate
was established. Each sector was provided two specially
equipped Tri-Lambretta vehicles for use in the psywar effort.
U-10 aircraft and UH-I loudspeaker and leaflet drop aircraft
were used extensively, US units took full advantage of the

. psywar effects of MEDCAP and construction projects. One of
the more successful psywar efforts appeared to be the leaflet
drop program over NVN which reached a wide audience and seem-
ingly affected the morale among sorm segments of the NVN
citizenry. The number of returnees in the Chieu Hoi program
doubled in 1965 (II000) over that of 1964. But a true
evaluation of this prograx should not be based on plain statistics.

(C) Achievements in the pacification effort fell short
of the established goals but some progress was made. The Hop
Tae program was accepted in the GVN national pacification plan
for 1966. A pilot program was initiated to provide subsector
advisors with a revolving fund to assist in rural construotion.
A trial program was initiated in three provinces to bring the
US effort in the rural construction field under one US
coordinator, known as the Province Team Chief. This effort met
with scme success as the program was continued in two provinces
after the triAl period ended. Progress in the 1965 pacifica-
tion program was hindered by political instability during the
first halZ of the year; inadequate initial planning and coordi-
nation at the national levell slow clarification of policies,
and insufficient personnel resources to expand into the cleared
areas. At year's end, the VO controlled about 56 percent of
the land area and 23 percent of the population2 o but new
directives and plans, AD 140 and AB 141, developed at that

{ time offered promise for 1966,
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(U) After 20 months of political instability, the Thieu/Ky
government gave promise of halting this debilitating situation.
At the end of 1965 this government had been in office more than
six months and had begun to consider a formula for future political
development of the country. This included a proposal to form a
national advisory council to take up the task of drafting a
constitution and laws governing elections and political parties. 2 9

(S) The year was marred by conflict between the Montapwd
tribes and GVN. There were a series of incidents, the largest of
which was the FUIRO rebellion in Phu Bon in December. The
rebellion was suppressed and four FUIRO leaders were executed on
29 December. 3 0 At the end of 1965. as in 1964, the aspirations of
the Montagnards were still largely unfulfilled and it appeared
that 1966 would see the same tension which characterized GVN/
Montagnard relationships up to that time.

(C) Both US and GVN authorities agreed that the inflation
caused by increased US and GVN spending and the security of
goods had to be checked. Inflation was one of the factors that
prompted the US currency conversion to Military Payment Certificates
in August. However, this and other measures were only temporarily
effective and the situation appeared even more aggravated at the
end of the year.

THE FUTURE

(C) The prospects for USMACV in 1966 were not entirely clear.
The cessation of the bombing of NVNM already a week long, would
probably continue for an extended period, to allow the President Is
peace efforts time for fruition. However, the enmy did not
appear to be responsive or interested. In spite of the massive
strength the US had assembled in SVN and the enemy's heavy personnel
losses, VC1NN leaders did not appear to be impressed. Increased
enemy infiltration provided definite indications that the US/FW
RVN forces could only look forward to many battles ahead.

(C) The year 1965 was thus a year of decisionp marked by
the US buildup and the establishment of a huge logistics base in
SVN. The firmness of the US position in SVN was amply
demonstrated to the enemy and to the world. Phase I goals had
been substantially achieved and Phase II and IIA deployment
were assured of execution, thus providing adequate resources for
the accomplishment of Phase II objectives. The one billion
dollar base development program and the additional commitment
of other resources were certainly formidable assets in support
of the long and difficult process of regaining GVN control over
the country. Unless the peace efforts were to succeed, it
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appeared inevitable that there would be increased fighting.
The US goals continued to be: to defeat the enemy on the

4 battlefield; to destroy his safe havens; to stop his infiltra-
tion; to neutralize his war-making capabilities in NVN, and
to assist in creating those conditions conducive to the
development of effective GVN control over the entire nation.

(C) In an address to the USMACV staff on the last day of
the year, CCMUSM&CV envisaged 1966 as the Year of Opportunity.
The enemy had lost the initiative; the GVN had stopped losing
the war. Some progress had begun to show in the development of
a mature and stable government which would, hopefully, begin to
win the allegiance of the people. The opportunity was at hand
for the US/FWM and RVNAF to begin the difficult march to
victory and win for the Vietnamese people the peace they so
long had sought. In all, 1966, the "Year of the Horse," held
forth promise of being a *galloping" year. 31
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